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HOM2. 
E. M. Bowman has resigned his position aa director 
of the Music Department of Vaeftar College. 
Madams Louisa Cappiani is expected to return Boon1 
to her New York atodiea for one more season before re* 
tiring per mane nil j. 
Tus announcement it made that the American tour of 
Jotef Hoffman will begin at the New York Metropolitan 
Opera Hoqm in the Utter part of October. 
Frank Vox nan Stock ay, fora long time leader of the 
N*>« York Arioo Singing Society, goe* to Cincinnati to 
take charge oi the symphony orchestra of that city. 
Tat Urge tne-tical library of Chn*. II. Jarvia waa 
to th* Dwx*l Inaiitou of Philadelphia. It 
anil b* pjar-wd in a room containing a piano and attt* 
dertU of wdl Vs frw» to wttuli it. 
A «rs)ctAC patigmukttoe of ** KenUworih/* tho new 
Owar KUin, w*« gtsen «i Ham bur* on 
A p*vl p-Tj tbs noemh-ait ai the that city 
el th« at *H tV* (UrMR op*** hmnnaa 
A rta-arx-x'V't fiftftal&ffea tit Hi^bUsS^tn** work* was 
Vj is Ifews hat bafga pamphiai 
at $Avif «m|V* ptfcsv. a tUwSfer.i !£*t all 
lx* a &.$,*» A***, <MrA jpAs*»w, ov** 
•bAeive*. tAit *$«***.. WiiA aH ae»4 omiHg* 
__ Uiinbl. 
<m****«v wish £*'***»»• ***• 
MtllH, 6.* AWVtm U fhii1*4*1 
jtlitt*, A fi\i*x*««uWrt !M AsAwujV - Vi* Will 
r»n 4 ©teawArt* 
Thk Kneiael String Qaartette, of Boston, consisting 
ol Messrs. Kneisel, Roth, SvencenBki, and Schroeder, 
will give three chamber concerts at the princes’ Hall, 
London, on June 10th, 17th, and 24th, under the direc¬ 
tion of .Mr. N. Vert. 
Piano-players will be interested in the fact that the 
sal^e of ivory at Antwerp, the principal market of the 
trade, during seven years amounted to 1,756,972 pounds,, 
valued at $3,624,000. The sale l&atjsar **8 683,117 
pounds, as against 493,880 in 1893,|^ s- 
An interesting programme has kWfarranged for the 
meeting of the Department of JuInBic Education of the 
National Educational Association. The meeting is to 
be held at-Denver, July 10th and 11th. Papers are to 
be read by leading educators of the country. 
Mr. H. W. Greene has recently finished a course of 
five lectures on the ** Development of American Song.” 
Each lecture was illustrated by appropriate selections. 
Mr. Greene showed the wonderful develAhent from 
a few Puritan psalm-tunes tel the presey ffch reper¬ 
toire of American songs. »- 
The New York Manuscript Society has recently taken 
into its fold a number of the older and better-known 
musicians, and now counts on its list over three-hundred 
of the active musicians and music lovers in the country, 
amon^Ahem Anton Seidl, Walter Damrosch, Emil 
Paur, and Theodore Thomas, for its musical directors; 
and Dudley Buck, William Mason, Harry Rowe Shelley, 
Arthur Foote, Xaver Scharweuka, Reginald De Koven, 
W. W. Gilchrist, Samuel P. Warren, from whose pens 
it expects manuscripts in the near future. 
The surprising news comes from Leipsic that the 
leading German music publishers, Breitkopf <fe Hartel, 
have withdrawn from sale the German, version of 
Praegeris book, ‘VWagner as I Knew Him.” It has been 
shown by Mr. Chamberlain and others that the book is 
full of inaccuracies hnd false claims,.but at the same 
time there are in it many interesting aud obviously 
authentic anecdote* and facts for the sake of which it 
ought to re main i n the market. The greatest blemish in 
the German edition is that Wagner’s letter* to Pracger 
were rolranilM-cd from the. English, instead of being 
printed'in Wagner*a own word*—*& utterly absurd and 
ioaxtrttsablc pnx«4ing, tioco mow of the origi&sJ lcU*r* 
still axUl and Kata Wo reprinted by Mr. Chamberlain 
hi «»parate- pamphlet. this bUmhih Us*.English 
version is 
Tw« happy <&,?* JtamaNM *f*4s*»» *il? be played 
m n ws*«r*ija* are In A U* vwii ago 
fv6»««tsis»B u* th# ismtM thai Mr-. 
TVo»w^» jiLk,»ci i-wa SiuaeOA *na£Sa«* al V&* ChKsejfo evsn 
0*4 S*jH* •CV*&**> 
tVoA (o4 iV« £jr«a He»=« ***& ve^*-5fc i*» «»*<« 
Mt* % n*«iV,«»*y Sti. t'Vff 
W.tdsWWnt tA-a $*etf*s»4iS& •, MVMhmJ Aiyrt** 
ness and go were unspeakably grateful,” while Mr. El- 
son in the Advertiser had this to say: “ One would al¬ 
most as soon attempt jokes at a prayer-meeting as at a 
Boston symphony concert, yet Mr. Paur has some pre¬ 
cedent for the introduction of this bit of humor, for 
Haydn’s “Surprise Symphony” has been given by a 
former conductor, aud that contains one of the best- 
known of musical jokes in its very sadden drum stroke'. 
But if musical jokes be allowed here one would plead 
for a performance of Mozart’s excellent “ Musikalisher 
v-Spasa,” in which that great composer pictures a oountry 
band leader trying to achieve a classical form and flound¬ 
ering about most wo?ully, being finally completely over¬ 
thrown in an attempt at fugue. There was considerable 
humor in the orchestration of the Strauss number, the 
piccolo having some very showy -work to do, and exe¬ 
cuting it remarkably well, and a very quaint doet be¬ 
tween piccolo and bassoon calling for commendation 
also. 
FOREIGN. 
The Emperor of Russia has allowed the widow of 
Anton Rubinstein a pension of 8000 rabies annually. 
Qdeen Viotowa is said to have in her three castles 
of Windsor, Osborne, and Buckingham no fewer than 
sixty pianos. 
Babon Rothschild has a piano which cost him $12,000. 
It is adorned with allegoric paintings by Alma Tadema 
and Poyatner. 
The pianist Slivinaky has recently been playing at 
Kieff, Russia, and created a big sensation, resulting in 
crowded bouses. 
•" Eugeni D’Albert has accepted the post of first con¬ 
ductor at the Weimar Opera, rendered vacant by the 
death of Eduard Lassen. 
Among recent German publications is one by Max 
Klinger entitled “ Brahms Phant&aie/’ It contains 
forty*ono illustrations to compositions by Brahma 
Caul Go,udmar* has put the final touches >p hi* new 
opera 14 Dyr He^mchen am Heerde, ” the libretto being 
a draxaattOed version of Dickens’ “ Cricket on the 
/£tauik«” v. 
Among Use latest publications of Bote A Bock in 
Rorlin are three piece* for piano by Drorak—two 
minuet*, opus 28; NoUaroo, opus 40 ; and Schotlische 
Tattfce, OpU* 4 3. 
Tus paniol oo»noe*r Prana ran- Sappe is still very 
rick oi Vienna. Sbonld ha improve sufficiently he will 
b# token to Gar* for a change of air. He wa* sevent? 
V* year* of of* cm April J^nh. 
Ht?.* 0«#rs»x4P* ban j'aiA iiwwad the fonHh hvg vol 
»**» «( hi* Wagv»er CWuiogte*. c*Nw>y.)*tinA iha Awsorip- 
•GU'kH ih». wrtrtotaed in Ms WMaseam 
•i IftMM*, ba* jfoirt’bfa* »»oW « Kiaapaoh 
V 
m m 
THE ETUD 
hi niwt't, ixt \5<citlo., La* fM*LtL45jod aa ««<aua, 
by A. b. bacb, &i Biabn.»' twe«ui cs>ltec*iou ui 
“ ihotUiMi* Folk &i»aga” Th«ee or** fatty- aia« of ibea*. 
bjr tiiahui*. vjotia oi oca daUbg back a* (or 
a* this autoaath ewatury. 
As loopyftaut ditcuvery l* that iu*Je lu Bologna of 
th« ongiaal auuie, wrutot, ov«r thro* buctdroJ yoara ago, 
to Yossjg^ pastoral play. aud whioti will ba 
porforuuSd at the Argontiaa in Uouto at ibo r-olnbration 
of the tercentenary of the poet’aaloath, next May. 
% Tb* avoat imp<>rtaut rouaio ft*attval in tiermany is 
osaailv the annual meeting of the Allgetnetno Muaikvt-rt 
eiu, which will be held chi* year at BrunswU k, from Juno 
12~lb- Five concerts will be given, and amour the solo¬ 
ists will be Lilli l^ehaiano, IV Albert, and f’adrrowski. 
ih> yo« ukA^cety itrro bo^Aa? Do yea asAetrsujbd 
theiM mui ilicit Uagaag« ? Do they really tell yva aesaw 
thing, or mv they illctti, iatieri, ie-yoar tuealal ear? 
II you will pul yourwoll ip sytopoihy with ih«a, iksyr 
will yield yet* an iuspiraUhia which cannot be exewUed. 
Bui thoy do not 9|^*k u> thoao who do not or will not 
try to ttnderstand them. 
Yo6 need not rave over them, nor is il nrrrmarj 
for yoo to rhapaodixe about them. If you truly want 
their inspiration yon had batter not buy them for 
their rare bindinga. What you muet do is to take them 
into your daily life; make yourself <rw rapport with 
them, handle them with confidence, whjch shows a com¬ 
plete understanding between you. Make them indeed 
your own, contents and all. Can you stand before your 
On April 1st twenty five Team had elapsed sfnoe the 
first Berlin performance of Wagner’s " Moisteminger. ” 
aSrssz&a ko“*“diMrou,ooi,o™°(“»• Puns m 1801. Of the lour loading singers in tbo cast book> conjure up in your mental vision the story it wonld 
— Mallinger, Bmndt, Niemann, ana Betz—only tho last- tell yon, the instruction, the inspiration it contains be- 
natned is on the boards to-day. tween its covers 7 If you know your books you can do this. 
There will be » grand Mossrt festival in Vieuua next How to use books is something comparatively few nn- 
October, when the monument to the composer made by deretaud. Books vary; Borne claim your attention for 
r »;rf trrd r rv olhrcannot be read hor- Mrt«ortJi.d Ik. Vi<>nn«RA had »o litile con- ned,Jt but ton8t slowly and carefoUy assimilated. 
Then there are those reference books which yon do riot 
ago, when oaart die , the ie ese s  littl  - 
cepliou of bis greatness that they allowed him to be 
buried iu one grave with five paupers. need to read consecutively. They afe ready to supply 
information just when-it is Heeded; they hold their 
stores ol knowledge ready for instant use. 
The choice of books is a matter to which you will 
need to give care. Books are like humanity; some of 
them are worthless or even worse. Your shelves should 
not be encumbered with useless books. There are too 
many which can give a reason for their existence. It 
has been said, 41 of the making of books there is no 
end,” and as it was in that day so it is in this. Musical 
literature is steadily growing, so that you have a wide 
It-is well known that HHndel is much less popular in 
Germany t-han in England. This circumstance may ac¬ 
count for the recent attempt of the Berlin Wagner So¬ 
ciety to briog onl the “Messiah.” It was an oad thing 
to do, neveriheless, since Hiindel was the only one of the 
famous composers of the past in whom Wagner took no 
interest. In the ten volumes of his wx^sks HHndel is not 
mentioned halt a dozen times. *. 
Thk Parisians were so enthusiastic over Paderewski’s 
Polish Fantasia that he had to repeat it at three succes- 
sive-concerts. Alexander McArthur says of this fan¬ 
tasia that 44 the piano partition is of the mo$t startling 
difficulty, yet there is not a bar written for iSett effect, opportunity.for choice. The teacher should know bio- 
S^bfoeil^finrtefW(rnl a3? 80“fthing only graphy, history, aesthetics, theory, criticism, analysis, 
possible to represent by ghseaudi. The orchestration is onj «... QD • 7 ’ 
superb. Fine as the piano partition undoubtedly is, an^ form, as well as pedagogics, 
that for the orchestra is still finer.” Your library may not be large but it can be well- 
Fjukz von Soppe died May 21st, at Vienna. He jJ108611 and 7°° 8honld tave *L whether large or small, 
succeeded Offenbach as a composer of comic operas on^J Bhould you have it, but you should be able to 
and rauka well with Strauss. Fatenitza and Boccaccio, use it intelligently. 
J?81 ,kno?“' and 6iB «Ta«u™ 10 “ Poet ani- Your library-should be one of the most need imple- 
Peasant is played by every school. Von Suppe held ~ j -i . . ™p e 
high rank as a mnsician, having occupied thedistin- me^B of your dai,y wo^' Ita Aould be 
goiahed post of Royal Capellmeister of Vienna for *amiliar to you and you Bhoold be able to turn without 
many years. Born in Dalmatia in 1820, he was over 76 delay to anything you need. 
yearn old when he dietj, 01 hie other works hie early Yonr books should be to yon a Urine nerecAitv • 
opera, Poet and Peasant, and his latest comic opera, *vow -.u * r ° ^ F * 
“Donna Juanita,” full of very tuneful and clever • ^ Bhoald imprees y°u with a sense ofcompauMehip.. 
music, are the best known. In them von should find a minn-a nf k...-.a 
Mr. Paderewski received a letter from an invalid 
English la3y the other day requesting him, aa she was 
unable to go to his concerts, to come to her house and 
play a few pieces, for which she offered him the munifi¬ 
cent snm of $2.60. This incident leads the Journal 
(tea DtbaU to relate a similar experience that occurred 
to 8oint-Sa*na, when he was already a member of the 
Institute. A lady in the provinces, who was bringing 
I  t  y  s l  fi   source of strength ana ageist- 
ance which is never failing. 
Whether this be so is dependent upon you and your 
attitude toward them. They are always ready’. If you 
have not cultivated a knowledge of them and their 
power, if you have not made yourself familiar with the 
right methods of using them, there will be no comrade¬ 
ship,; no assistance, no inspiration. If, on the other 
TL70^ IT’handle snd 
•h« int»nri*ri inmn » K*u • nri morinH u iko them to speak their inner thoughts to yon, they will 
•he intended to give a ball and wanted him to provide the 
music at the piano, for which si)e offered to pay him $6 
and a second-class return ticket. 
FL0T8AH AND JET8AH, 
W»»r .hell w. do for ioApireUOQ ? Wo h»,e e»id in- 
rpifmlion met como Urgtlj from within, end while thie 
i. tro., we meet f«d the eoorce. from which i; springe. 
.i»« dor fotjel wilt nm dry. 1 
lUodtog. o< w. t-.o.t elro^yeeid. ie a moet itnportent 
end wtufeotory rarAo. lor rolerging nor roeonrooe. The 
m»dtr.e end ewimileiWe of e lire j on roe! ie e seoree ol it,- 
upizottoo »h!«h no Meeker or r'O’l rot cm .Sard to forego. 
Hot rneding hr-nj. ee eoMhsr f*»ot of .nrj..r»;iorv, 
—kick t> t»*ihe«eUMe le It* eepply. 
be & never failing source of inspiration which will make 
thejonelieet, moat remote field of labor .congenial and 
pleasant. 
Would yon know more abont bookp? Write to this 
column your inquiries. Are yon a jtndent of hooka and 
ere they your frieuds? Write yonr experience to thie 
column, that others may learn from them. 
A. L. MiXCBEatx*. 
BORE RETLr.OTlONS OH THE STUDY OF 
M08I0 AT THE PIAHO. 
.. r », a. eax^woon. 
Auicter in*eri»hly if one »«« a piano in this oountry 
a,., :• - _ Uiero it , high, lirromfortablo piano .tool in (rout of it. 
B«oh.! wVo ew.tMtth.rr TVr» M «th tarpir- Mni* of the P*a:.- aW>ul« «ro cUOtLoted Upoa 4 acr*W 
**“**"8 the seat to teat around if the player reach*, for 
high wen*, and th. kn. U geuerali, Ioom, or *baiy, 
la the t«r*a!h. 
I am at a lea. far arty god rwaaen fee the extetetboe of 
U>““ »«“»“*»*• if a f.aaiM wwaid a ti«ha. *aay 
aa. 01 tl. w»4,t. in a, d,, J,aal4 rit taw- wwtfh to 
twin* the *;W» »- -a«h o. «wa twiaef^ha Uni <d ta. 
heyhaarc aaeaeA-.o-.t** aa qfWr <* h*M aha <eew«. 
awe wrmi ^ 
at.aa to the hook taawr re their otu peeaeftoa. It 
teay.e«e him t.» w«pt, haedle them. To w sarreaadwj 
hy then. a. a well of .*ep*rattan, fa!!. 4ee.^. iwtd free. 
The —hm «hf«at4 ha. a h*-»h Sneer, the novo, 
tAwehAT .d.tirUt h* aeaeop the feereaA fere wh-eae reey 
amettetf .a* a--e,v rr.:...rv*..» hire ea «wst ,iystfeoh, wian it. 
St eat re*, hoohe ' fie ... ..... taaewr Mte. the <aw 
whwd .hoith. thaw., *K.t dJ.ta* V*. tA..hj. *yo. ait 
^ta. tier a «.a r pm eawterOelii, out * 
m«h eAon, d«aVtl«M d.Soult as the start, hnipeto 
dewfep the »x*eeSd«« tnaeeiee la a way to enable the 
phayec to w!Urate more power of def ioacy and expree 
rioa io touch. The raiarire poeUlon of arm, wrier, and 
baud is eeeh that the greathet flexibility and freedom of 
motion iu a!! neoenary directions is enhanced thereby. 
Sock a position helps ons to seold thy injurious pushing 
effort of a beaey arm end a stiff wrist, through which so 
many students unconsciously interfere with complete 
independence of fingeri. Let s persoD try to play s 
complicated finger paesege standing up, and it is at 
once apparent how mnoh the wrist and arm interfere 
with both the flexibility and force of touch. 
Another serious objection to the high seat at the piano 
is the tendenoy to stoop and become round-ehooldered,- 
to say nothing of the somewhat hard work and nnnatnral 
effort of sitting in such a position. I believe that physi¬ 
cians consider such efforts injurious to the health of 
women, if not possessed^of robust constitutions. Nearly 
all the great concert pianists of my acquaintance hare 
used chairs of ordinary height only, inclnding such 
names as Liszt, Rnbioatein, Von Butow, Theodore 
Enllak, Anna Mehlig, Paderewski, D'Albert, eto. Two 
players of reputation that I remember who nse high' 
seats play with a rigidity of touch and stiffness occasion¬ 
ally that is undesirable. * 
In connection with thiB subject I have noticed that 
nearly all piano pnpils are inclined to play too near the 
edge of the keyboard. It is natural to shirk from play¬ 
ing between black keya. Many players have this habit 
to Buch an extern that tKey have to slick out fingers 
straight in order to reach black keys in running pas- 
sages. Particularly do they .allow the outside of the 
hand to fall back snd down. If one wonld resolutely 
set to work and practice finger snd other exercises 
slowly, with the hands as much the other way as possi¬ 
ble, much good could be accomplished. I frequently 
put the hand so near the name-board of the piano as to 
compel me to keep my finger* curved. In case of the 
hand being so faultily placed as to tip over toward the 
outside, such an effort, in combination with various 
movements to loosen the wriet, inclnding a moderate 
roll in the opposite direction, wonld do much toward”^ 
fyuilding up the weaker side of the hand. 
Bnt one great impediment to each a desirable attain¬ 
ment is not generally understood. I will try4o explain 
it if possible. There are physical conditions oPreaction, • 
Or contrary pressure, for almost any movement one may 
make. Those who would control technic, and through 
that control be able to coax or dominate the expreesion 
of tone at will„would do well lo etndy into this subject. 
For instance : If a player wonld control ataccato play¬ 
ing in velocity—wrist action—he should be able to hold 
the forearm steady at the wriet joint. The effort to 
strike may cause the forearm to rise in contrary motion 
and the effort of lifting the hand will let the arm fall* 
thereby a crisp touch and velocity are both hindered.' 
Now ibis natural tendency to react causes abominable 
habits with the use of th e fifth finger with many players. 
They" are told, according to the traditions handed 
down from the European conservatories, to “lift the 
fingers.' They lift them as il the fingers were all alike, 
without discrijuinatiou, cansing the knuckle joint (i. e. 
where the fifth finger is joined to the hand) to bear doten 
until it becomes itiffened that way, aud the morions of 
the finger become flighty and uncertain. Such a fault 
develops unfavorably for the entire hand, and can sel¬ 
dom be corrected at the keyboard. 1 try to hold the 
vltk raj hand in the air, meanwhile 
holdiUgthe rest of the fingers up. Maintaining these 
positions I roll and otherwise move the wriat until I can 
rip the hand inward Id. a., ratting knuckle joint ol filth . 
and portiailf iepreatirj the knuckle* of swcond and 
third finger,). <■ 
la playing many »f*ooajc paaasges I would not allow 
indspwfifdent joisi action enough to ra>e. the fifth finger 
as ait. hat when fitting it for finger exeroiew » would 
reiee itoaiy fro* o»*q*an*r to one hoif a. high rela 
tivety *. Wore. I* M. ) norm allow m} fe(U Surer, 
to HUM kit* .M'Kgk to he lew wnfi the berk ol the 
ba»4 if 1 raw Wp ft. The aaatomy of ibe bawd .. each 
that oottbovwo,. of w.Lh eorh-tovao-jo, 
«■■■*»« - Mongol Wm-U. 
/ h 
LETTER# TO PUPILS. 
vv j\m» a, »** ourv#,. 
To C. L. B — You uk th* question of question*, 
namely, how to *o coutrol the nervou* system a* to *©otir© 
results in public com rawsau rate with your real ability. 
It is certainly cuosi bitterly, discouraging. aft** l<>“* *n*1 
expensive study, to find cue's tell unsbttt to play with 
credit io the presence of other*. The cause* of U>i* 
nervous tremor and chilly agitation, commonly termed 
Bi»jdr. li u> 4i*tia«*ly i® i2 taftjfo*. Yww WfW* t.KffJ* 
pooo, ttum •eeinx <k« iw« 0* ii»*B*dl**«ly &41 
lowed bj If sharp -A i that would tewm to Indicate 
douiioani sorenili ol 0, but instead of that th* 8 flM 
clearly lolls u* that the diminished seventh chord o( tha 
■harp fourth, namely F sharp -—A —0 —K fl*I U In 
tended. This is a very frequently occurring Harmony 
and is commonly followed, a* in this 
the tonic triad. Melodic* Tory often start on aotno other 
tono thnn the lonio. What mado you imagine that if it 
wore the key of Q tho B would bo flat, I cannot imagine, 
norrousneso or stage fright, are numerous, but may idj, The B flat wOnld ooonr in ^e scale of 0 mipoffn0* 1° 
bo claused under two head*: First, physical weakness, q m^jor nil(j wh 
which may blow in like the wind from every point 
of the compass; and secondly, solf-consciousness, or 
1 enever we say G we mean G major. ajor 
2. In tho “ Le Petite Rien,” by Cramer, the turn oc¬ 
curring on the second of four eighths, and printed as four 
sixteenth grace notes, should really sound like four sixty- 
fourths, taking their gross time, that is a sixteenth value 
from tho eighth so that it really sounds, in measure 
three, C, an eighth, C a sixteenth, D — C —B natural 
— C, four sixty fourths, E flat an eighth, down A, an 
eighth. 
To C. I.—1. You ask if it was overtones of the voice 
which you heard sounding like a soprano when playing 
a diapason accompaniment to a tenor voipfc. 1 have 
never heard any such phenomenon nor, so Tar as I now 
remember, have I ever before Shard of it. I dare say, 
however, that your conjecture is correct, that it was the 
reinforcement of overtones by sympathetic vibration 
between voice and organ. Tnia phenomenon can be 
the power of vei7 clearly tested by putting down the damper pedal models, and emulate them, playing a great deal with 
* of the piano, then singing into the instrument without accompaniment; he shoald become more and more 
hypansensitiveness to praise or blame, which is mental. 
It your norvouanssa and tremulous agitation, which 
defeat your artistic efforts, can be traced to physical 
causes, such as overwork, insomnia, dyspepsia, and 
any one of tho thousand natural shocks which flesh is 
heir to, it should be attacked add overcome upon the 
physical plan. If, however, as is frequently the case 
with persons musically endowed, you are exceedingly 
alive to tho state of sympathy or antipathy between you 
and your listeners j^that is, if you have what Ahe phre¬ 
nologists aptly term “excessive approbativeneas,” the 
malady is mental and must be antagonized by mental 
remedies. All these may be resolved into one general 
maxim: Forget your audience and even yourshif by an 
intense contemplation of the jpusio itself. The faculty 
known in phrenology as “ continuity,” or 
concentration, which enables one to connect a series of 
ideas as closely ay an intricate, twisted watch-chain, is 
strong in the German mind but weak in the American. 
To this is due, in a measure, the wonderful erudition of 
the Germane, and the no- less wonderful versatility of 
the Americans. The way to cultivate concentration is 
to concentrate; that is, simply exert your will, no 
matter how painful the effort may be at first, no matter 
how tedious the prolonged stuefy. Test yourself day by 
day in the power to’think of one thing with intense 
abstraction, that is, till you become unconscious of 
things around you, or, as we say, “absent-minded.” 
To L. M. W.—You ask if the author has made a mis¬ 
take whei^he says that “ Trilby” ran up to a high E flat 
and closed there, the composition being in A flat? 0f 
course this is a mistake. I have not read “Trilby” as 
yet, and my knowledge of it is derived from reviews and 
conversations; therefore I do not accurately know the 
passage to which yotf* refer, but of course brilliant dis¬ 
play pieces for the voice, which end upop high notes, 
loud and prolonged, always conclude with the tonic, 
which in this case would he A flat. The close' upon the 
tonio gives the only perfect sense of finish and satisfied 
completeness. It is true there are songs which cloBe 
upon the tb.rd of the torno toad, thus giving a dreamy J^eaa coilfQ8ion. It i9 a junction of two voices, 
Hirraiap belts. 
—Where tyaptihy St tacking, judgment i» 
1U0 lacking. ~MttMaoiaL. 
—Reflection,,*#d pieoty o! it, t« cbeolottly neoemry 
before o»d«Tt*lring tnythlng, tttd yon .bootd .trike to 
inch pnrpoen that ail obttndct tail to piece* befoye yon, 
I,”by the | of There are only two meant of ntwngtb In tbit world— 
prudence and patience.—BerUo*. 
—It is an open question as to how mnch heredity has 
to do with the musical ability possessed by a child; but 
one thing is sure, a mother’s influence is all-powerful in 
molding the. child’s taste, inclinations, and progress, 
when it becomes old enough to begin the study of music. 
Words of suggestion and encouragement frpm mother 
will count fof^ more with a child than any other one 
thing. i 
—What ib the use of always letting on that we are 
great men? l$ow many have regretted that they have 
received homage before it waa due ? Only to him who 
knows how to make use of blame can praise be salutary.; 
who, without wrapping himself up egotistically in him¬ 
self, keeps hia admiration fresh for the different, and to 
him foreign kinds of mastership which he finds in other 
men. Such an artist long preserves his own youth and 
strength.—Schumann. 
—Any one who has heard and studied a great deal 
that is good, ought to need no teacher to spur him on. 
The student ahontd always bear in mind the greatest 
touching the keys. In this Case not one but many over¬ 
tones will be plainly audible. 
2. Ysuye. I heard this gentleman distinctly say “yea” 
when asked if the name should be pronounced EEaayt 
and also when pronounced EE-e5, the accent being on 
the second syllable in both cases. He is a Belgian, £&d 
all the Belgian musicians I have met pronounce both 
French and German with a^Ehick, obscure accent, which' 
inclines ine to think that the name of this particular 
artist has a veiled'bound somewhere between A and I. 
8. "The name of the renowned pianist is pronounced 
Yoseffl, with the accents?- the second syllable. De 
Reszke is pronounced dl Resell, with the accent on the 
second syllable. . • 
4. You aak how to pl^y the DopjM^movement of 
Chopin’s F sharp major Nocturne, Oflftfi, No»42. First 
I must premise the general statement that the negation 
of Chopin’e music is lamentably obscure, Rubinstein 
familiar with masterpieces, end enter earnestly into a 
sense of their beantiea;, then the gradual development 
the pupil attains Vill place him above the common run 
of amateurs.—Moschdes. 
, —ft is the decision of the Russian Government to 
create in the universities of the Empire chairs of popular 
music/ The occupants will be charged with the duty 
of collecting national airs with scrupalous exactness, 
without alteration or accompaniment. The eihanetive 
research in contemplation is of great importance. More 
thorough interest will be awakened in other countries, 
and an enrichment in melodic material will result. 
The same work ought to be thoroughly and completely 
done amongour own aborigines, apd done soon. 
* u . . • 
—Some of our English contemporaries have been very 
much" exercised of late on the subject of originality iff 
Here is what Goethe says on the subject, but 
and slightly incomplete impression, and there are a few 
ex&mplea of German songa which close even upon the 
fifth, giving thereby "the moat open and unfinished of all 
conclusions, as of an interrupted day dream, but these 
are rare in the extreme, and show-pieceB would never 
thus end. I suspect this is simply one of those count- 
lew blunders which literary people make when they 
attempt to talk music. Shakespeare and George Eliot 
often allude to music and nover- make mistakes in its 
technicalities, but there are scores of instances in the 
writings of other reputable authors wherp egregious 
blunders are palmed off with all the unconscious inno¬ 
cence of self *nil«fio4 ignorance. I believe that Du 
Maatiof, in another place, saya that one of bis cbwac- 
leva sang tho" key of F minor.” The tone F might 
have b**u struck by a single larynx, but since a key is 
* #jof chords, it would be obviottsljMmpowdble, 
Th* would hav* to have the tbnse betde of the 
mrtholngkAl dog **«* mv »rik* the tried ol F 
wntH*. and that H only the oofawr of the key of 
f anno*. TV. fed the toattwr U that IweiUgvot 
IfteMfeg In Vfto»l*4g» of mold© .then of 
•wy wa-Vyort tV oosMog is 
the* * %htr $.f*■ 
To M 9. —Tee arm ve*niaVw fee eeppmriag *AhM tV 
•Cftkit uv mhkAi •# I? r» *m tV ftf Q 
said that the pedal marks in Chopin are nearly all wrong, ,in relation to literature in general: “ People are dways 
and Niecka, his greatest biographer, says that he was ^talking about originality; but what do they mean . s? 
impatient and oareless in the irksome task of writing soon as we are born, the worl^begins to work upon us, 
hia music; often making a slight sketch and leaving and this goes on to the end. And, after alb 
some of his pupils to complete the manuscript. The we call onr own, except energy, strength, and will? If 
way this tone-figure is printed is a mere jumble of I could give an account of allthat I owe to great prede- 
- - * * oessors and contemporaries there wohld be but a small 
balance in my favor.” the one containing two, the other four notes so fitted to 
each other as to make the impression of quintuplets. 
It should really sound as if printed: Upper voioe, 
fourth space E sharp a quarter—D sharp a sixteenth— 
these t^o occupying exactly the time of one regular 
quarter The lower voice should sound; first line E 
sharp, u rilxtaonth—G sharp a sixteenth—B a sixteenth— 
down 1) sharp an eighth, these summing up an aggregate 
of.five rtixteenth values crowded into the time'of a, quar¬ 
ter. Tho double stemming of the notes is misleading, 
for tho pedal completely unites all sounds into one of 
MUSIC, HOME AND WIFE. 
■fcHK club would not be *o much blamed for keeping 
men away from home in the evening if the wives did not 
make the grievous mistake of giving up musio after 
marriage. 
The average man is tired when he gets home from 
business, and after dinner he needs some diversion from 
the day’s routine. It was her masidft ability that it au uu* tu u uim v* -— . -r * 
tho.. ! comporif murmur, of rih.rr ItaenM. ‘ttmotod Mm to hi. •xMb'rt. P«hy, or • W 
of *h, ll Chopin .« »food. Th, oolT ml difficulty « orport in th. art, ho oO doobti cooutod .t . cWm.ug 
in th« i. ,t£o dwiphoriug of th. hiorogljphtCL «coompli»hm«iUhM .h. could pin, Chopvn oiprom.™!, 
|. placing Z eighth. «d ,u«tom of th. loft h«d wd .log old Scotch wu. wtth turnout ond f<»hug. 
h.L th‘« ..ulutuplrt uuduUtion. of th. right hood. But .fUr »tmW too m«r women mm to bmm. 
riapl, ii.id. in .triot Um« «d hriog m io4iIh«« »th. .rthoOo iofl«oo« of »o«o m 
.scoed eighth of the ju*t ^Ur th* horn*, though they •» quick to bswul th. foot il 
” _ j . i i ). 1^— ... at .Vac* »(Tr\r+m tft nlMW 
.imp!) 
bolo. - lo the 
the tl« 4 v:.t..Mh ol th* quietupLt, He, Ik* puMg. 
with th.r d-.-tteriug ggiurioa vhich .etgeU. . ririug 
put «( h«!( (.eiafijl .metis*. , , 
n. 
4*. * 
" How ■**, I 
at
Th< ■ ■■ ■- I “ mb* M *•*•» f " 
ft/ ; •. ..aT. f *• Of 061*1*. I " 
ft; : '* t>«*.** 
thrir haoheod. drtip enj of their effort, to ple«e. 
Is Ik. d.j-. of oouruhip, lb. wethemt oendjr *lw»]r. 
Sod. hi. futfi M th* pieuo. her willing finger, bringing 
forth .oil, rippling .train, the* eeem lo eneelop her in *n 
umotphere of idml feminioe refinement. But when 
rtteetheut hu twoet ben edict, the greiing of hi. 
i»Mk Ur in the look i» *11 the m ntac thot greet, him oe 
ki< horn, ooteiflg. unlem the- meld eerrent i* housming 
*t ACter the fW)V1 e* like ret* the dinner t»Me- 
J 
198 ktudk. THE 
HOW TO WORX, OR THE TRUE B8AD08 AO 
figfllOTR. 
•it u. r * 
t«!h of ieo.ittg how to work—how to wodjf » 
„«co of rnoete w th«t erw.} hour “1 prertwo m«r '*\l~ 
moch fsneto*, urn. t. hoiog ^*»tod. Wh.t th. Mod.ut 
oerttoi.ehtw oodocl^So* priaciplM which, tf (ol- 
Iitv«U out, will itwurrj » eortvei <>i 
pr» tiew. Hi*. t««i-har» *rt> rappoMHi M> *»pply him 
With *11 Uttvdfttt rttfra, but teacher* ihamsatvo* *r® only 
•tudnut* * little i*rth»r advMte«4. The following pn»- 
oiplwt will, l bvlievr, bo aoo»pt*d by «X|>«rience4 iu- 
rtructor* »* lying *t tho foundation of success, »nd M» 
therefore, being absolutely of the firet importance. 
yirtt lVi*ciple: One thing at a time. Beginners 
should not play from notea without first acquiring ft 
correct «** ot tho fingers, hands, ami wriets, «* well os ft 
reasonable familiarity wilh the lottors or pitch nomes as 
»ppl ied to tho rtaff. The Utter can be most easily gained 
by daily prnctioe in describing the stuff position of tone* 
M tfeey are played upon the piano, and ofc« versa. The 
neglect of this important exercise is a serious mistake, 
occasioning much loss of time. And I should here 
remaik that, commonly, it is not well to practice with 
both hands until every difficulty has been studied with 
each hand separately. 
It will be best, in most cases, to read through a new 
piece or 6tude a number of times very slowly, payrng 
special attention at each repetitioMo some one essential 
particular. The first time through, be sure of the right 
uotes; the secoud time, be equally careful respecting the 
choice of fingers, marking all the doubtful places as soon 
as derided upon, and always taking care to fmger similar 
or analogous passages consistently. The third time, 
make a special study of the rhythm and phrasing as indi- 
oated by the values, positions, and grouping of the notes, 
oounting as minutely as may- be necessary in order to 
make everything perfectly clear. The fourth\time, 
decide upoq the kinds oHouch which will be most in 
keeping with the character and meaning of the music 
regarded as a tone poem, or that tflll be most useful 
from a technical standpoint. Next, give attention to all 
signs of expression, etc., etc. Lastly, when the piece is 
sufficiently well learned, adopt a definite tempo, always 
so slow that there will be little or no stammering. Prac¬ 
tice often with a metronome, gradually increasing the 
tempo as greater facility is acquired. 
Second Principle: A little at & time. Not only shoald 
we attack the difficulties one afra time, but we should also 
exercise care in determining the amount of work to be 
undertaken. Many discouragements arise from care¬ 
lessly attempting too much. 
When a pnpil begins to be disheartened,* one of the 
beat remedies is to give him something easy, a composi-3 
tion af genuine merit, and. insist upon its being 
thoroughly learned. This done, let him take some¬ 
thing a little more difficult, and so begin the founda¬ 
tion of a repertory of pieces perfectly mastered and 
memorized, the selections being made with special 
reference to his peculiar tastes and proclivities, as well 
a* technical ability. 
Third Principle: Ascertain the exact nature of the 
obstacles to be overcome. Make a distinction between 
difficulties which can bo mastered in a single lesson, or 
in a short time, and those' which require the patient 
study of riontb* or years; and when the latter are 
fully understood and tho most approved methods of 
surmounting them have^bccn derided upon, adopt some 
well defined *y*t«m of practice, devoting to each of the 
tpore important ones a definite amonnt of J^iine daily, 
rt*dewing th* attack each day with all possible mental 
alerter at, as festering upo» *>»« favorite and absorb-' 
log game. Thi* perewtefrt struggle agains*-particular 
©b*i*cU*, however, should not be allowed to so com¬ 
pletely ob*<*b the energies m to c*«** us to overlook 
cotundarattpft* ri W*U PVitSf White the 
method oi work, U mo ter m it r©lat#s to the accom 
j£fieh.m*«t of «h*fc*T«r w* wctdrrtakv. U •$! te&partaul, it 
i« quite po-tekhl* to Qr.4erta.ko task I which M* ftOt worth 
the 4or*f. 
TVevvfrw*. whs!© ataetacg to do thing at a lit*©, a 
besla »£ a a*4 e.©4-<rrttaa4 fa&jf th© ftatntv of a 
Viwv jprafifllag wait it, *-* ***•! Afc# 
>t,^i,a<« • im oi*a* wail laid ptea*. 
AW (A I PkkM mswjaaiiifeg tk* 
UbieMthe gwoeral pU« tw setom* 
•&d practical, ih* eb*oft«ace of rate* rsspHAi*t ***** 
tl»UiU will not tft 1 e*»rv food rewrite, 
her* is foand on«* of the moot cot*woo c*SM of ftlisrt. 
To plan wiaely, one mo*t bare, firet ri all. oo* ofajwc* or 
ambition •irong enough to doraioaU ©rer^ oth«~. 
a* to oounting the coat, tho riusplaat and m.©** roUbaal 
w*y i* to mftk« tho acquaiataoco of •uoCe*riul arttote who 
have, la aotno sonao, reached the goal of their atpbitiom, 
and learn from them the real facte as to how much help 
they received from teacher* and how much improvement 
canto from hard study,^elf-help, and experience; and, 
finally, how much time and money they expended. 
Then, provided good critics, other than our personal 
friends, recognize In us gifts of a superior order, a very 
little arithmetic will enable us . to estimate and decide 
whether we are euffioientlyvwell equipped with brains, 
nerve, muscle, and money to justify us in entering the 
contest for distinction. 
And, finally, no matter whether the learner possesses 
much or little genuine love for art, no matter whether 
his ambition be to win the applause of the multitude 
and be named amoug the leading pianists of his country, 
or whether it be to shine in drawing-rooms, or to please 
papa or mamma, or even though musio be studied merely 
os one branch of a general education, with no intention 
of ever becoming a player, still these fundamental 
principles, which may be summarized as doing one little 
thing at a time, ;and doing that little thiDg well, with a< 
dt finite end in view, will, if thoroughly grasped and 
faithfully adhered to, insure the greatest possible success. 
CRESCENTIC KEYBOARD. 
Th* above title is given to a semicircular cys crescent- 
shaped form of a finger-board, fyr the purpjft^f facili¬ 
tating the performance of music on thfiX)ianoforte, 
organ, etc., in the crossing oi the hands, in the reach o£* 
the octave, etc., which require less movement of the 
hands and the body; less exertion; less reach for the 
octave, etc 
This form of finger-board is identical with the one 
nowin use, except the semicircle, as shown above, 
which is thus different from the straight keyboard, 
The device can be readily attached to a piano or organ, 
simply by turning four thumb-screws underneath the 
apparatus ; it cau be placed above and back of the main 
finger-board, thus forming two' banks of keys—two 
manuals, as it were—or it can be the main finger board 
itself. 
To discover the value of such a contrivanoerfirst play, 
forinstan.ee, Wm. Jason’s “Silver Spring” upon the 
curved keyboard, then try the same piece of music upon 
the Straight finger-bo.. . nod note the difference. The 
circular or curved k wLmits of freer action to 
the continual crossing of the hands, while the straight 
finger board doo* noi admit of this free and convenient 
play of the bands aud fingers, tn the octave, fok exam¬ 
ple in which the third und fourth (little) fingers play 
such an important pail, the convenience of the curve is 
happily felt; while in the performance of arpeggios, 
broken thirds, sixths, etc., or when the two hands play 
close, to each other »t ih« extreme ends of tho piano 
keyboard, thic convenience is also felt. This arrange-' 
aunt, lor instance, o>»Vra the skips shorter for the left 
hand; it allow* th« ; .rmerto play without bending 
lh« wrist *ido»v 3 sire* 00 excuse for the coaler- 
Uon* *0 oltao d««plar.- ; >,j tho man who pot* the right 
foot on tho loti'i - :.d the loft foot—nobody know# 
whpio- dmril hand# »hort finger* aooa diacorer tho 
wain* of l»©b * » r e. «u*4, tooted**, Uker* v« a hotter 
ehfc&g* to Att kc« ut«4 it, Whtch oarfcainly wowid 
avoid 00 «MMiy 8 3il« : A. 3*4)*, 8 dote for D ittt, P 
*m 0 6. TW* wu. »o of 
**«■*« !*«"**•« 
iw—rtiw * 4*7 *|*» tR* ewroi R«,WrJ i. 1m. 
IlfMM ,W 4* W » *po« o* rtralght in**r- 
Raw*. Of CWM, Ml 4*le»eoV W rt-ftrcnc* to lb. 
sAtaoewd arimt 
Th* orrecent shape atyle of fioger- board is arro^pd 
similar to my xrmoftU*, which could nci be played upon 
quite so readily if the glare** were placed In a straight 
line. 'The above described finger board may be recom¬ 
mended to take the place of the good old atyle keyboard, 
a* it is lees tiresome to the performer and far more con¬ 
venient- The curved finger board ris especially adapt*d 
to childrem and is mori convenient for the lady pianist. 
The philosophy of thp thing shows for itself without any 
farther explanation. 
Musicians in the post, daring ^the Mozart and Bee¬ 
thoven period, required no such contrivances as curved 
or crescendo keyboards for the performance of music 
written within the compass of Jive octaves. Man’s reach 
has not been extendetijince then, bat the keyboard has. 
In the present era of tfi^sre«n and one-half octave key¬ 
board, the pianist uses the.,semicircular form that re¬ 
quires less reach^, facilitates the performance of music 
thereon, aod allows him a better husbanding of strength 
fo/a greater amount of practice, thus giving the practi¬ 
tioner a greater command of the instrument in a shorter 
time; with leas fatigue.—Fesdbeicx Gaoss, in The 
Leader. 
THEIR CHARACTERISTICS. 
Liszt was tall, angular and thin. His hands were 
very large, and his fingers so long as to enable him to 
cover an octave and a half. His side face bore a striking 
resemblance to that of Calhoun. His marvelous dex¬ 
terity at the piano waa the result pf native talent, aided 
by almost Incredible labor*^/As a child he practiced ten 
hours a day, and increased this time as he approached 
manhood. 
Wagner had a clearly molded, classical face, with thin, 
-cynical lips, which seemed to wear a perpetnal sneer. 
He was exceedingly vain, greatly disliked to hear words 
of praise given to any other composer, and rarely spoke ' 
in even faint commendation of the greatest of his pre¬ 
decessors. ‘ • t 
Schubert was stf prolific of songs that he never 
remembered, a few days later, what he had written. A 
friend placed one of Schubiert’s own songs before its 
composer two weeks after it had been produced. The 
latterjhad forgotten it; and asked whose it was. 
Cherubini so close# identified his sympathies with 
his work that when writing_a pathetic passage he would 
cry like a child. He was often found in tears over his 
score, and some of his manuscripts are thus so blotted 
'as to be almost illegible. 
Donizetti was of a melancholy temperament^and 
subject to fits of mental depression without visible caufie. 
During his last three years his melancholia became so 
pronounced that he was incapable of giviDg attention to 
his work. 
Sullivan doek not write more than one or two songs 
a year. He receives hundreds of poems for malic, bat 
generally doeSsfiAh read them. 
Halevy liked smoking.^hnd always composed best 
with a long pipe in his mouth, the bowl resting on the 
iftw; ' *■ ___ 
- ■ i 
A musical instrument, the like of which has never 
been, seen before; is the outcome .of many years’ bard 
thinking by a 8wsdish electrician and musician. There 
is a frame, and on it are hung a score of tuned bells, a 
series of steel bars struck by metallic hammers, a row 
of steel strings of necessary tension, a-xylophone and a 
fraudulent bagpipe, mode out or"a bar of ateel aod &q 
electric current Tha operator can ait at the keys a few 
feel away or a hundred miles—it doesn’t matte^^fob 
*o long os ihe connecting electric wires are fixed op. 
Tor a hIgllMrer I *hoold recommend the hoadred mile* 
radio*. Th* keyboard, whifcb is like that of a piano, 
hot wiik fewer kxya, la equipped with swiioJtsK *o that 
Mt.t- Set of iuetromenU or th* whole krt may be operated 
a* a* coca. 
/ 
1 
W" r " 
T If K ETTTDBi 
„a4 tf.nr-wteo j*t<m*m mvmm rn *h* 
di forts® *tt few** «*» **/ <*** |WWW^ 
b0s«t»a or* «*4 «fcwel4»» *** Kit# o***i *t W# &**■ 
UtnrJk*» bfo epyeweaO. f *« i» tV WH.Il * **fc*«4 *W*'* 
iog *r« m'A J!®*iW® m *»• «** WMfii** 
migui boc-.c. TT»U n»Ja*i«fc and <re«tra«tie| •****“ 
natoly, it c«Mi4i»jq«?4, brittle *b©et that wondvrihl 
Uon of our wriaUi that o>*kv* endurance Ma^ ©**« 
pcwsibie. WnUah the wri*t and moke rov?b $f l^*e 
changing condition*. Then oo to the **cond sxercioe, 
WUW A8 A» Alt) to tlASO ttAtim 
*« ayOT**. 
I twtuttfa that ao« * few reader* ol tk‘* raiaahlo 
pap*e or® la about the *•«»* ctmditkm (pianiitfoallr 
*p*j*kiag) a* w** the writer, when a t*»* y«*r* **« 1,0 
had begun to u«iulg« tti (hat Mwilwl physical dl»t>rtiftn, 
baxtug NowM had (No beat iMUruotec (in »h<* manly 
arO to be found la D-. r«ri 1 «i»*t oonfo#» that t- , . .. . 
.ft„r .1. Lmuiih.1 ir.irup, l mTloakod upon b, him «. -h.n, will. tb, «»« >■*>• £«?•*» ‘ 1“ 
. rank f.vlure. [ tell .0 tojwlt. « » boxer, but I torenU,. R...0 th« S»««* ®°‘ *» b«»* 10 “e fi”1’ 
l«ru«l more praotioal knowledge from him ljk.b.1 do nyt more■ .o .lo-lj b" “ 
t,m« ot the «« ..id control of phr-ie.l force and decent .ml w.tb conmderable, no.extreme,force, and . 
muKl. .vpl.cbl. to jndieion. pWort. pl.jri.tg, then good de.l of pro«ur. w.th e»ch ‘h' 
of .... instructor ol live dtrino ort I erer wont to. koT, reto..,H,g th.a pre..nre till "»«*A ”/>' 
Hedi did yon orer oonneot boxing with pi.ni.m, by ward, the i-t moanwbile kept flexible “n(.nuo%, 
^ 7* , ’ in spite of the finger pressure, by use of the up and down 
' No I Well let me .late an dieting, self-evident movement. The tendency of the wrist to stiffen will 
similarity. A professional boxer con, when > perfect npt bo so apparent in this exercise, b“au“0'th° 
condition, undergo more physical strain and activity ^diminished force employed in stnk.Dg For the third 
throughout his entire body than can any other man employ only gradually attained speed, with .^ light 
*• . ji rr. — feathery ton« produced with scarcely no elevation of the 
Anger tips err mriking, and no pressure whatever. The 
wrist is her., of course, perfectly loose and light,-with 
no atrain thereon at all. Here keep it relaxed by the 
up and down -novements if necessary, 
The result, dear reader, of these three simple exercises 
(blacksmiths or butchers not excepted). He can 
exorl himself so that in three hours he weighs several 
pounds loss thsu at flrstf yet he becomes rarely tired, 
“fagged out," as we say. And so the professional 
pianist in a two hours' recital of modern piano muBtc, 
does almost easily and with no subsequent physical - -- - ■- , s 
inconvenience what would tear loose tendons, break will be very .uirked and astonishing if perststed m 4ven 
joints as well as bring ufbout felons -and bruise's on .he for a few weefc or months at the utmost, an<* lh« °“ 
hands and wrisls of one not trained, could he be forced of one', playing, aside from the benefit he /«!s. will be 
through it. The boxer trains his whole body, mostly, of most nottcably improved. The first exercise developing 
course, his arms, and where we need special develop a strong, yet uuharsh and singing tone, lbe “ec™d' * 
mem he needs a heavy, ponderous, steel-like stiffness, good, healthy, every day, uaable legale, and the last, a 
notably the clenched fist and impact wnst to be like a light and e.le execution with us oons.a.ent tone- 
bar of steel when he stnkea from fingers to elbow, but quality. A child can be made to nndersmnd it per- 
the principle exists in Both, the same—that of summon- fectly, so I have found in my teaching, and tlB veay min¬ 
ing force and distributing it without fatigue. That is plicit, con -mis its preference as s means of develcp- 
the one thing that bothers pianists hnd boxers alike. T-'ffimt to m . of the cumberaome, dense, piano technic 
was told how to properly deliver a blow with ease^h methods p ..shed and used. Gat your pupile interested 
was simple. Tbs palm of his hand waa_a tenantry in it, try if “self, and by the gradual appheauon of 
opponent, and 1 had to Bend my'tfove agains* it im- the principle. Involved to scale, arpeggio, and later all 
celled by all the force I could summon from the balls of styles of fin mvolvedripasaeges, most notably Bach s 
my feet to my finger tips, yet (as he always*exacied) Well-Hope. -1 Clavier, yen will surely be convinced of 
sadden and oomplete relaxation must ensue in every its worth on 1 well be enabled (o wtpwer most promptly 
muscle affected just as my fist came in contact with his and effioie- y the questions sugge^n the forepart of 
hand. Done very slowly, this w&s nay continual exercise this article. 
every day Gradually a minimum ol speed with decreased 
force waa introduced or led up to, till, finally, great speed 
in delivering blows with no for^e whatever waa instituted. 
This waa the climax in the technical exercises of a student 
boxer; of course, eventually came an insight into the 
warious blows, their usage, etc. Finally comes the first 
Lcipsic, many. 
iE COUNTRY TEAOHEB. 
MY JlNNII U PAY80K. 
Much h - 
appearance in publio, before critics and adnxirejre, but, about the 
dear reader, I graduated in less than the prescribed readers to 
•en said in the columns of Th* Etut>* 
ry teaoher. Would it be helpful to your 
ii ot the experience of one ot them? 
time. ’ . Realizic -i.at ibe country teacher waa peculiarly lia* 
- ‘ But doesn’t it sound like training one for piano play ble to rust and often beiiyij too busy to give ““J®*1 
ing, quite as mubh as for boxing? So l thought, and I time to b >wu practice, she has subscribed tor The 
shortly after applied a semblance of those principles to Etudb for ■ «, and feels that to it she owes mtfbh of 
my piano practice, to my complete bewonderment and her sliccei from its columns she has received the 
satisfaction. In Bach playing, for instance, our fingers inBpiratio. 3o thorough work, let her tell you how. 
have to undergo many phases of condition. We may ’It was onK 
5£fe*n>/im^s^aiw^vfI,v.'Jii.~n-.,i'JTctT-ikomi-ln"--i||Ji:JII-*l''T''nMr -, / 
lx ot tm »w*«, im4 m*w*4 bi. *»rrtw. 
M vw« rwiWfA. tw* W »kw w.^ivig-wiO. b» t» 
tkw mmmm vw*tt«», * yfauumf* *»4 pmb *W •b‘eb *fc* 
k« knMkMi Wftwstty w T«* ^l.«rti«og eol- 
ahv hu fomvfl 9» b»bU ot taking note, u aba w»4. 
U>1* Ibu lh«, miy h»». <k« plu®» of tbe P»<l<l*u| 
M h.nfl, for she qltwn-leoi. If lo other uewber. end mu- 
clciaas. 
8he turn ofttn iv»ii«i ber«H of-tfcv offer, of work, at 
redoevd price, htlore publication, and has been much 
pl«mod with those purchawd, bat wjien she invested one 
-vj&Uiix for.the four volume, of Mason's “ Touch and Tech¬ 
nic" .he liurfdreamed of the wealth o^prefit and pleis- 
nre that theJijrestment wonld bring to her. Of course, 
she experimented with herself at the first opportunity, 
and it. took bnt a short time to learn that it was worth 
using-'vijth her pupils. How successful it has proved 
may be shoWn by the facts that her own playing baa im¬ 
proved to ihe degree that even unmusical friends remark 
about it. Her advanced pupile think they have im¬ 
proved more in one year than in five ot the old way of 
practice, and the children have become so interested in 
their technic that they aie in danger ol neglecting the 
practice of their pieces. * 
Thorough study of the four books of Mason's “ Touck 
and Technic” and a dose watching of the columns of 
Tbs Etudb for ideas concerning it from some of the 
beat teachers have enabled one country teacher to r^se 
her standard of teaching to aixunexpected height -As 
her motto ia •* Excelsior,’’ Bhe still read* Tha Etude, 
and expects to do so aa long aa she teacnea. 
TEACH MUSIO. 
BY CARRIE A ALCH1N. 
have to strike flfewly with immense force, again medium Etude’s co, 
in speed and ptfWer, or lastly, very fast, facile, and with hearing a 
no attacking power whatever. Now let’s set about plementar 
Attaining a condition that will enable ua to make use of in the mo 
either of these three caaea at random and ad libitum, oitals, but 
First take any five keys and rest the five fingers over ever natu 
them and practice elevating the finger tip (slightly the pupil 
aurved) as high as possible, then driving it against the taken lease 
key with all possible lore® \ and, mind yon, the elevating disagreed 1 
is tc^be dooe-rather slowly, but the descont furiously are afraid t- 
swift. Now you will notice that when your finger is at to play at» 
tu highest elevation, sustained by all the force applicable The ide 
from the elbow u> finger tip, the wrist and extreme fore* carried o . 
arm wtU be .very rigid. Now just aa the finger in its poser, & 
<U*c«nt has forced the key way down, relax those rigid Wagner hr 
mo«* completely, empbaeiaing it by foor or fi*o Tua Kt 
elevations end dcprwurioei ol the wrist, the finger, moan* Alfogran 
while, nutting tightly on the key and with no prrasonC hae n*c<i 
Th« of c<v«r** most be done ifi toft* by each Ol the the pup. 
fiogr r* and mere ed(aoU»faoa*iy in other keys, parUco* if thoj •o.t 
tarty ma|sy flats or sharpa. The stiffening of tie wri* fih® •*» 
.yiug out the idea (so prominent in Thk 
hh) of doing more for the pupils than just 
ving a lesson that led her to hold a eup- 
-, on Saturday afternoons, once or twice 
L'hose classes have been mgetly piano re* 
aes classes in harmony, etc. Of what- 
y have been very successful, for cone of 
. ve -played at these meetings aria have 
my length of time have become those 
ople who might play to their friends, bnt 
• ho. In fact, most of them are pleased 
i'llo. parlor or church entertainment, y- 
. pupils' mueicales has been still further 
do voting a whole evening to one* ©om- 
h/U, Schumann, Haydn, Weber, and 
m the list-. ^ * 
otl her attention to the musical game, 
.ter to Lid Ms.icxl DomiuoM. SUlA 
.. h LO tbaM Srturdw uUmoa, “A f-ounA 
o.l in .tufffio, lb. mdimnnu ol muxto 
,.:.i i:i xasuwe. 
•wrumamt ol Ku.xri Baxtov P«Tjr 
There ia no srt or scisnce that is bo little ouderstood 
as music, so little knoivn about the-jjomparative merits 
ol its works and workers. As & consequence, there is 
no other branch of education that is earned on wub sech 
a diversity of methods and with such unsatialactor, re- 
snlta. “ Wh, is this rims?” is the question continually 
arising. Are we teaohing onr pnpils to think, to hear, ' 
to fed, tb ducriminate t Arf we not giving more at¬ 
tention to the how instead of .the what which naturally 
precedes it? Just now, when thoughts of our best 
teachers are centered on the problem—the beat devel¬ 
opment of the child mind,—the what of teaohing is an 
important element. 1 
Nothing will interest a child unless it can be compre¬ 
hended. Does a child get a correct conception oi the 
relative pitch of sounds or of the relative length by 
teaohing it the characters that represent them ? Stu¬ 
dents learn so much about notes and signs and so little 
of tones and their language j the eye is directly culti¬ 
vated and the ear ia left to absorb what it can. Can the . 
tone deal understand the language of music any better J * 
than the color blind can paint? . 
Let ne, then, teach the thing itself; after that. Its rep- - 
resen'talion. In other words,,develop first the percep¬ 
tive faculties. Teach the relationship of .tones, how 
they attract and repel one another, the color or quality 
of each, ae the strong tones, the leaning or going tones, 
the hopeful, reverential, eto. With jhe development of 
tone senee, muoh care should be given to one sadly ne- 
glected feature, rhythm—the very life-blood of music,— 
-ritn- element so important, yet how little nnderstood. If 
ideas control activities, aa we all believe, the result of 
sdl this mental training is intelligent music thinking, 
mnsio hearing, and an understanding that ia the true • 
basis of skill. It is both simple and natural to eompre-^ 
hand the melodio, harmonic, and rhythmic content of' 
their work, and the pupil memorises without any effort. 
The olearing op- of ideas will take care of memory. 
—When a child can plsj three piece, well, »od with a 
thorough ottd*retandinx of them, it ha. learned more 
than if it could play a number of pretty piece, without 
undmwtaading a single on. of them, and without playing 
any ona of th.cn oorrectly or ttaftafntly.—Kassnsr, 
iao TBCI33 
M08I0 IN K.&G0AWS. 
i»* x. * 
Tut** ut * wi-»Xrie-'*jr^fa*at) tAc* ih*» 
«rhol\y U» th« VfOOUOlO. Wtsiiw* (ho ttefYtt Uugle, 
•natu tu«j aouttur*! r®juult(jr vt twuvwutotti, *tut 
th-eifvlof® U qoA mt'rvcquculiy hinttu^it to luntj oiut to 
ttiiatl. 
A uhtusv-inu i* oua who*® soul tikv * »<*r <tw«lU tk(mr( i 
«rbo know* aothiug but mxsiO) who ta unprwcticnl utnl 
uuba*ui*«» Itito ; iivt?*}taMo of'ftpprwr-ifttiog (ho womlorv 
of phjrmoul science or the sbAimohous ol metaphysics, in 
fact, an idealist who hat little in common with the sim¬ 
ple affair* of evOry ilay mortals, who dwell* 
“ Above the Muoke end »tlr of Utl* dim hh>I 
Tttftl iuc.u call werkh.” 
But music may he, nay, must be a matter of mental 
capacity, a means of mental training, if one is to arrive 
ac a high state of artistio attainment. Tho very first Btep 
in mental discipline is (he fixing of the Attention, the 
directing tif the mind to the speoial work in hand, the 
conceuiratrsg of the thought upon a definite task. No 
trne work cab be done without the metital concentra¬ 
tion. In learning to play the pianoforte, the position of dreds and thousands who uru hammering away at the 
the hand, the method and quality of touoh, the uncon- piano; scratching lor dear life at the violin; yelling 
strioted condition of the wrist, all demand close atten* solfeggios at the top of thi-ir voices. Are they not just 
tion, concentration of mind. In learning to sing, aimi- wasting time'that would U? belter spent in washing 
lar demands' are made upon the mental faculties. The dishes or doing some other uaeiul work? What does 
it all amount to? Why all in waste?” 
Well, let us see if it is a w».-ia. It is true that all can¬ 
not become artists. There are many who do not rise 
above mediocrity. But a very small proportionof those 
«<w.'.Uius i.Mu to <#zma$sres-c *iAi» 
must i» ®*-ui4 »*« (artfalls/. 
5Ac woubiUmUiob oi *0.4 sek«t3i&tt ia M&d 
so 4|iv®iup ta (ho eWi^uc, kindala*, gf-*-’ 
^ikuwaoa*, a lot® IMwu(y ia ait varioa* 
tuiut. Ml* ih«^ttighor liwai* oriaffl, lik« literary riwdy 
nod «au*ic appcc,.# to hoik mind and heart. 
Kuaiioo i* goidod by inlc.icri, in^lioci njgllowod by 
omotiou. Mutic the gi.ddou gafos of the lemple 
of beauty, purity, and lovn of right. It arouses l© a 
pAjuimmle devotion to all i most noble, moat lofty. 
It feeds and refreshea that ;>»rt oi our nature that Is ea 
often worn and wearied by the daily cares and vexa¬ 
tions of our monotonous existence, assures as that we 
are not wholly earthy, but that some where within us ex¬ 
ists that heavenly spark which makes as immortal 
beings, created for high duties, noble pleasure, and a 
lofly destiny. 
, 18 IT A WASTE? 
“ If Tcannot become an arti t 1 will let music alone,” 
waa the remarlp made to us . - . .ily. “No one should 
touch music who oannot exc. in it. Look at the huo* 
IL Mawm. «sv wtw Gmumua, the »*« 
b*ri tbi*« I* w *»*4 am M®k‘« *«»i ri«w ti. 
"iawJ »• v«y tm Of."1 
TVwgb ti* hi pvriect brijbt*ie»», y»l lbs 
irfwJSgkl I* ADt to be dv*(in4. “ Ap-d evee o»e star 
Uom motlb« «Ui i* glory.” * 
Welkieg U oobter (h*e croejao*, bot creeplog U better 
then no iocomotloo wbxieritr. 
DMpiM not Ike d»y of MasJl tkingfc Give everjrboily 
a chance. 
Tho supply i* inexhaustible. Let ^whosoever will, 
draw from the Fountain of Song.—JfuHcal VUitor. 
who study music attain to a 
tion in it sufficient tc attrac 
precious few rise so high a« 
for their accomplishment*. 
Granted. Bnt ia it in »ny 
fessions, in other business, 
pose of the body, the management of t)ie breath, the 
position of the tongue, the easy, open condition of 
mouth and throat are matters of thought, undivided 
thought if the work is to be well done. The conscien¬ 
tious student of the violin, or, indeed, of any other in¬ 
strument, will be called upon to exercise the same men¬ 
tal concentration. The v&ry first leeson in music is, 
therefore, a lesson in^mental discipline. 
Closely connected with attentiveness, almost insepa* 
rable from it, is accuracy, a most*important factor in all 
successful labor. The oorrect perception of distance aa the top in otheT^purB. .ii iu 1 
related to the keyboard, the unerring stroke of the All railroad men cannot r. 
finger, surety of touch, the use of the right finger or the Ttion hand or clerk to that l 
appreciation of intervals in singing, the placing of the even to be boss of the shop, 
voice, in short, the habit of doing everything exactly 
right, of perfection at every step, are matters of close 
application, of accurate mental perception, and lead to 
mental growth and mental power. 
In studying music the pupil enters a fresh field of 
. investigation, is awakened tb new ideas, new> trains of 
xSought, learns the vocabulary and grammar of a new 
language, unlocks the treasure-house of new intellectual 
delights. 
At 'each lesson new difficulties are to be overcome, 
new viotories won. The mind grows in strength of pur¬ 
pose, in receptive power, in breadth* The intellectual 
exercise and the consequent pleasure are akin to what 
Shall there be no section hu 
fore? Sailors cannot *11 bee 
be no men before the must, ti 
more privates than g* nerals, 
Is all effort useles* nt il¬ 
ls there not some pn ; and 
the comparatively hu: ol. 
the rear rank ? 
Does not each sphc; c of 1* - 
its. own compenaatioii . 1' 
about as mnch satisfaction 
and big-lettered primer -i 
his books ? 
w of skill and perfec- 
pu. c attention, and bnt 
ve public recognition 
—uliferent in other pro- 
oilier artftf Do all rise to 
e? 
:; oia the position of sec- 
. .evidentof the road, or 
i jgh sojga-have done so. 
. oiinot offices there- 
Ejich in his way, a -i on l 
t f 
So the Visitor wo* 
even if'there is no 
and if there he no ho, 
A. superficial knowi¬ 
the mathematician experiences in solving some difficult 
and fascinating problem, or to what the student of liter- and>each according 
ature experiences when delving tn the golden mines of Xtork is performed., 
poetry. , . • / aZonpr, and to cad. 
There was a time when pupils in school were com- with his ability to rc 
pelled to learn all their lessons verbatim H litcr(£fi7nx 
The pendulum has now swung to the opposite extreme, 
and memory is almost neglected in mental work. Yet 
an accurate memory ia a very important part of man’s 
equipment for the battle of life. -The memorizing of t-Ixis right, also, to m 
pasAages of prosed or poetry exercises and strengthens be derived from ev 
this wonderful faculty. Furthermore, when we learn by 
heart passage* from the Bible, from Shakespeare or 
Tennyson, from Additon or Hawthorne, we not*only 
exercise the memory,-but we also gain a knowledge of 
the correct and elegant nso of words, and of the logical 
sequence and development of thought. We acquire -the expeoaq for a 
accuracy and refinement in speak^g and writing, com- Two or three *• qu 
pact no** and oloseneM lo thinking, and, heat of alt, we 
fill the mind with scenes, Image*, thought* of beauty, 
( pow®t* or delicacy, lo memqriting moiric we have the 
«»mo general result. The retentive faculty U made 
quick ajvd sure, the study of harmony I* made more 
aa«y, more uju-rwrtlug; fluency, oorrectrwtSs, elegano® of 
composition are acquired. &o logically does one phraae 
of-a great com poser lead to another, w naturally do the -it is also better to ! 
masiCial tkooghu tollow on* another, that «b® thooghUul fal Too* World thx- 
Even the pursuit of i: 
its benefits. Art for 
for the people’s-»i*k 
ennobling. 
There are many * 
about all that the gr«? 
They love ipnsic. 
even a few lessonn 
though they may n. 
temple f If 
"Tui-i 
»«- 
Jj8ak 
jilt’ 
>*ptay(< Shall.there - 
There will alWaWbe 
in^entucky. Hy. ^ 
: esult in perfe®ion ? 
- to be derived from 
of a high private in 
' - or social life furnish 
Tmx>hild student get 
;p from his pictured 
tii cnltured sage from 
c on which he lives, 
t ess with which his 
■Uasure as he goes 
u is commensurate 
be study of music, 
lAing it a profession, 
• r time to excel in it., 
better than none, 
o mere pleasure to 
y attainments in it. 
sake ia not withont 
d doctrine, bat art 
rtby, helpful, and 
iiber the time nor 
c of musical study, 
or two at most, is 
' pie cau give lo it. 
ncouraged to take 
;i;b wonderful art, 
tbe vestibule of iu 
About ih* beauti- 
fuo thaySedy of iL 
WEALTH AND POVERTY OF MU8I0LAN8. 
Probably Nero, tirti Emperor of Rome, was the rich¬ 
est musician that ever lived, but ji may be contended 
that jie did not make his wealth in the musical profession. 
Yet this is only partially true, for many of his courtiers 
were glad to curry (avor with him by flattering his musi¬ 
cal vanity and paying him enormous Bums for his pro¬ 
fessional services, aod he is said to have once received a 
sum equivalent to $30,000 ior one flight's musical 
services, which puts the price paid to Pat^to the blush. 
Among the real composers of the old school we s£ek 
in vain for a wealthy man. Palestrina lived and died 
poor, although not in extreme poverty. Di Lasso came 
the nearest to being a rich man, because of the constant 
friendship of the D^ke of Bavariaf Handel lost a fortune 
in trying to establish Italian opera in London, bnt sub¬ 
sequently regained more than this amount by the great 
success of his oratorios. His friend Mattheson was 
wealthy, but made his fortune rather in diplomatic service 
than in- mnaic. Beethoven died at least well out of the 
reach of poverty, spite of ttrenact that, he represented 
himselCas very p&or to those who crime td him in his 
last illness. After hjg death there were several bank 
certificates and boudsi^nnd hidden away in odd corners 
of his chamber. Bach was poor throughout his career, 
a fact to which his very large family may have contri¬ 
buted. At his deatk, to the Overlasting disgrace of 
Leipsic, his wife was allowed to go to the poorhouse, 
where she died. Mozart died so poor that he was buried 
in a common grave in the Vienna cemetery, and all 
trace of his body has been lost, although tli&re is a 
certain doctor in Germany who claims to possess bis 
skull. Schubert was probably the poorest of all the 
grea^m&sters, and some of his songs were sold for the 
.munificent sum of twenty cents! At his decease it was 
difficult to raise enough money (by the Bale of his few 
effects) to bdry him. Wagner is a representative of the 
two'extrpmeB, wealth and poverty. In Paris at one time 
he felt the direct pinch of wq^t, and no musical work was 
too humble for him to try. He arranged cornet solos, 
' four-hand adaptations of operas, and even tried to get 
an engagement as a chorus singer in one of the cheap 
Boulevard theaters. When, years afterward, be became 
the intimate friend of King Louis of Bavaria (it may be 
remembered that it was at this court, centuries before, 
Orlandi di Lasso won wealth and renown), Wagner for 
the few last years of hie life lived as a prince. In Venice, 
where he spent'the vacatipn that terminated in his death, 
he had a retinue of servants and attendants^ a family 
tutor, joto., and he lived in a palace fit for a king. When 
he composed, his study was decorated to correspond 
with the subject on vchi$h he was at work, and laces, fine 
velvets, flowers, and perfumes lent their aid in stimulat¬ 
ing the inspiration of the great composer of musio drama. 
The picture ia in vivid contrast to the poor Schubert 
dying almost alone, and to Hosart buried like a pauperr 
but Wagner was the modern exception, and there are to¬ 
day more poor and straggling musical talqatand perhaps 
geniuses than there evs^have been wealthy musician*. 
—“Where sympathy is lacking,” said Mendel*eohn, 
“ correct,judgment is also lacking.” This should be 
kepi in mind by teacher* aftd critio*. If the taacher i* 
not en rapport with hi* pupil ha cannot be of mnch 
service to him. If (he critic or caanal liataner U no| in 
sympathy with the performance his wits go wool-gather¬ 
ing, and an uabiatod opinion cannot he formed.—Musi¬ 
cal Visitor. 
TB K TU*rr» TTT' us Jew U JUf-iSSa* iai 
taesmffta fob rousa tbaohkbb a*b 
FAsests. 
at aartta u, wa». 
Nirr Loo# since I reed an article io a procaineol musi¬ 
cal periodical written by * lady who **erot*»gty wk>» 
ucihiug but the dark apot* iu * Wuchw'i life, and cUmmmi 
her article with the question, ** Who wj>nld he * mnaie 
leather f” I Answer roost emphatic* fly—" /.” After 
yesurs oi experience, I causey hoowtly, wort* I to oho©so 
my profession again, I would make no change- Do l 
hear some one •ay. “Then you hare not had many 
trials I" Indeed 1 hare I Their name has been legion. 
My life has not been different 'from that of any hard¬ 
working teacher >J>ul do not the greatest pleasures of 
lile come from hard (ought battles and victories won? 
Like Runyan's Pilgrim, we most, meet all obstacles 
bravely if vrv, wish to make a successful voyage of life. 
If.ftuy one is looking for n profession in which he can 
" be. carried to the skies on flowery beds of ease,” he 
would bgtfcpuftueah for a berth in the first air ship that 
comes his way, and ride through space. Possibly he 
might be so (un)fortunate as to find such elysian fields, 
for they surely do not exist in this rushing, work-a-day 
planet of ours. 
There are times in every teacher’s life when clouds 
are so deuae as to portend a genuine cyclond', but jf, 
after weeks' of seemingly unproductive toil, just a fatnt 
light begins to glimmer through the darkness, be en¬ 
couraged, for the feeble light may astonish you by grow¬ 
ing—even unto the perfect day. The seed Bown upon 
what yon may have deemed stony ground may' sprout 
suddenly and grow far beyond your expectations, while 
the seed upon which you have lavished your fondest 
hopes may sprout, but wither by the wayside, so decep* 
tive are the things of this life. 
I believe one of the greatest barriers to happiness in 
a. young teacher's life is discontent^—wishing for the posi¬ 
tion of some who dwell on the heights. Do notTthink 
I wish to put a damper on your ambition to rise in your 
profession ; I say “Amen ” and “ God-speed ” to aU am¬ 
bitions teachers, ami' only ask yon to remember that no 
Parnassus was eler scaled at a leap, and if you will just 
stop to consider the weary years of step by step by which 
these musical cliff-dwellers have reached their present 
altitude, and could look behind the scenes and see how 
far fame fails in bringing unadulterated happiness, you 
would be better contented with your mission <pf keeping 
the lower lights burning brightly yet a little while longer, 
remembering that the lights along the shore are just as 
important as the beacon-light on the great watoh-tower. 
I believe one of the most exasperating things a teacher 
has to deal with is inattention, lack of concentration, 
and I've always found the inventing of a atory-illustrat¬ 
ing the piece under consideration admirable for correct¬ 
ing this fault. It seems to awaken enthaBi&Bm, however 
dormant it may have seemed before. 
You may think you are not sufficiently imaginative, 
but try it persistently, and you will surprise even your- 
self* and will be rewarded by the increasing animation 
in your pupils. 
I have found ono of the greatest helps in sight-read¬ 
ing is a thorough knowledge of chords and their rela¬ 
tions, and always have a child finish every scale with 
tonic, dominant, and ttibdot&in&Al chorda in that key. 
Those of you who have never tried it frill be surprised to 
•e« how quickly the average child will grasp them. 
When the child is toflftjiwaUy advanced yon will find 
modulation a very pleating study. 
Taka weoa?pe*iUotj of medium difficulty, but-rich in 
modulating chords, and say to your popU f “ W© will 
now uk« a abort loorney | will travel in a circle and stop 
at **«*y sultan <©*itiog each chord a station) long 
to .rtndy th» cha^aeteriirtioa of the inhabitants*'* 
tavwatittg warn* little *s»*ry foreaah chord. For ioManco* 
"it**** of aU ttofocw chord-* ** erne family, fearing a vein 
«f mfosm (a &ft*r feta*#? > the* of rolUoktog *&.«> 
rmnhmvm* whcm ail Wnwtfefoa. Thaw speak 
ptea*s*« «f rvachtag tow* again awd bearing the 
Mdrisg «*r jj#*r**y, and ** wf4y ■. 
“ AJfclw«#fe t* fejy*4 mm* fm-ph who ware 
law mg the* to ptmtkm* a»4 I M t*Wk wouW b* . 
i awty nwmyt fort «*» tab* 
ymrS* ..TW «** nfeedfol in tbU world U good, 
mmmm mm* W efttiaH it be better to drop 
one of the sptedto at «eb*& a»4 go ©a the marie 1 
Sow* will take fi ve months* then #top'five month*, then 
It will lake another five month* to get them where they 
**4 wiw*< w Aid *#* m&k* enrityi ***** 
geifect *t» !*•.*. * very ptmwMiai trip.*" 
P*rfcaj>4 tfet* m*| -com l«*» «&»•«*? <w mpmUM 
to uituo ot you, hut I have only to my—fry ft. 
Never leave a pupil wilfosimply a i<t*#oo fo?« * leok- 
nienl point, but always leave food for thought. 
Only a wo id or two dropped at the rigbl time and plAoe 
maj h,)(. . child .nr , difficult/ Ui.t mi,hi oih«r,lMi *m »W (iej mtoppcd Vb« firtl fi,« month.; be^de% 
prove a great alutnUUng block. 
1 fipd tcaohera who *r« full of enthusiasm for their 
work aro generally successful, and the result of the 
work of a utaober who gives beraolf nnreserredly to the 
work, making remuneration only a secondary matter, 
cannot bo estimated,-for it sometimes takes a lifetime of 
unrelenting toll to accomplish solid results. 
If parents could only realize how very much a teach¬ 
er's burdens might be lightened by insisting upon regu¬ 
lar practice hours, I know they would insist upon it, 
instead of allowing tho child to Bnatch a few moments at 
they are not apt to take the same interest in it Again- 
If there is any curtailing of expense* to be done, the 
music lesson is the first thing thonght of. 
How many music pupils took the money that was to 
pay their next, year’s tuition in music to go to the 
World’s Fair? There are few music teachers that could 
not add aopie nari€f to the list. Music will never be 
brought up to' the standard it ought to be in America 
until parents learn and realize that it fa a study the 
same as any other-jscbool study, and cannot be picked 
up and thrown down at will, and, surely, there is noth- 
suchlrregulor intervals. I insist that a child can have ing in this world that pays a larger interest on the money 
a regular time for practice just as well as a regular time 
for meals. If they ctm only have fifteen minutes at a 
time, do have it atTho' same time every day, and have 
the child understand that nothing but sickness or death 
can interfere. Then parents may begin to look for sat¬ 
isfactory progress, and the child will become much^ 
more interested than if allowed to practice in such a«ie- 
sultory manner, which, if persisted in, will ruin any 
child’s musical future, no matter how bright it may have 
been in the beginning. Many parents think because 
they are not musical themselves they can be of no as¬ 
sistance. But I say, yes; you can assist us in many 
ways, and we need your help continually, for there is no 
profession fraught with greater responsibilities than that 
of the teacher, and wo would like to be able when our 
life’s work is done to exclaim with the poet, 
“Let mutlc cheer us last on earth, 
And groet us flrat inkeaven.” 
And there we shall solve the mystery—why, in weav^ 
ing our web of life, the lights and shadows have been 
so variable. 
invested, for what is a home withput music ? 
MUSICAL INDIVIDUALITY. 
BY JABE KIN80LVINO. 
THE PUPIL OP TO-DAY. 
"When God created man His master-stroke was 
breathing the breath of life into him," remarked the 
teacher to the pupil. “ Had He not done this, of what 
account would man have been? Now, you have com¬ 
pleted the mechanical part of your labors and find an 
inanimate thing which naturally displeases yourself and 
others. .Breathe life and soul into it and~7on have a 
1 grand finale.’ You played the same thing the second 
time, that? you did the first, is why your hearers were 
disappointed." 
“Indeed^ I did not,” protested the Miss, who did not 
quite comprehend. 
14 Not the same selection, certainly,’’ said the teacher. 
44 To use my previous illustration: Had the Creator 
gone on creating a world of men and given none 
life, how much difference, think you, would there ha^e 
beensqjke last man and the first? None, except in 
form or feature perhaps. So in yonr nynsic, it.all lack® 
life, thought, feeling, and soul.. One piece differ* frqm 
another only in form. An artist never imitateB, bat 
What in the reason that there is such a difference iff cr®^8. 
the parents of to-day md when I was a child ? It never ‘‘.Yes, but the artist, Miss Grant, paints his own pic- 
occurred to >7 mother to consult my pleamre or con- turo.-wlule I « only double* on th. production of 
venicnce about m, , notice hour,. My tbacher laid another, mat.og tt more defect,,0 all the t.me 
, , , . _ .V. U r “ His pioture is not new, dear ; we all have it biddeh y 
down the law, and she saw that it was earned out. I „ , v . j . j rr« 
, , , N 3 * a.-u.j.u.*. m our minds, or we could not understand it. MetooK^- had so many hours a day to practice, then I had plenty ’ ,, , , ,c , ... .. 
. .» . , . . r t ai_ , , . , , material as old as the world and glonned it witn nis 
of time for play; but I knew the work had to be done 
own thought. So may you take the material at hand, 
put your very soul in it, think it, feel it, and then 
put your fingers on the keys$ and tell it to the world. 
Your programme will Aay the piec^ was Chopin’s, 
p*erhaps. It was when he thought it, but now you think 
it and ’tis yours. Chopin could no more play your con- 
first, and I never questioned my mother’s right to con¬ 
trol me. Now, my p viions will come to me and say, 
“Yon must'talk to mv little girl and try and see if you 
can’t make, her practice more; she dep^t practice as 
much as she ought to, and I can’t do anything with 
her;” If a parent cannot control a child, how do they . . ,. v . .. 4. 
expect u teacher to , 0 it. Tho toucher cau putin tho oePll?a than 700 'a?.hll\, 
musio hour faith&ll), but caDnot go home with the 
pupils or do their p oticing for them. I think one 
great trouble is 5n n. . i.eginning right. They ought to 
have a nigular hour o practice, and practice by the 
clock. Habit is every thing in this life. Music does hot 
come by Inspiration. It is dry and uninteresting at 
first, and then la the ti a pupil needs encouragement, ^ 
and when they begin . t^t'both bands together, the 
left baud playing the otee in the bass staff, it ie like 
the cririn in a spell of -over,—then is’ the time they need 
careful v .aching ***>1 -rood Burring, and all tho help 
ihoy can --It is th duty of parent* to *e« that there 
U a regal.-r lima to p *ciic*, and to see that it is done. 
Thvy it to tho pupil, they owe it to themsrive*, 
m»4 oeilaivvly owe It i-o thotaaeher. How many teach¬ 
er* with tho real) h*»o wo&*d *o hard with a 
pupil the 6r*l five month* *>4 th* y«a#. ao4 frit that lh« 
oast fiv© ro-aath* would *h»w th* that had bwea 
dntHR, t-f a ‘<Ua«4(tvbolt woold be huriod 
at ft*’. ”1 hsm ^5»c.r'.-54*4 I* aftop m,y 
ihU - b«* m Swwty Hm4'm lA 
impulses of your soul breathe forth from it. It is then 
no more Chopin’s than*the artist’s picture is the prop* 
erty of the man who invented paint. Chopin gave you 
the material and the coloring is yours; just as the artist 
is indebted^ to ,ibe inventor for paint, but to himself 
alone for the* disposition of it. 
14 Don't wonder how some one else disposed of this 
passage or that, for it didn't mean to them what it does 
to you. When -you attempt to master a composition 
pat your individual^ your inner self in it. Let it be 
an outlet for your character. Never imagining it too 
iuaif nificant to concentrate your-besi and noblest efforts 
upon. -It Is what yon make it,—odious, if conventional, 
but beautiful if it apeak* ths soul's language. Origin¬ 
ality >s any tom of Ufo is perfection in^that form. 
, 44 Remember er©j tbai, ‘ The hand can execute noth¬ 
ing higher than the character can inspire.’ ” 
—tot us beware of loring car todmtot. Let ns 
e*wr gUry is» atrtftrikiftg, and atriwe U> retain-our admit*- 
iiaa fac -41 tka* wooM e*wob)e s*d cur Strtereri i» all that 
*® 4 ih*y kef iket wca’i would midk s»4 beautify aar JPM&fH ftrooks. 
1 
1SQ _ 
B*!At)tS@, LUTB3H**, A*J> '^SStSS- 
-tit rc etude* 
a*»riwliW«j 
• t At A AS* a. i?^ 
kurwwiSM the I'rt.ium ou htykm 
^aiiaaisd 0* t«u* r**' h*— ™lrt0At *“ 
(j*Afw®twr, ye«, *h?e »tajaSoUwaifwIy, It T* ao«ew 
f ax.4 c+mi f, -m4 m ** ******* ** 
to Pturndf *«» hj.A« ep ihe 4ww*w^ *** 
hwn.MM« .«d !>» •»«*’““ u‘** M 
,«4 ra«M.U* of «**» W 
o*pf«*h* li iu aa»ie*( reality. 
toe way •«.?* “1 ew* to imoh iiionUnre. * 
Thu. banni, i. » »«* «et#*fc ««». whoilj »»■ 
rarmr reoitala 
wt *• *. »• 
£ - —^ - —r* “ - 'jrzxtz 'rx. 
r„ot|in« .ttmh mil io«K«» tho ««lol ooj«rw<w» h»t»*o 
th.oo ga.^ to •*>-'«• r..„r..K „„d ,oor ttd H will ropo> ,00 m 
•» •** « "< ■*- '“' h ,h"*,“r0‘ •Bere,r 1 
th*,** pafpo***w to *to»*l»te lechowmi 1***lv»pmo«l i *« 
Ui* a»d K» urye ll 
follow their methcidi i to *>vt ttv«h at length 
„„„ MHt doMw* th- ‘-A of .IH'tfOJ.uon — ontlor ra«* In.tntonoo. 
ua good »»tl 10 rtdwoW tho |«H>r nl»r>ns »f tho 
-pro.orht.1 hoordtu< tehtwl Jitl. *'th hot .o tmllod, .ioklj 
KuutomulL'f, %otl hot u«v»! KK.wor, whoti ookrd to pl«7. 
" OS I I datt’l ’ V 
Alter U»t*ou».g fo plan trie of all decree* of skill, the 
bt»ur6 from advice mitan’pd in arnelp* on tb« first ami 
be inestimablo, 
A LITTLE 8T0BY. 
A. oet .14 is (Moj-eotift* pttpiu,. woelhlj rw#t*U *«> 
nrt hofpfot I» tho Awt l>!*», tho popit U wtihiaoo. 
u, hi* fhww* «A*» th./ «*/ bo t««i/ to ploy. In 
tho ooooaA pUoo. bo ««* bo* bi. progrow oomporeo . 
«Ub that o! othoto. vA ti>* I* o.Butlly •» tocotui.e to 
btrtior work tho oottt moolh. In tbe third pUc*. tb® 
popil hoar* moro oatute than bo woold otb'erwioo bear, 
and, tnoreorer, loarxii ootnetitng of tbe compo.era, 
bocomin* familiar with their nataee, lire., and com- 
poeitiona ""By no mean* last in the lirt of adoaniagee ie 
that of gaining confidence to play before other*. ^ 
In my own experieaoer! here found that the aoodcr a 
popil begin, playing before other*, the better. 80 tbe 
rale i* that each one I* to play something", boweoer 
simple or short it may^>e, eren if it ia bnt a lioe ont of 
the first etudiea, or an easy dnet with tbe teacher. The Txu, ne a little a tor;! ” begged an eight-yearold t e first .t tes, or an easy uet ith the teac er. he 
maiden as the mnetc clae. aesembled for a lesson in faot that they can play something ta very encouraging to 
This request resulted in the following 
••-c^ud nehOivd iml j’-ci! »• *w*n ^ infl uiumv; vji«w __ __^ 
and W« would *.«o highe.t honor, to tbore who reeotn- “»'a« rented in the following •• little the little ones, end they often beg, as a privilege, to play 
Bleed IV Matin's .y*i«B nl training for techmea ,,orT''«, illustrate oue of Mendelasohn'h “ Songs W.th- more than one selection. 
imprevemient. Alas I lor those ot the nemiilatnntK and Word# .. wttoh was plaved at the close oi the lesson, We do notalwaj* bavea composer eltfe, bat when we 
lameBtsng bind. True *r. doe* not profit by fnvlnre* or ' Soo 0.laE 67i fi0 4. do, the first part of the programme is taken op with 
the rehearsal til failures, hilt by soccoas aloncp T e . q who was in the httbit of stealing children other composition*, then comeB a sketch of the com- 
marveleua .•taiamoois of artts's are not the prodnetor » tor J,,’bteaklaW, one day carried off a beamitnl poser's life, his photograph is exhibited, if obtainable, 
the reusemmatum of mvrtads ot pn»ucce**fal Biicmpts, !/ whQ wltb hep maidens, was strolling io the aod then follows the performance of such of hts com- 
but the triumph of aUpreoi identity; and the love a He'pot the terror-Btricken ladies into hie huge, poeitions as have been prepared, usually with some 
tho td-al IS nnperverted sentimentality. Sentiment » • awu .( over hia ehoulder,aDd strode away remarks on each, such aa the date when it wae com- 
not something that has to b» cresded; u .a an attribute t(1 hi8 easlIe in lha mountains. There he poeed ; the style of composition, whether lyric or the- 
of human affection and ts amnly^towed on e ery ^ lh and aa the Ogress-hts wife-waa old matio, and any other points of interest. On one occa- 
re*po.n»*b}o ^Vtfer. .. .. evident that the so.r- P ^ ^ uijijounced tha, h-# would Diarry lhe .ion, an impromptn examination was given on the 
ot.yof .rt.st.t.notdootothe -ant of matenal, but to * p Ue bUo aaTe order, to h,s cook to tnodamental principles. The clan wa* dmded .pto 
nn-ytntiathe*ic treatment: -«tfn the eeemtng carelessness ‘ • 
• 7 * - eerve the old Ogrcbs up in a wedaing pie. 
He then provided Imsk^ts of raw silk anil ordered the 
Princess and her mauiens to spin and weave the wedding 
i 
two partB, according to the stage of their advancement, 
and a new piece of music was given aa a prize to the ptra, 
in each division having the beet paper. < ■ 
Another time a scale drill was given. Sometimes a 
8 Butthe beautiful Princess thought of her loving Prince musical game knob as Allegrando is played, and the 
who, she knew, was searching for hef day and night, and pupils find this instructive as well as interesting, 
wept so constantly that the silk was too moist to spin • Occasionally the parents are invited to attend tine of 
-i a:olda 8en,i. and would twSt ; t all manner of snarls. Finally, the the recitals, and this is an incentive greater even then 
k'lri" s <w... *«« *. —> •— 
irwh *ha.t resoll? There is aa much music in a fifty-cent 
and di«*uwmK io*ccnr*cy of many of our young pianists 
is morv fr^qaemlj ihe fault of the teacher than the 
pupil. For instance: Tnere is a teacher in a large 
k4kkU of our Stale : his touch is that approved by some 
coojtfcrv*tones at home and abroad and hts execution ia 
wry good He tenches in * business-like manner, pos- 
!*.**>ug none and seeing.nooe of the romantic beauiy 
drum, beaten by a email boy, a* in hia playing that 
of ht* popil*. This kind of performance was most aptly 
exprwsMd hr* yatmg man who, in speaking to me of 
thu man's playing, satd: “ He gives it to her right from 
the skostllfr." 
Another teacher who** technic ia also highly ap¬ 
proved pl*js with grace and brilliancy, and with expres¬ 
sion ti gentle, varied, and eabule ** lifo itoelf. She 
fodialgvjs the fancy ot her pupil, guiding it, entwiaing, 
*nd pruning it into perfeot symmetry. 
,Ka (mh ci labor is eouSned W the present time only. 
not ready by the nett mjrning, thotghole, party-Prin- Thus the preparation for more pnblio performances is 
cess’ and maidens—should be drowned in the castle constantly going on, and while failures at recttale have 
moat _ A ^ ,• occurred, failures ip. public never have. Thjs fact alone 
The poor maidens lit their lamps and bedS jbeir is sufficient encouragement to the teacher, and repay* 
taek, bnt nlae 1 they k new hut little about spii^ig, and* for the trouble which the preparation each month neces- 
by midnight all hope wa* gone. In despair, they kissed 8«cily brings. 
each other good-right and went to bed, where they soon 
wept themselves > -t. op. 
The moonlight taied 
and soon the for Of. irien 
. grape-vine ladder!. . owtiii 
the beautiful Priit . and 
gown trimmed 
gold. The apioid 
wowU^fol n 
completed* Tfc< 
foiries went to th 
OMRpvd withiu Ct 
Now, two jr-tsar* alter popiU have left tb«*e teachers, the of Silvery laugh,o 
p«fS9vl> of 1furacT play with hardu.es* and even iuois- end began work 
6ta<3www»A wrtfc eaiMtlmsJ and overdrew^ expression, to wheel turned, oh ! 
feS the vwofeft<y they fori fo thrir owe performance*,/taent to tbe ** 
than* e< th* Utter twrhcc- retain their former wonderful crest 
of hws math U*ght««d fey greWer maturity. 
Tc ytm. say Wsw I soy, ttudy the ham*© 
*tt t+f ** *•&*««»“*a4 t&m* oU&rtmrion con Uke 
y**. A*»^to**ai ywuttwlf iivu.awhrAily with lb* Itoitc*, 
htriMo, *«4 g**w»*i of f«m pupil*. Ikfso 
♦Ml* v*t» kr»*6 ^ttote Of Ototwkfc* fef tottd vfik it- 
CtUgStmtt dttr «fcp tlw 
4A*t ih* elftoidl «f bmt 
ttittuHCw»«it t r?** (••«* ikm&ia* fey 
r*ukh* «u>»nA«s nsswey, wfc*»|£lh tlfilliSf* 
•SuA'tto 4& 8k?y fMt* 
*!» tiht. tV*,»x*% i*i 3UaiC . ( 
u * SiVsS j5u\v* *viif. iriBufUfejiiMt mm* 
topK Irit 
’*«'»>* tmtt *riMrissri* m&Sn- #^*8^ 
•>«u3r^r*ii«dMiM(kM. ii «tiNW4 rn 0rn 
3.w«it»,ul -USUI* M tot- ******&* 
towltni AM ‘MV S<AVv» tauiWA kJUWM***- 
Mi «4*>1 it|4» 
<f *tMtv ¥**toM5 *>:*^ ***.y wjbrv*--* 
-MuuHtot t>«Mv*M« -MMQiMutoHi' #»»<! **$***!&*% Atoijm *m& #•*<»•-• - 
to «• *»*«* .*« ftMfitiet- &:4t#1tWnA 
through the castle windows, 
came trooping in on their 
. vi  :. :ig kisses od the pale face of 
, with smiles of joy and peals 
oy drr ^ged oat the baskets of silk 
.0 -- iiding-robe. The spinning- 
o n;or,rily, making a lively accompam- 
. ;ig . ( the fairies, and soon the 
, i u i» beautiful, silken wedding- 
...y/i elicit figurea io satin and 
the aoog were over,-and by 
'jknown to men, the gowa wa* 
ool the window, the dear 
AI^lLPHABETIOAL MU8I0AL RHYME. 
YenTwa la*** 
tfefr dvt-ul, u 
lb* fn&cv 
totetoag ferir «fc* 
b««« fetoto>4 ia.ni 
«(* s »•«-*.. 
Sow* *g«,«x*.c 
A RXCEKT issne of Freund's Musical Weekly contained 
the following excellent musical rhyme, which is an ex¬ 
cellent’thing for beginners to memorize :— 
Aecefcrando—In speed, increasing measure. 
Ad Libitum—Sing at discretion’s pleasure. 
Adagio— Expressive, soft, and low. 
AjfctUioso— Let tenderness and pathos flow. 
Allegro— Now fingers fly and words run fast. 
Allegretto— Not quite so rapid as the last. 
Andante— Soft^nd slow the movement goes. 
A Tempo— Mark the musio as it flows. 
Brim*a#/*-— With great spirit and with migbL 
a weary Prince, who was Eaprcmoxi—Ia excewive movement right, 
tie* told him all* aod dis- Orac-aufo— From soft to load (he music swell*. 
D* Cvpo— “ Return,w this sign the player isdla.^ 
loud to soft the music fall*. 
To aetioG fond »h* rigfeal calls. 
Loader, louder^ raise tbe *c«tg. 
Umdm'jn **4 vary *treng. 
G^Wd* wad dose vfos thif yon see. 
Sig»»&«<i ®wsjor key. 
pot \oo utrcmg. 
Jte»— A lift)* . M* 4wft M WMWg. 
Jf mu- Tv**— w»4 i* * ten*- 
Mriil* ifridsri* We *• abc-wa. 
flttm#**- iNS Wtod 4wiUr. fwtotf 
AiffiWWtoM- - SuifUnt, VHitb rm'tati 
Qftmilh mi A yew feiiSfnre 
Skawi«4 ^tkri, iuv»4»*»*s 2 mgnm 
rhsirnne- - >to smw v«Jwi#r ^ 
^ A#*< i* ielMU tob 
culy the Prince banged it 
-a th* Ogre appeared, axe in 
* head, retoS'Gvd hse icrrtij 
jf (ham all havxr+ 
. 'Tfe* fennaaiUfed 
14tax a«4 alwey* bw^t «t 
e. | totoi m**u d *ftr« 
'.44h|,‘' to* 5Ae 
_.J3 Y 
•1» * liedtr* *4 
• liSia, ifi’wit to***# 
i:f >.W ifli**’** -tf. £>*• -Vk'oiii 
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xv 1797 rphe Woodehoppers and the Linnet. 
' lbs bucherons et la fauvette. 
/, iri/trf are me.l beautifully depicted In lhlsbtt‘of 
tJ; work with renewed strength, they bring it to a satisfactory close, , 
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GAVOTTE DU PALAIS ROYAL. 
The Gavotte together with the Minuet. Mute tie,dnr«6anrieyChaconne,Famdourin,Bou.rrde,Courante 
and (tigwe are Roecoco dances. This term applies to compositions of the fifteenth .sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. The form of "antique »tgte" is used by modern composers. 
The metre of a Gavotte consists of four quarters, its movement is an Allegretto and its rhythm general¬ 
ly contains the accent on the first and third of each measure. ^ 
The periods of a Gavotte commence upon the last haif and end upon the first half of a measure. 
gritted ty F. von tf'estemAagon. i 
_ - > , | MAURICE LEE. 
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Tut ut u.f pkrairag woil, l* Ufl.e (it g<©ot t(* 
th* lo.i*ri>»«efcoiU>a. ot oaurte, tat, rtrahg* H» 
a»f. it U lbt» VWry Subject ch.tl h** brat* Ku»*t urgloetad. 
Neglected b*o*u*c U ho* act b*t>» laity understood. be- 
i-4u.m it ho* Ihmo Itepreperty caught, t>e<-attre ol the 
gr*rat divomtj of o^ialon ctttuwridtra whai the " phrere " 
ruallr it. and becottw of the Unwroetne** of many *0' 
called g^aadard criitiijtia. Phrasing {n»v»lr»a no new 
principle* ; it i* only the carrying into effect lho*c long 
emitting. Truth ha* alwaya dirted though w© hara 
not alway* r«*ro<*irt>d it. Principle*. not rule*, are the 
rsor«M*ioti of truth in amtie of It* many form*. 
PriaoWd©* ret undlueorered pervade every form ol art. 
Gradually they are being brought to light, and tbo whole 
world of thought is amused at their simplicity, increna 
ing our growing wonder that they wore never revealed 
before ; ami «w> the principle* and bases that underlie a 
correct phrasing are few and dimple They contain the 
hwmonio, the melodic and the rhythmic principles. No 
more, no le*s Onaeioualy or unconsciously we form 
Our opinions, largely from those of others, and the few 
authorities hpre quoted trill at least serve to refresh our 
minds, perhaps enlarging the horizon of them. 
Palmer’s Pinno Primer says: “The phrase is a short 
• tone.ahain whloh makes sense but not, complete sense.” 
. . . Grove saysJust as the intelligent reading 
of a literary composition depends chiefly upon two things, 
accentuation and punctnat.ion^JHTdoes musical phrasing 
depend on the relative strength of the sounds, and upon 
their connection with or separation from each other. 
. . In instrumental music . « ..the phrasing 
must be the result of a just application on the part of the 
performer, of the general sense of the mnsic and of the 
observance of certain marks, by which the phrasing is 
indicated.” 
Marchant. in his work on phrasing, Bays, 11 When one 
phrase follows another it is the performer’s duty to make 
the division clear. This is accomplished by ending the 
phrase softly, and then giving a slight increase^of force 
to the flrst note of the new one. . . . and the effect 
may be assisted by slightly shortening the last note of 
the first phrase if the character of^he mnsic will permit 
. . . but there is another very important idea to be 
considered in the Rubato effect, a gradual hastening of 
the time in order to gain intensity in approaching a 
point of climax, or gradually slackening the time on ap- 
preaching a point of repose.” Ridley Prentice says, 
“The,chief thing is to lift the fingers lightly after the 
last note, thus creating little breaks.” 
Amy Pay says, (Id. T. N. A., Report 1887% “ The 
alnrt should bo strictly observed. Piano teachers are 
very neglectful of this. Pupils should be taught to lift 
the hand before and after the star. A correct phrasing 
dep*oda upon this,” W, 9. B.' Mathews, in his work on . 
• phrasing, says, “ A phrase is a succession of tones 
haring a determined mprion and repose, . , and 
phrasing is the expression of the individual ideas which 
a piece contains, . , , Continuity of thought most 
exist in the player’« mind, otherwiae the playing be« 
comes fragmentary. . . . Phrasing therefore im- 
plies inteRtgenoa.” 
The farthest advance apd the greatest innovation in 
making the subject more dear, at least lo the eye, is iho 
emptoywl by Dr. Rugp Rismann. Ho says, 
*' TVs employment of tb* tier as a sign for legato plsy* 
J&t Is qaiu ahandnoed. . . , The »*>» offies of lh« 
riat U to in 4 Wart* iho wtifcaUUfln of the musical thought 
into it* ■MAoval diviritw**, . . . The natural point 
******« ffc* ifwmk f* the ratal 
where th* aod 3h* Oft-w bwgtait, 
t* ter \l>* m***& w*ra pifttes&riy 
sg^attts nf «a$k pkra#* by a pat- 
P*0*l* Sis. C. &. CMf mf% taeStoWa* 
*fc«* ,,r ftafYfciH u* ta* bwft* tot mm**, «t>sta »b* 
***$ *$>«**«.■** a** **$ ifc* tMt****. 
■««** U** to* th* '$«*&**. $4 <**£•• 
'aifc VWM ** »Siv« v'K-tc*# 
M*b* kP*» **w w*y«Kg, 
t* uvibivk* t^« -i-iy *a4 ite** W'#/'* 
ftuv *W 6p#U wkM.tk» jvi 
th« M * &•& «S fca»SA| Jwt 
be w.4e euljf gi*o *<t4 
of it« (iktttK*, how*v«r «c«vE»ft*ita h* »af U a mssfft 
hu*e,” ioha« Kl»a*«r U>.J+., " A ph**4«S O'! 
CMAAOt be chnugcd wilhool dc*4ii.'j*»g ihe sathori* 
it mm ft* H elsoaya ©t*Ui*s»Uy 
m Tfc# s»ihMs &f phrases i» iomm the ” ■'■ 
mm* <tm im ix U «h# resudoal rhetoric 
hvisi^ ml of it* kWrn pbm. firing St a new 
weaoUg. It *l*o fori*** out of » moaning- 
Iras ohacM of *0ttp4t <MoU« irau»for»ip| the whole 
iuseoiiou %ud a |ihr*h*« h< otHS|lhi from thw i»u.ri«5*l thu-oght, a*d it with new color. It 
Mm>* the form mom clearly, and »* Schumann wtys, 
“ Only when the form grows clear to you will the spirit 
become *o loo.” 
CHOOSING A TEAOHEH. 
ialelligenl rradef.'1 
a W. l^ndon M,y», " Th» whole *ahj«ct of phrasing 
i^in.mow or Iras of * moddio. AuihoriUe* disagree. 
Vet the rule is, that the first note of a phrase should be 
accented and- St* lost note mnde soft and short.” From 
the preceding the following definition baajieen formu- 
lslod. A phrase is a sneoession of tones that makes 
seneo but not necessarily complete sense. The true 
bnaes of the phrase are its harmony, its melody and its 
rhythm. The interpretation varies with the sentiment 
to be expressed. 
Suppose we review some of the definitions given. 
Opinions are good for what they are worth but what 
Ahoy are worth is also a matter of opinion. No person 
lives so entirely within himself aa to receive no impress 
from his surroundings, hence the authorities quoted may 
be the thread that will help untangle the skein. Many 
of the definitions are by far too arbitrary. There are so 
many exceptions to every rule that even a general one 
is ofttimes worse than none,. The rule that the firBt 
note of the phrase must be accented cannot be made to 
apply in many cases. 
BT H. L L, 
Wb who have studied music are ofWn led to wonder’ 
why those who h^vs not studied it made such odd and 
seemingly setfSeless remarks regarding the study of it 
and seem to have snch strange ideas about it, and these 
same people, we know, are quite reasonable on other 
subjects. One o? the firBt and’most injurious of those 
ideas is the very common one, that so miany'have, that 
a person whom they know to be an inferior or even a poor 
teacher for advanced pupils, will do “ well enough ” for 
a beginner; that a superior teacher is not likely to have 
bo much patience with the first lessons as one who is apt 
to make mistakes themselves. * 
What an absurd idea! and we hear it advanced by 
_ persons of high standing in other sciences. A good and 
Neither is the last note of the ^roe music teacher is also a good and true sympathizer, 
and no one can feel more keenly for the trials of a 
beginner than one who thoroughly understands those 
trials, as any one who haB loved maBic enough to become 
a thorough teacher mast understand them; why do not 
people apply the same reasoning in choosing a music 
teacher as they would in choosing a teacher of any 
other science or classic (and mnsic is both a science 
and classic or perhaps I should say a classical science)? ^ 
Jf parents wish their children to study Greek, Latinp-^_^- 
phrase made staccato in numerous instances. To say 
the melodic or the rhythmio or the harmonic structure 
alone furnish the basiB of the phrase is not enough. 
They all go hand in hand and must not be separated. 
All the numerous marks in Riemann’s editions have 
do meaning unless the player is master of the thought 
presented. Marks in themselves, only serve to direct 
the attention to certain effects. Herein lies the danger 
of too profusely editing and annotating, the student’ 
attention many times being directed to the marks alone ^h^losophy, etc., they do not think—“well, that poor 
and not to the real meaning th§y are intended to convey, young man who wishes to study for the ministry has, 
When they do this they do too much (or too little) cans- know, studied Latin ; his mother said the other day 
ing the student to rely entirely upon the revision, forget- that he was through the first principia; he will do for 
ting that he too has a right and an individuality which, Willie to begin with, and the money we pay him will 
when dwarfed andiabsorbed_fey^another, becomes only a help him.a little instead of putting more money into the 
parody and imitation. Such editions as Riemann’s are, pockets of Prof.-This, as an act of charity to 
however, especially good for advanced, and serious the young man, is very nice, but as a means of forming 
students who can apply and c^tbpare the jape with other a g00d basis of‘educating “ Willie ” pi the classics ^any 
editions and who will retain that which®good dnd by one will gay ia worse than nothing; in the way of (most -) 
fitting it into that niche best adapted to their temj^r- likely) giving Willie wrong ideas of pronunciation and 
ment and ideas, will gain many valuable helps. the few words of which he learns the meaning will not 
InNio case, however, should the phrase he taught from be> by any means, sufficient compensation for all Ute^] 
a technical or physical basis only, viz:—that “The hand 'bad habits he is likely to form; and how much more so * 
should be lifted at the end of every slur.” 2^0 teaching ;a it likely to be the case in the matter of music study, v 
can be more fallacious. Ideas, not things; mental con* where there ar6'sa.many bad habits to guard against and 
ceptB, not mere motions. AlwayB work from the inner where', if goodJiabits are formed they are not likely to be 
consciousness'outward, from tone effect as principal, forgotten. _ 
motion aud muscle as subordinate and secondary, for the in this matter there is one would like to ask 
hand will only express what the mind and character can parents and guardians: will yon *Twy*&ppIy the same 
prompt and inspire. Again the Rubato effect is most' reasoning in finding a music teacher for “Minnie” as' 
important, but describing one .landscape does not make * y0a would in choosing a professor of languages for 
the description equally applicable to all. So the rule “Willie”? The teachers who have studied with profes- 
th&t “ There should be a gradual hastening of the time gional masters are more likely to know more and to 
toward the climax, and a retarding from the climax to know better how to impart their knowledge, and to hare 
tbo end of the phrase,” can only be made general in ita m0re patience, th$n one who has never studied out of 
application. Tbo same remark also applies to the last j0ur own little town's and it is to those living in the 
note of the phrase, which in many instances ia actually wn^ller towns that these remarks apply ; people living: in 
made longer. large tide* have other wayt of knowing tq^wbom it is 
In regard to the ** slur/’ the first thing to do, il to dii- b<»t to sacid their children for instruction ; the same rule 
*hu*o the mind of the fact that »« the average edition *pplra* to murical matters that hold* *o good in other 
U mean* anything. Imagine a man setting up typo iu s|j oasea^^ &a bolt ia the choapoxt “ and ncrfcrf and alto 
language the letter* of which hedoe* oot understand, good.” The oonaideration that 
lit* attemptai paoctuaiiog the lame*e **toexprau* the k*ve lor putting “pin money ” into the pocket*of 
Wat afcuae *U8 he ah*** *$ *»c****ftil M that of the tamuo lad*** who oaght to.be atodying them eel re* i* not 
aagtaver who* i$ bum&V*** foiteftoaa, W not areo a worthy a thought; ajrreat many of them pet on a piu'eL 
of *&*»ie*f bel ?•** ahont hariag to earn their ***E*j*p 
"""f*e*»&*«**•**«sw?«**<**»**«■*. ® »***«•» 
toal iiSaw&wasaij ai 4ff) mri?A lb*jn» i&w good. 
4A.« m ^ fek# iU ’flKwfc thown «‘Vo bar# oaotrol of the *&*>■ 
MMhA. kfciM&t *t km «a»tow >t *m*-' «*"»« wm »4 «u*<9 
V ^... « _ . . OjcUi Wft Wjl! . 
«*'i3 mum mii wu&*> 
184, 
WttAT SHALL BB TAO0HT BltSIUSBKB. 
!n b^giuulag oa&jilie-, ra ta *f-v*ry other art, tho fl**t 
ttvp U a critical one. Au lpjudlek>a« teaehfcr often give* 
th« child rack a distort® for oxalic, that the ftnrt iiaptw*- 
atooa can uever be obliterated. 
It ia aeoeiwary to wiu at ouee the respect and confi¬ 
dence of the pupil, and to iaspire her mind with eniha- 
«ium for cmwic. If the teacher is endowed with a love 
tor her profession, ami with a last for imparting instroo- 
tiou, the lesson» can be presented in sit oh uovel and 
beautiful lights that the child will never weary. If the 
pupil is habitually liBtlesa, the teacher must bo in ®orao 
measure to blame, and sho should try to disoovor 
wherein lies the fault. It may be in the dull, mechanical 
manner of presenting the truths she hns tq impart- In 
adopting the feminine gender, l do so advisedly: for 
whatever may bo said of the more advanced gradeB, I 
am confident that woman alone is capable of judiciously 
dealing with the tender mind of the young pupil. 
With young beginners, either Landon’s “Pianoforte 
Method" or Goldheck’s “Primary Instructor” is un¬ 
excelled aa a guide. Each of theme works falls in 
readily-with Mason’s “Touch and Technic.” 
No one book can contain all the teacher needs, aud 
she should be constantly on the alert to'seize upon and 
incorporate into her work any hint, wherever found, 
that may aid or strengthen. 
Many teachers object to the teaching of the scales, 
until the child has become somewhat advanced in note¬ 
reading, and until a correct position at the piano- haB, 
been acquired. I find this a useless delay. I would 
never use the notes ip teaching tfee scales, but would 
instruct the child at the beginning to form them by 
steps and half-steps. 
This is not so difficult to accomplish as some sup¬ 
pose. If the teacher is sufficiently clear in her explana¬ 
tions, and withal possesses the requisite patience, the 
child will soon understand the constrnctiop of the scale, 
and can soon form a scale upon any given keynote. The 
common chords, too, are readily mastered if the teacher 
presents each step clearly. 
This is a good introduction to harmony, and I do not 
find my youngest pupils unable to grasp these initiatory 
steps. 
A child taught in this manner will in a few months 
evince a much greater mental development than one 
who has been confined to mere noU-reading, however 
well graded the lessons may be. 
It is to be taken for granted that much of the lesson 
hour is to be devoted to acquiring \5orrect position and 
touch. 
To be musical, one requires to be in a musical atmos¬ 
phere ; and to create this atmosphere for the pnpil, the 
teacher should spare neither pains npr expense. Upon 
my table I place books, pictures, cards,' games' per¬ 
taining to music, -that I think likely to attract my' 
pupils. 
I have made a novel use of the game of biographical 
cards issued by Mr. Presaer. As these cords were not 
intended for the use to which l put them, I draw a pencil 
mark through., all that is not to the point, leaving but 
the dates of birth and death of the musician, and the 
titles of his most prominent works. Each takes a card 
during the week and is required to memorize the items 
mentioned. This proves an easy and pleasant way of 
teaching individual history, and is an agreeable task to 
the pnpil. The name interest-could not be elicited by 
the u»e of a vwlominous book, and the cards answer the 
purpose until farther development. „ 
My ptopit* delight in gathering fact* concerning lbew>, 
tnaricrana from every available source, end vie with each 
other in thi* fttedy. The elegant rifo-ai*» portrait* of 
the great mart*** adorn my wuvlc reow. Benttller priou 
and phot*»greph* traoev light* Wrd of fam&a* MOgftW 
all receive their *We of attention irorn gQl&HeUug&to 
pwpile- 
A m*m tailing WUN of deHgki i* the 
of Mt Pvmra*; " friaeriw# at the f'**t a*4 
pywrana" •e>4 *’ The** 
hMifca' a& th« «h*r*a fete*#®. a«4 
***-*»• if M>iw o-rav-p Th» agswrt 
«mt*iuukrta the* »<o, 
T IT IS ETTJDS, 
they are uaierally iatorMfaxil ‘la their worka, I Is4 fltk 
it ring good fruit ia forvais* their 5**!«e fera 
stylo of meric-. 
WHY 80 MAHY FAILURES ? 
nt JlSWftlST+A MA01K. 
Too many of our maeio studonts have; no definite 
purjwso in mind in thoir study of muiio. ‘ 8ome take 
music lessons simply becauso other young people are 
doing the same, or because they imagine it will give 
them afaro prominence in society, or perhaps they think 
to appear more intelligent and refined if they carry a 
music roll and have a piano-at home. 
Young people who have no higher aspirations than 
these will never rise above their ideals. Yet every 
teacher has in his experience met with some such pu¬ 
pils ; indeed, they may be found in almost every class. 
In a list of examination questions for a class in the 
music department of one of our Universities, one ques¬ 
tion given was, “ Why do you study muaio?” This was 
perhaps the hardest question in the entire list. Some 
of the answers were, “Because mamma wants me to,” 
and, “Because I like to,” and “I do not know.” 
It is the teacher’s duty to instill into the mind of the 
rwntm 
Ts*** i** lot of what Joih Billing* would call *onnd 
«* b<?n« ** la lira article in a recent U*ue of oar 
contemporary, the Jfwlcdl Stoadord, cntitlid th® “Pran- 
irt IntorprwtoUoa.” The writer aainradwrU upon the 
modem toodeucy among pianists to sacrifice the spirit of 
the competition In order to pose os distinctive interpre¬ 
ters. Simple compositions of simple sentiment that we 
have held dear appear when played by them unaff©cling 
and fearfully distorted. “We are far from having a 
rooted aversion to hovel performances,” he writes, 
M always insisting, however, that they must appear to 
represent sincerely the composer’s cleaning. This 
qualfU, alasl too many of our modern pianists (and 
their various imitators) do not with any convictiorf put 
forth. One lives in an age of * tormented ’ and merely 
eccentric readings; fatfnliar compositions are given an 
effect that are obviously foreign to them, and lovers of 
music are askiDg, with plenty of justification, what -will 
be the end of iu WilRthere be a return to the merits of 
the past? ... An absurd value is given to every 
phraae-ras if it were a separate composition—nay, every 
note, with a very weak regard (in some cases a total dis¬ 
regard) for the true and whole spirit of the work per¬ 
formed. Ligzt^was not an abuser of the tempo rubato; 
his interpretations were ever of th^greateat musical 
worth. His reading of a composition differed, truly 
pupil a desire to study music for its own real worth, an^l Enough, from that of the ordinary or even celebrated 
ita value in connection with his education. Instead of player ; but all the variations that existed were conse- 
this he is often allowed to work along and get through 
without any personal interest on the part of the tekeher. 
Lack of courage to continue in the close, earnest work 
necessary to success often robs the world of the influ¬ 
ence of a person of talent. “ When you face a diffi¬ 
culty never let it stare you out of countenance,” ia a 
very good motto fcfr people deficient in this quality. 
Children and grown people alike crave encourage- 
qnent upon his interpretation of the spirit of the compo¬ 
sition he h&d in hand, and not npon a desire to make 
his listeners gape at detached singularities.in his read¬ 
ing.” This tinkering with the text to which the writer 
alludes is most irritating, especially when the divergence 
from the spirit of the composition is made—aa it invari¬ 
ably is made—for the sake of mere technical display. 
And we cannot help concluding with the writer that 
ment from their associations. The co-operation of pa- “^is soft of thing will last bo long aa the human race 
rents and teacher will help greatly in satisfying this—'iidmires acrobatism, whether it takes the elemental form 
desire and establishing aelf-confidqjAce in the student, of standing on one’s head,'or the more cultured form of 
So not only courage, but encouragement as well, are 
desirable for a mnsic student. 
Another necessary quality in the study of mnsic is a 
Btrong intellect. When we open the music page and 
read the symbols through which the^composer has ex¬ 
pressed his deep emotions and inspired thoughts, we are 
powerless te interpret all he gives us without Atfong 
and healthy mind. * w, ^ ■< 
Mere feeling and emotion are not sufficienflCo inter 
digital dexterity on musical instruments.” 
But will this worship of virtuosity in the narrowe*y~— 
sense of the term last, or will there come a time, aa the 
writer suggests, when, pyrotechnics on the piano or the 
violin—for the latter instrument affords equal if not 
greater scope for meretricious display—will cease to 
charm ? The ultra florid type of vocal mnsifc so fashion¬ 
able at one time is now no longer cultivated, not becaaae 
d%r singers are one whit the less expert in the manage1' 
4 
< 
developed brains are necessary. It is said that Bee¬ 
thoven wrote in his note book the following couplet, 
which all would do well to remember 
“He who the poet would underatand 
Must go into the poet’s land.” 
pret Beethoven, Wagner, and Schumann, bat weft- n&ut of their voices, but because vocal gymnastics no 
.. longer delight. The fearsome cadenzas wherewith 
Bingera were wont to embellish some simple air have 
their counterpart in the^trills and runs which modern 
pianists now import into a simple'piece. Not when the 
pianist electa to perform Borne piece of the free fantasia 
kind need one objeot to the slight elaboration'of a 
theme? One,may applaud or refrain accordbfc to the 
feelings which compositions of.this kind awspn. But 
when a familiar and loved work is distorted;^ the man¬ 
nerisms and interpolations of the performer out of all 
resemblance to itself, one has a distinct right to protosL 
Virtuosity in the fall sense of the word, by which we 
comprehend temperament, intuition, mechanical skill, 
and all that enables one to perfectly interpret good musio, 
is and will ever remain an inestimable thiDg; but the de¬ 
sire and digital ability to translate a musical poem into 
the language of the “ complete tutor ” is no indication 
of its possession.-t-Afusical Notts, London. 
Carelessness on the part of the student in practicing 
is the cause1 of a great many failures. Thought and 
good judgment are very essential. Careful self criticism 
is lacking ip too many cases where pupils do a sufficient 
amount of thinking, but do not bring their execution up, 
to their ideal. When studying music, why not plan the 
work thoroughly, with success as the object to be at¬ 
tained, and work according to the plan, instead of drift¬ 
ing away into indolence, and finally coming to shameful 
and reproachful failure ? 
Wo often meet poople who have a desire to play aa 
well os some person they have heard, or one with whom 
they ore acquainted. We admirp their ideals, but won¬ 
der that they do uol dovoteJiru^equired amount of time 
to becoming such a performs?. They probably know 
that >a least three or four boon a day of patient, earnest 
work, ***d thia alone, will lead to each proficiency, and 
it mart hr k«f* op for month* aud year*. 
t»a«y are not willing to work lor what U to worthy 
their attention, hot would rather io*t> »* hearth**) A*- 
vote It to the ouaudog of utoythiu^ re orefol *u4 *o 
mwafenis* a* wtsfa whv« eim awaaeod. 
” TV wlto «u»<h 4h» -day ha* tw-a&jr 
fe«na.|t*F bn* **V Me* it «*)*•, 
UbOtofeli at <n f|h<*va rtwtfkra j« nvmt IT* 
V*mb 
—Pupils may be sure that teacher* do not find fault 
with them, merely for. the pleasure of finding fault. If 
the teacher worthy that reaped which lead* pupils to 
study with him, he doeto’t find fault except when it i* 
n^oreeary, and than he doe* it with dignrty. If the 
teacher i* ceaitonUy fooH-fioding, oad doe* it in an 
i-rriurivU. moaner, you had better !mt# him oA once. 
Now ot»d thrta w« learn of * teacher who get* hi* pupil* 
*o awreoa* that they bow* out crying. It >* noiNrell to 
ravstoia knag with efcoh * teacher. The ptryal goe» to 
Wtth Which MyKiria lh* <rf lb* At 
a *11 im re*ri/ul a*»d d»gw*h*A. -- 7V* 
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PUBfllltO AND POLLING. 
SY Utuim A. BttOWK. 
Wait can Iks wore (ntereatitig than tlio tesobiug of 
begmuers, or, I might *4j, the studying with beginner*? 
We should make oureelre* a pupil with our pupil*. Wo 
hare to keep oureelv^a in a position to bo able to boo 
the point of the lesson in hand iti, tho pnuu? light with 
the pupil, and then bring him to our bettorolearor 
light. The teaohor should be ready at each 1q880U to 
stop to the pupil’s level of knowledge on tho aubjoct, 
thon, haviug in mind a goal for that-pupil to reach, he 
must keep himself the companion of the pupil until the 
goal is reached. 
Oh I yes. I hoar your objection to this pretty theory 
on the ground that some pupils will not be companion¬ 
able, and will not walk conformably by your side along' 
the unroyal road to learning. But there ia this about it: 
if one is entrusted with the guidance of an obstinate 
pupil, and is competent to guide, there can be no power 
in that pupil to prevent the discerning teacher stepping 
to the pupil's level of knowledge and then keeping 
himBelf on the alert, ready to step in front and pull, or 
to step behind and push. We shall always find a suf¬ 
ficiency of pushing or pulling to do, and we must own 
that we need it. We should not keep in good working 
order without it, and, no doubt, we all find that not one 
of the obstinate ones will fit any set of rules we had 
previously so fondly formulated and fastened in our 
minds. We discover there are different ways of pulling: 
sometimes by the hand and sometimes by the ear; and 
there are different ways of pushing: sometimes a gentle 
pressure of the hand is enough, and sometimes we must 
bring to bear our whole weight against the opposition. 
Woe unto the teacher if this exertion does not count, 
and glory to the pupil if it does I 
It seems sometimes if there were more invariable 
rules to lay hold of in teaching we would have many 
rough places smoothed down for us,—if we could do 
anything by rulej in fact. If we all had oar pupils from 
the beginning, there would not be so muQhjpushing and 
pulling to be done. 
USE OF TfiE METRONOME. 
BT *M. L. KAHR. 
«uil a UolptaiM following of foeM****** fid OW<|f* 
ringer* or on©’* thought. Tho playing of tha 
lur instance, firot in <jujurtor note*, than rixtaeoth*, th«.» 
thirty wcvndi, to tho metronome, from CO to 200 
bant* in tho minuto, cannot fail to give accuracy to the 
time (bought aa whll m facility to the finger*. 
Thor© »rt> • jomfr, of course, who will *av that *uch 
training makes mechanical player*. I cachot agree 
with thorn, and I speak from personal experience and 
observation. It no more makes the playing mechanical 
than following tho conductor's wand makes the orches¬ 
tra meohanical. To be an artist one must be able^to 
play in perfeot time-^elow, fast, or anywhere between ; 
then one must be able to leave the time at will. This is 
not the same as having the time leave the player, and 
that is the effect if one ia not able to play by Maelzel’a 
wonderful invention. 
There ia still another use to which the metronome 
should be put in education. What teacher does not 
know the forward, perhaps brilliant, child, who comes in 
radiant some morning and announces: “ I have been try¬ 
ing Chopin'8 Prelude No. 8,” or, perhaps, “the Twelfth 
Nocturne, and it isn’t so very hard. I think I could 
learn it in a little while.” You spend no time in argu¬ 
ing, but adjust the metronome, call the child’s attention 
to the figures at the beginning of the piece, andTo I the 
composer’s idea comes home to him and saves him many 
a long hour of unnecessary work and possible attachment 
to a false rendering. It is possible to give the composer’s 
intention of many masterpieces, and place a child on 
a correct time standpoint as to them long before be 
has the technical ability to really play them for him¬ 
self. While very young, the words allegro* allegretto, 
andante-, andantino, come to have a very definite mean¬ 
ing for him, and his powers of musical thinking are 
greatly increasedJ thereby, and he can judge very cor¬ 
rectly what he can do himself with artistic effect. He 
knows how fast he can play octaves, chords, arpeggios', 
and trills, and he se’&s-whafc-'inuBt be done to give a 
proper rendering of a.■certain composition; he either 
takes it and plays it correctly and easily, or he leaves it 
alone, and that this is a gain what teacher will deny ? 
In short, it seems to me that the teacher who refuses 
to use the metronome refuses a moat faithfal and reliable 
ally, anil thetoacher who does'not know its possibilities 
or who has never thought of applying them to teaching, 
would do well to begin at once twcultivate them as 
widelyhfo possible. * sg. ? v - 
on prvfUku btttet Ottt laughing, Mendels¬ 
sohn, howtw, got quite angry at their mirtkond 
Improristeg* &a*U after the bar or oo, doabeatfitb 
hi# Cafm’wio in P thorp minor, No. 6, which be played 
through with elegance and a certain amount of respect. 
St the eoodaaion w* all applauded him, and (hen, when 
ho begged mo to play something new andslriJcing, as he 
somewhat viciously referred to my composition*, I 
determined I would have some revenge and fun at bis 
expense. So I seated myself at the piano, and an¬ 
nounced that I would perform the Capriccio, Op. 6, 
Mendelsohn, arranged for concert performaryg by 
myself 
-- “In a. second the guests had comprehended that I 
intended being revenged on Mendelssohn for butchering 
my poor Rhapsodic, although, I suppose many thought it 
a rather hazardous attempt to play a difficult composition 
in a new garb or arrangement on the spur of the 
moment, especially with the composer sitting within two 
yards of the keyboard. However, I did what I had 
announced to do, and at the conclusion, Mendelssohn, 
instead of bursting out with indignation and rsge at my 
impudence and liberty, took my right band in his, and 
turned it over, backward and forward, and bent-the 
fingers this way and that, finally remarking laughingly, 
1 as I had beaten him on the keyboard, he thought his 
only way for vindication was to challenge me to box, 
but that now since he had examined my hhnd, he would 
have to abandon that decision.’ So everything passed 
over smoothly, and what might have been a very un-' 
pleasant meeting turned out a moat enjoyable contre¬ 
temps. However, Mendelssohn forgave, but be never 
forgot.” ^ A. Stbelezki. 
‘ MUSICAL PREJUDICES. / 
/ 
Do many teachers realize, I wonder, what an effective 
ally they have io the metronome ? There is a new school 
of teaching most successfully in operation and growing in 
popularity, one of whose most distinctive features ia the 
use of this little instrument. If the backward spring of 
the finger is properly taught, and accurate attention to 
rests .insisted on, thevmetronome's aid in practicing, 
pieces and exeroises is invaluable. It encourages pre¬ 
cision, promptness, and accuracy—nay, insists, with its 
strenuous monotony, on all these. 
\It is the foe and vanquisher of nervousness and ina¬ 
bility to play in public. IF a pupil haa conquered her¬ 
self, her hands, and her feelings sufficiently to play a 
composition Aap to time, by the metronome, with free¬ 
dom, abandon, and ease, indicating the ad libitum 
passages without losing'the beat—a thing I have often 
heard done by small children—Bhe can play that piece 
before any number of people with assurance and mod- 
city—a happy combination lor an artist of whatever 
age. It is aelf that must be conquered, spasmodic, 
nervou*, untutored self, before anything can be done in 
publici and tbit calm, uuemoUonal, logical iiule ticker 
in a support beyond word* in the battle. 
It la »o*i helpful, too, In the tusigtitag of technical 
work, * A teacher can judge for homtf with whit rapid- 
iij-Utlfc 6eg*r* eon practice stale* and trill*, and can 
ull th* shfid exactly what in to bn dotvo—-which ia geo- 
rurally all that i* moat children being willing to 
wo? k whan tb*y kMw rxatS-fjp wh*i l* ol eh»». 
8*** the divert wash will bn do*© by a efcUd ,5 
h* jr<w e;*j**a. ft, a&wg W bn jowl b*w to 
do »a. fW-» wfa p******* with ib» wwnmtw* 
I* Um> whale tnww* Were** a*4 a tartftfey 
Ww *4 town** »w-*a tm *4 tamm* 
LISZT AND MENDELSSOHN. 
" r- 
■“You know,” said Liszt, “that Mendelssohn-wHo 
was the most zealous musician that ever lived, always 
had a dislike for me, and on one occasion, at a soiree at 
Dr. K--’b, he drew a picture of the Devil on a black¬ 
board, playing Mb G minor concerto with five hammers, 
in lieu of fingers, on each hand; The truth of the 
matter is that I once played his concerto in G'minor 
from the manuscript, and as I found several of “the 
passages rather simple and not broad enough, if I may 
use the term, I changed them to suit my own ideas. 
This, of epurse, annoyed Mendelssohn, who, unlike 
Schumann or Chopin, would never take a hint or advice 
from any one. Moreover, Mendelssohn, who, although 
a refined pianist, was not a virtuoso, never could play 
my compositions with any kind of effect, his technical 
skill being inadequate to the execution of intricate pas¬ 
sages. So the only course opon to him, he thought, was 
to vilify me os a musician. And, of course, whatever 
Mendelssohn did,r Lcipsio did alao. However, I was,, 
once, more than fully revenged on him. 
“1 well remember masting* him at dinner at the 
Comtes** da i*-% la Faria. Ho had been unusually 
witty and vivacious at dinner, so that after deaeert the 
Cornu*** *«ko4 him if ho would not Savor a* with 000 
oi hi* laa* feeder* or* tact., anything he chose to 
Ho moos grw&amdy «^»4*»wmd«d to ait dow? at 
tho *&4 io suy iwateawd oS Lrojuing 
m u> oi hte b« my 
Kbapvadtp.. -»AieA b* **4 m WUMwiWWy . 
«* SJOkM-wawOwtiOW 0*4 
*f 3h«4 %*w4 by 
^If our thoughts be kept free and broad, our actions 
generous and noble, our charities and sympathies larn 
and human, says a writer on “Prejudices,’’ then^x* 
only then, do our prejudices"disappear. I once heard 
a pretty young girl say— •* 
“ I don’t care for Wagner’s music because I hate the 
Germans I 
What did'it clean ? Only that she was very silly and 
very uncultivated, and that she never MSf any Germans/1} 
'and she was born with her prejqjlicesJand was in-a fair 
way, in her narrow limited circle, to them 1 If 
Bhe’went to Paris, and her prejudices wen# favorable 
ones, they would be equally foolish, because they would- 
have just as little raison d'etre. The best bred people 
I have ever met show no strong prejudices—men and 
women of the world prove their tact, their good heed¬ 
ing, their instinctive refinement by the apparent absence 
of all prejudice. It, therefore, seems to bring ns to the 
conclusion that the prejudice is rather a vague matter 
after all, perhaps engendered in a peevish mood, an ex¬ 
citable or nervous disposition or temperament. It is not 
intended to do any one any harm, and perhaps hannB 
more those in the possession . of it than anything or 
any one else. The tolerance we crave in others will also 
make all prejudices disappear, when we ourselves are 
also tolerant. v 
v ( 
v —I would say to young teachers, be thorough; be sure 
that a pupil understands everything as you go along. 
Encourage them to ask questions; sometimes they are 
ashamed to ask for fear you will ihitftt they ought to 
know'; the smallest things will often make the largest f 
stumbling blocks. I try to make them feol free to oak 
anything, and that it is my business to see that they 
understand. Be firm and decided ; let them know the 
lewon port'U strictly bnaineoa. Study tho disposition 
of a -child. Different disposition* require different treat¬ 
ment j di**no*d the caae'; and if jou have no remedy 
On hand to tail it, invent something, and keep trying 
until yo* Sod ♦oweihing that will give you the result 
d Mired.—Afr*. J. B. 
T*i*» Keys*: M Nave you p*«r> up the Idea of u&ng 
Oijrrie X¥ A &/>; “T«a J fowod U vro&ld take 8»e 
far** y*ar» to Iwara to a* well a* I ihoughi 1 sang 
a&NiUty,* 
186 
s 
TEA0HIS9 A8B ELAY (SO. 
Mew* the W( piano teacher of ueoeasity be » brilliant 
psrtoruifcr? the advauetd pupil, Yaa, daoidedly } 
that U to aay, the t«>acher of each aeholar* tnu»; hnre 
b©«s.tt capable at\*Oine period of hi* or her ax into no* of 
both interpretiilg and executing *uch work* a« are 
expected to b® taught, probably in later life. I bno 
the term exigence purposely, for ^hat artial who hue 
ever had hope* of better thing* can nettle down without 
many pangs to the thauklb** task of teaching m a voca¬ 
tion T Hi* art ia admired but not understood by people 
generally, and his fate is that of being, unappreciated, 
except, perhaps, by some few pupils who overcome the 
enormous difficulties whi«h seem never ending to the 
eager student, until, by ceaseless toil and onergy, he 
understands what musio is, what she demands from him, 
and the rich stores of delight she holds for those who 
finally do reaoh the stage where they can soar in ecBtasy 
with the artist teacher into those realms of fantasy which 
some composers have thrown open for all to enjoy who 
willi - 
The comprehension and appreciation of the truly 
beautiful in music weldB a peculiarly irresistible link of 
sympathy between human beings, quite apart from the 
sympathies of other pleasures and amusements, and in 
being faithful to her charms we can oftentimes forget 
completely that we live among the cares and troubles of 
this dear old tiresome world. Therefore, my brethren— 
if I speak, perchance, some words of comfort to the 
artist teacher, and if I fail, forgive mepr-my intentions 
are honest, and it is said-“’Tis a wctfnan’B mission to 
solace.” Nicht wahr? My remarks, therefore, refer 
principally tq those who have spent both money and 
years 6f hard study in the effort to become artists in their 
profession. Supposing that they have reached the goal 
of their ambition, and fate, perhaps, does not seem pro¬ 
pitious in decreeing them their rightful places on the 
concert platform, or for some reason inexplicable they 
appear to lack the power of fascinating and subjugating 
an audience (.and how mhfiy really fine pianists there are 
who do just at this point lack this?). It is to these I —* . - , t ^_r . - . jm.i_ 
would endeavor to give a morsel of comfort by showing^101181? d0-80) t e jus apprecia ion or w 
, .. , .... ,, , . . . . loved masters starved m a leas appreciative age. 
that when (poM.bly) compelled to teach, the.r abor ^ finda itlSW U)(anlil. 
,and assiduity ha,e not been » yam , they have for all hiaselfPwith a„ mDaic which iBgood and 
time^an midoahted superior,ty over the mefficienfexe- and ^ practirwhich tllia entaila wlJjSthe 
“nn-Wnal remark has often been made to me necessary whUe gi^lessool will enabjRfe 
that a goo^ performer is not always a good teacher. *> retain quite enough of h» former v.rtuos.ty a«give 
uv aoi r*qatr«4 juo* oo I will roteim IO mj 
ukMia point with a quory. Hm *4»y UOttkat e*e*H 
thu remark being ma*l« to hint by |w»pll ot oihor 
—*• | know bow it should bo dono, bot can’t makw It 
sound right ” ? An wurnoat young Hudant one© told mo 
that for snvfiral year* *ho wandor^d along in that horrible 
mas* of difficulty and diatroa*, 4tor whole being jxv- 
mfated with tho umlorotanding and oomprohon*ion of 
beauty in musio, which *bo could not oxpro** to her own 
oatisfacition in playing. Her toachor, tho boat available 
and a very ominont man, realised nothing of this, for sbo 
was a shining light among his olhor pupils, having bril¬ 
liant technic, etc., and it was not until her final studies 
had beon completed at a famous conservatorium that she 
knew where tho difficulty bad lain in her earlier studies. 
She had been told about phrasing, etc., but the practical 
illustrations had been wanting, for her teacher was no 
executant and did not profess to be one in the higher 
sense of the word—hence her difficulty. 
So many of the finer touches ol the keyboard cannot 
be taught by words alone, and one practical showing 
how is worth a whole volume of instruction ; therefore I 
contend that successful artistic teaching requires the 
teacher to have possessed at some time of his life a 
technic attainining to virtuosity, and a comprehension 
sufficient to execute such compositions as he in after life 
teaches, and the more he retains of hia virtuosity the 
greater influence will he wield over his pupils'. (This 
will be especiajly'the casert the scholar’s opportunities 
to hear much music be meagre.) To the brilliant pianist 
it soon becomes a regretful fact that (Pitching for a liveli¬ 
hood will deprive him of the necessary time he requires 
to keep in concert practice, and he finds out only too 
early t§|$-it is utterly impossible to keep his technic 
from growing rusty. 
Few people except professionals know what it means 
to aquire a good technic, nor how grudgingly those in 
possession of it yield to the necessity which compels 
them to neglect it even temporarily. The classics are 
the backbone of every artiat’8 education, and we rever¬ 
ence them accordingly, but we owe it also to our con¬ 
temporaries to give their works (when we can conscien- 
all aid as to Btyle, general interpretation, and even tempo, 
necessary in artistic teaching. A goodly number of 
years may go by, nay old age may come, before he is 
compelled to admit that his technic “had to gM’— 
Rate Ocklkston-Lappa., Musical Courier. 
PLAYING Fi 
-- o-'-r r—-- — - - 
Yery true, hnd why ? Because one must learn to teach 
by studying the best methods of correcting gradually, 
and eradicating, aa far as possible, all that is faulty in 
the pupils committed to one’s care. 
Now, it ia at first a very difficult thing for an artist to 
remember much about his own rudimental lessons, so 
that if called upqn to teach a beginner, he haa practically 
to traverse old ground, grown strange with the lapse of 
time, and he finds himself scarcely able to comprehend 
the obstacles which to an ordinary beginner seem almost 
insurmountable ; for here is verily a diversity (aa to the ^ 
amoupt) of natural aptitude for music vouchsafed to us Ought a piano teacher to play for his pupils ? The 
mortals. What for one person is a difficulty not requir- question may seem very paradoxical, but the answer is 
ing special effort to master, hoe for’another a magnitude more complicated than it appears at first blush. Piah$ 
very conaiderable, and perhaps this very difficulty (now teacherB may be divided'into the following classes : 
brought to the teacher’s notice for the first time) never I. o. Teachers who cannot play, 
even existed for him, or if it did, he has forgotten all 6. Teachers who would like to play but cannot, 
about it, and can only remember how easily he learned II. Teachers who can play but will not play, 
when he wo* young. Such a one I think should begin III. Teachers who can play and will play. 
BY X. TBIT. 
VM the© ***** rcpre-KmUaiv# of 
aog'pUybg cUm of l *w «MO«l11 ** 
tm ffctt *** had * knack of pteyte* rifchl Wid poo»- # 
of a Moaari couwtriO w a Hummel rondo, in copira- 
<H*)nc*Joa to Proi Pnwknor, who played everything 
with the left hand (a habit m delightfully confaring to 
the lea* adaanoed pupil m it wo* beneficial to the tech¬ 
nic of the Profeowr), thus oonotftutteg a kind of Siamese- 
twin relationship between the two principal Profeseors 
at the Stuttgart Contervatory. One day I was succesa; 
ful in coaxing Lebert into playing the Adagio of B£fe- 
thoven’a “ Moonlight” sonata, which I was studying at 
the time. There waa about as much “ moonlight” and 
poetry in the performance as is generally to be found on 
a bleak December afternoon. Bat in spite of his_abort- 
comings, Lebert did have hia own method of inspiring 
his pupils. When he gdt^hia 8thbel (diminutive for 
stick) and sang along all out of tune, and shouted and 
danced and coughed and grew red in the face, until you 
thought he would burst afclood-veaael, and beat time on 
the piano, and then on your shoulders, and literally 
punched the inspiration right into you—why, one got up ^ 
from the piano with the satisfaetiot of having accom¬ 
plished something. Poor old Leoert 1 He had his fail¬ 
ings, bot few understood Buctr^ Mozart, Weber, and 
even Chopin in his more sentimental moqds better than 
he did. 
Teachers constituting Class II are the virtuoai who, 
either on account of laziness or jealousy—;not wishing 
their pupils to learn their tricks—do*not play for their 
pupils. These men arex concert-players, have their 
minds occupied with their! personal affairs, and teach 
incidentally—“for revenue only.” 
Class III constitutes the ideal teacher. The repre¬ 
sentatives of this class are such men aa Leachetizky and 
Theodor Kullak. They understand the art of piano 
playing practically as well aa theoretically, and combine 
both iq, theit teaJhiog. I heard Kullak, who waa then 
63 years old, analyze and play Mendelssohn's Variations 
Serieusca with all the brilliancy and fire of a youth of 18. 
At one of the class-meetings Leschetizky, alter going 
over the composition in a general way, played Chopin’s 
B minor 8cherzo in a way I never heard it played before, 
and I suppose I never shall again. It muBt not be in¬ 
ferred that either Kullak or Leschetizky played every 
piece for ^ch pupil. Far from itl Instances like 
those ipetrfaoned above were very scarce. LouiS Brassin, 
at one time at the head of the piano classes at the Coa-‘ 
servatories of Brussels and St. Petersburg, a fine pianist- 
and*great teacher, never played a note for his po^jls 
until they were “ finished.” He maintained that by this 
method the pupil’s individuality was not stunted and 
reached its full development. In concluding, if I may 
be permitted to state my personal experiences, I would 
say that among the formidable array of eminent teachers 
whose tuilion I enjoyed—Lebert, Pruckner (Stuttgart), 
Kullak (Berlin), Marmontel, Theodor Ritter (Paris), 
and Leschetizky (Vienna)—there waB not a single one 
who made a general practice of playing the pieces under 
consideration from the first to the last note. From 
which fact I may perhaps be justified in drawing the con¬ 
clusion that the playing teacher of international reputa¬ 
tion is rarely or perhaps never to be found. 
by teaching only advanced pupile, then gradually accept 
tho*e in the medium, itage and finally (if calted upon to 
The mtqority of teachers, unfortunately, belong to 
Class I. They may have been able to play at some period 
do *o) beginner*. After he has done this, there conies of their life, but owing to force^of circumstances were 
a time wh-rn he (almost without intending to do so) foams compelled to givo up practicing. Consequently, they 
his own method of leaching, and will find actual ploaaure remain silent altogether, in preference to giving their 
in watching the perfection of Hia idea* being worked oil~~pupils a slovenly performance. 
by other*, and for thi* the beginner is neceaoary. Then In passing over the inefficient teacher, who has never 
also, to the weary brain it ia aomelime* a rink to give a 
rudimentary leawoa—no to the yaiec, ilk true, tor 
th« ne«d of m«r.h *p«i*king i*_gr*ator than ever, but it t* 
•otnowhat of a relaxation from the uum>«* 
'j>*ods*«»d by much and attentive 
I tetok Ih* art of piaww* pUyteg bf» made, by 
arxk areftbod*. a far and snot* 
tb&a it baa been in th* paat. bat mf *v#W* of ih* way 
had an opporiunlly of developing hit uteui, hut may be 
imbued with the boat intention*, l wish to apeak of the 
©eUbrated master* to whom pnpil/flock ttpm all port* 
of ih© worid.'-Won like ixibort, Flaidy, Viiletog, a»4 
' !)cpf*>. ttwch m®n may or may not ha*« 
te tbair ynqth. OwoeVafty. th©y h-*v» no* two. Ttwif 
gjofrio* *4' in lh«tr ability ia ike art of 
piano playing ihwoaeatoaily. 
HOW TO 8ING A SONG. 
Why will so many singers think only of the music awd 
not of the words they sing? The audience want to 
know whpt the »ong is about.- The aiDger haa to do 
justice'fo the composer and the poet; and it is a great 
fault to attend mainly to beautiful formation of tone, 
and to neglect the enunciation of the words. It is only 
by a dun attention to words and tones that vocal music 
can receive a proper interpretation. 
Haring chosen your song with a doe regard to the 
sense of-the words, let your first effort be to gain a pore 
and Juti/ri wmdaff*s of thsm. by reading aloud, 
with orticoUrioo, tbs words which you wish to 
fPf.fr«, yoot own. It l* wall to ootoeaii yhana to ovtoory 
and reoiU lh*«» mrtwrai time*. B* careful a* to ^wall- 
Acftead ocetraat of **rio*» aoc*4&v* at»d atn.plA»<tk ©«♦ 
Vh» w©** isajwwtaat Wv-yrda. a«4 alao a* to the phraaa*, 
or word* wh-xb or* gK&p+i togatbar. . 
C 
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• aJ Mist, the other in *>«««»* tbaj hM «*» ***** t»W A. Mw Ml ®*» «£«“• 
Moom.botferaday! Not ait collection. *n *-Wwi ; if wt *A«3> w« drift iom »*«Sn to 
b, ,h. ■»<*.>. or b, ih. pU;«n, «m* 8*J « ««#«**»* *« »w UMJ. enough to keep 
uotulfl principally ol pioeo* that lim been iabrntited. *ttU<»*rr—it U o»»»H or Wkwwd. 
Only too often Jo ihoy then contain oldfMbloaed aud Without WWlSste* Inrthw in tLU.t^io, I Lot. noi 
, , ... .. ,1,0 „,u.ic trashy moeio. Wortio ih. Macher who it forced 10 »M enough to prove the value of diligent muaio ftudy from 
I .« a. fond ot it in instructing the pupil of tho bou.nl lWU ought , worldly .txodpoint- Look at the,, ten qa»l.tie. which 
. “ “ 0f kK,kU',; 'h“ to hind., tho toucher in giving better mn,io then ero called into play continually ,n n* .tody r_l. Pa- 
iboy have* on thoir .hdves. They may cowider it a lienee; 2. 8«lf-re*ir«ot; 3. .Mental concentration; 4. 
naTing ol monoy if ho uses that material, no matter if it 8y*tom ; 6. Preparation for the future; 0. Self-cnti- 
is poor, while in fact thny-Are insisting upon their child cism; 7. Self-reliance; 8. Determination; 9. Chanty; I poor, 
getting an inferior muaical education.' 
Music progreajei aa well as any other art or science, 
therefore do away with the lifeless and out-ot date stuff. 
Others again have heaped together a big collection of 
music, and yet there is not a sign of a backbone of musi¬ 
cal culture in it. In vain yon search for the soufcd food 
stand as soiuo persons are of looking out thoir 
and watching the people pass bjr As they find sn 
amusement iu making suppositions in regard to the 
character, occupation, and the like of tho passers by, so 
do l find a oharin in making conjectures upon tho musi¬ 
cal culture of a homo in looking over ih© muaio I see. 
In many a house the piano is merely present because it 
has become fashionable nud is considered an indispensa¬ 
ble adjunct to the parlor furniture. Even a library can¬ 
not be considered a truly itifalliblo indicator of more 
than ordinary culture, for libraries oan be bought, ready . , 
made up by the dealers, who furnish the cases and fill the great masters have given the world. 
them with an encyclopedia and standard works ol liters- you find these works, look whether th y aro ^™ 
tnro, tho whole forming a glittering array of volumes in anew, or whether they have boon well-thumbed By 
the choicest bindings. Fortunately, a musical library this s.gn you mil be able to deteot the pieces which 
has not yet become a matter ol such display, therefore the player s favorites. When you have discovered them, 
its make up will really exhibit its owner’s taste. On then yon can tell what sort of a person the player is 
aocoont of the piano being fonnd in nearly every home musically, 
and its literature being so great and varied, it will be 
possible to make correot conjectures of the state of musi- . _TT_ __ . ^ 
cal culture of any home by looking over the music. MU8ICJ AND OHARAOTEB, 
There are no two faces exactly alike, neither are our BY ^ ^ p> $ 
tastes, consequently these collections will present as ■. . Kt 
many variations are there are players. One is a begin- I uaVe thought much of late years concerning the 
10. Perseverance. 
Who will deny that a daily practice in this decade of 
virtues is in itself a valuable training for any one ; and is 
there any other Btudy that needs for ite proper pursuit 
such an arrap-of valuable qualities of character ? 
I -commend this view of the matter to every one, and 
Bbould like to hear other peoples’ ideas in the same 
line. -j Sfc* 
DEFECTIVE FOUNDATION WORK. 
BY M. HACGII. 
ner, the other an amateur^ and another a professional, study of music in a light in which I have never heard of 
The one iB an energetic person and wants music of such it being considered hithejto, namely, as a training of 
nature, the other is sentimental, and a third loves music character to meet the requirements of every day life, 
of display. The one is well educated, the other is not. . We have continually put before us many of the advan- 
The one is young, the other is old. The one has heard tagos to be gained for the young by a Systematic study 
many great artists, the other only a few or none. The of muaic ; the provision of a pastime that is ^armless 
one reads much about music and knows something of its in itself; that is ennobling if pursued in its higher 
history, another does not dream of the existence of such branches; and that helps to keep young people awfiy 
a thing. The one has had a good teacher, the other waB from undesirable occupations and associations. But, in 
not so fortunate. Now think of the various combina- addition to this, there is a view that ought to weigh 
tions of these and other conditions, and you must admit heavily with parents in choosing for their children the 
the variety great, if not interesting. A pianist’s library best teachers and the best muaio. If we carefully con- 
begins with his instructions and grows with his skill on sider the requirements imposed on a pupil by a con- 
the instrument. At firBt it will consist merely of an in- sclentions teadher, and wElch will be implicitly followed 
struction book and a few short pieces, A little later by the oonacientious pupil, we shall Bee that in the study 
dementi’s, Knhlan’s, and Dassek's sonatinas will be of mnsio as much as, if .not more^&ah, in any other 
added. Little by little the music will accumulate, branch of study, qualities are caUejgnPh play which are 
Upon the teacher rests the responsibility of founding supremely necessary for the pncceSaful carrying out of 
the collection and of educating the pupil’s taste. .There* life’s daily duties, 
fore, in Ihe little collection of a tyro, yon can judge the For the practice of the necessary finger exeroises and ‘ni'nd~of~ what'fhey are about to attempt when they play, 
teacher. It ie true, even beginner, have different tem- technical studies the pnpil needs to exercise in a high cffles8 tj,eJ |,ave it they cannot make the fingers express 
peramente and tastes, which the teacher has to consider v_degree: (l) Patience, when he wants to throw thorn Let them understand that they are presenting a pic- 
The one wants plenty of amnsemont, piece, with catchy away and get on to mnsic proper; (2) se’f-restraint, tQre . lhat the l0Qea are ^ color8l &Bd modulation the 
airs, the other can more readily understand and love a when he wants to rush on and play at a faster rate than 
piece which is more than a supeificial melody., The he is prepared for; (8) concentration of mind, with- 
one can appreciate only the sensual element of music, out which the practice of technical exercises becomes 
automatic, and then thoughtless and worBe than use¬ 
less; (4) system and arrangement, without which a 
great deaf of useful time will be frittered away;„(6) 
preparation for the future (thinking ahead), as every 
one knows, a prime necessity in mnsic, getting the fin- 
Some defects have been reserved by one who has in - 
turn been pupil and teacher in the various methpds used, 
and which are an injustice to pupils. I refer primarily 
to foundation,work. Never in earlier days could I read 
muBic readily, and I asked my teachers why: they Baid, 
“ Borne could never read rapidly, and it was considered 
a Bpecial gift with Borne.” The truth was I had never 
Bpent five minutes memorizing the notes above the 
treble, and below the baas 8taff; so I went halting and 
crippled along. While I did in time acquire the facility 
to read, it waa never proportioned to other Work in 
quality. 
I have questioned many on this point, and have found 
that'pupils we pretty generally left to thep^selves T 
matter. I myself, have had no trouble in making good 
readers of pupils, for I attack all the .weak places first. 
It is required that they first write the notes of the F clef, 
then memorize, then play. In this way all the powers 
of the left band are developed to compensate for the 
natural skill of the right hand. This creates an„eqoi-\ 
librium ot hand force. Then the same attention is 
claimed ^or the right hand, Then both are written 
together, memorized and reviewed. Thoa, is given a 
preliminary knowledge of structure which later merges' 
into musical form. Pupils should have a concept in the 
the other also some of the emotional and intellectual. 
The one is of a conscientious blind, the other of a care* 
leas disposition. v 
It is perfectly correct to Bay, that when a pianist’s se¬ 
lection contains the works of Scarlatti, Q'dndel, Bach, 
shades ; while the hand is the Jamah and the performer 
the artist. Let them realize that over the whole com¬ 
position they must play a chiaroscuro, as over a land¬ 
scape. The youngest pupil can appreciate a picture in 
color, before they can one presented words. A pic¬ 
ture appeals vividly to the imagination, exercised as it 
is constantly in music. 
Rarely ever are pupils taught to work for a single aim. 
H&,dn, Moult, Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, MondeL^ gere read, lor what ie coming, and tStuhand in the right Tq te)r & pupi, he mQJt acqoire tschbic, tonch, expre. 
«obn, Schumann, Brahm., Field, Chopin, Benaelt, and ' plane for the next notea; (6) eelf criticism, so as not ^ ^ i( tQ j;ec0Dr!>ge him at the outaet. Pot a 
Uatt, it pomuu the cream of all piano literaturo. But to bo (atiefied with one’s performance of even the cotn'er.8totw ;n ihe .tractore joo are raising. Accnr- 
it ukea a long time and numberless hours of practice be- simplest passage, until not only are all the written signs 
foro a player arrive* at that goal of enjoyment. Only a perfectly rendered, but tho inner musical sense revealed 
fo* reach that point. Many oover think of going that as well; (7) self-reliance^ for the pupil is left to his 
far. They are utitfiod with the production* of leMer own -devices between lessons and must be his own 
minds, who ore alw»y* in the majority. Th»» content^ teacher all that time; (8) pluck and dcierminatigtf, to 
meet of their* U aUo their blU*. What yon would con- withstand the diecouragemenu and difficulties that will 
damn a *ource of harmUo* plooanre to them, therefore aouul even the most talented pupil. And in the more 
do not spoil lb air «oj«ymnn| by trying to force upon advanced meric*! life there U a Urge coll for (9) cAarity, 
tbaoaswbat they cannot ondwwuod. You. have u> coo* to keep on* from •peaking Ui of olher teacher* and 
«id*r thoir and ant altoply ftm own. Do not for- player*, mid to make one coount to do one1* own work 
the* u ha* yon yen** of bard irtady to baoeme to the beii of one’e ability without iatartering with one’* "thelvtfaW toeobl 
»h*t yos* k», end yea eon not fvaaonahty e*p««l a neighbor*; and (1®) ; for haring pat one’* * t 
***«* who did im* have the Urea in ho»4 to the plow there i* no looking Wk ; there i* 
acy is the best; then add the others slowly as you build. 
The^ legale touch is a constant stumbling block. Few 
teachers clu defiue it, and demonstrate it clearly. - I 
owe to the Etcpb all that I know about it. I first teach 
howto get the pressure on the key from the devital'eed 
arm, and- when it is thoroughly understood I name the 
touch. 
At o®* time I wo* the pupil of a graduate of a German 
Gorwwsrratory and a pupil-of Sir Charle* HollA, and from 
the mutrection uoAct thi* toucher, 1 did not succeed in 
W *** year apjwwto’ailltna. 
« mi ce> tt arv-sy na» «. 
w trv** tkAA k&a,. **4 w t* tUM*-- 
* ***** aaH* 
*»!*»■* tAaft Se kw# <**#^4* **ai 
n&>*#**» tka* t* f*«#4 
otlli; or yo* retreat. A 
tniwMiv ot preA4o#Mry om»- X.iiXor; "Johnny, go in the bedroom a* onoel You 
b«4 ^ W* ***** it, JOW- ft* 4 jwwio* ** day MOgojag £ 
. , * ctf rev K%: fct. t>o*» t know that you can never 
**** ****** U * w ****** ** * **>'»**"' in praotire ? w 
vKk a «**ta*o4 «s «*4. *>* +*r J; " Yea, but t*r«^ ««s«a«jsy «int 
kaaltk. W it w* re.w Vor4 *« wmwvl sAe. ftf&M »<ake ” 
QuBStiaas tmfl ^nswcj;s. 
JtoU. Hum Vita. lU e* MM m* »»• - JTT 
fwnav roa* Xww*f» im “H^ 
lawml vtti vet *v»#i** «wt«'Wa l 
J W. a -Ta* t-« *U**»*I fvt *elMwinwstw* to 
U UltwwtiX * * flMiw to kUrnwwoiV | 
O t- A —Ttie euatveUWbttKOt* to Nt»»’ edUhn. of ** PwhS l» 
k... .».?• •>«« 
OM «» l«NUX.> "W-Xj ‘"“-J « «** “““"i . , 
b. HulUvrUt, lb. uuuib.1 „i .M l. SW til. ».k« 
aIuIvu bf tkt. work, wll'b ... N» ml. ot-.l.... *>>'' ”« 
tc.it,br • turnIvl 1, .111 . P»l'H 1“ *«>•« -P.I.1I* 
HbMlUW ,1. Ul.r «llil»l. T.» KVI «im«,l Pt the Iut.pUoc i. 
iho M Sehlnuvr LJarary,'' edited t»jr Wm. Muon. 
1 l »—1’*«* 9, M**ew’» M Touch »»d Teolmto," Vot. Itl, illnatrm- 
No. X, 1. lb. ohorf .( 11. So..»«> of d Ptirvm.ttV'r 
Ih. . bcliix o.~l. 0»«. lo. SHI l» '1' H”"1 °< S"”0 >’ of ' 
.l.rp major with ih.. olroio.ilo.llj idl.r«d,«lthoughDot Indlcled 
In ihe noivltu’n. 
H H,—Melmnmue iunrk« uro octet given In Tiir EhunK: hov- 
Pvor jx>u wl»h to know tho teni|>o of n March, T'rIU, slid RedowB: 
Three are Indicated on Ihe Pocket Metronome and ero m follows : 
rue Walla l» glTcn at 900, which la a Utile fa»l, and 180 would be 
b«!U*r. The Redowa It tlio aaiue m a Maeurkn, which la 132. March 
lone would belter t>e placed al 120. 
C. L C.—The chord tn Chopin1* “ Grand Valae," Op. 42, alxlh 
page, seventh measure, should be played as an arpeggio and held. , 
2 The Engllah language has no equivalent to tho umlaut of o In 
Loeechhoro, which Is tho same as o«. Hie nearest we oan come to 
this sound Is to pronounce Ihe oo as a lu bay ; therefore, Laych-horn, 
with ihe nccenl on ihe flnt syllable. 
3. The word No. In connection with opus means that a set of 
ptocei hare bceo sold by the aulhopo the publisher at one time 
and under one opus, each piece haring n separate number. Often 
the number* In an opus have some Inherent relationship, <•«., the 
whole set belongs together. A good example of the first kind is 
Beethoren’8 opus 2, *ud a good example of the aecond is Schumann’s 
Kloderscenen, Op. 18, Nos. 1 to IS. 
M. IV. E.—In the 41 Spring Song of Mondelseohn ’ the grace notes 
throughout tho piece should be played before the beat. In other 
words, the principal note should fall exactly on the beat. Mr. Cady, 
to his aelectlons from Mendelssohn’s " Songe Without Words," 
makes the following observation regarding these grace notea: — 
41 The arpeggio tones must not sound as though mashed together, 
or like an iucoherenV falling over them any way to get to the top 
lone and snap that off. They must, every one, sparkle like dew- 
drops in the morning sunlight, the principal tone belDg eigip'y ihe 
crowning one. These two elements, the melodic bass and rhythmic 
harmony, require the most careful thought, strongest power of 
conception, and patient efforts at the realization of detail.” 
E. J. D.—The best thing we know of for gaining a rapid know¬ 
ledge of the notes Is a little method by Mrs. A. T. Abbott, called 
« a Method for Gaining a Perfect Knowledge of.the Notee, etc.1' 
jt p, p.—There are a number of studies that could be used to ad. 
vantage for phrasing studies in Grade III. Much, however, depends' 
upon what you understand by Grade 1IL We.reckon on a scale of 
from I to X, aud we lake It that you mean the third grade in thlB 
scU§. The collection, by Macdougall, called *• Studies in Melody 
Pla^ng,” Vol. 1, would be excellent; also Heller, Op. 126 and 
some or the separate studies of Op. 47, particularly numbers 19,2, 
and 4. > 
2. For finger technic for the same pupil u»e Gurlltt, Op. 82, num¬ 
ber* 2 and 3, and Bruner, Op. 23. ; 
J. M.—The following mentioned collections of duets are among the 
iuo»t popular of the present day: “ Popular Gems for Four Hands," 
" Classical Gems for Four Hands;" “School of Four-Hand Play¬ 
ing," Preuser, in three grades; the " Prize Four-Hand PlayingCol- 
lecilajfc' and 11 Popular Four*Hand Collection.” 
2. For a pupil who bat Just finished the first part of the "New 
. England Conservatory Method," the following might be recom¬ 
mended : Mathews' •’Graded Course,4* Vol. Ill to IV; 44 Loesch- 
born," Op. fifi, Boqk III ; “Heller,” Op. 47, Book I, and, “ Doering," 
Op. 8, Rook I. 
Ootavia.—Your question—What grade of Mathews’ sorlos U 
most profitable for a pupil in the third grade ?- Is not clear. If you 
mean Matbow*' “ Graded Courae." Grade III Is what you want; If 
you mean his “Studies In Phrasing," Rook 1 ^111 answer. 
L I- R^--G»oll Cham mule U a French contemporary compoeer. 
Born in Part*. BUter-ln law of Mowdtowtkl; pupil of 8»vard, U 
Chopper, Ooderd. awl Waralrk. An uoalleal pfcKolst and ono of 
the roont ulanud U4y eompwKv* Relog. Ha* composed aeuowrto for 
and «rabwrtta, ovr twskial wOfka tttytapbflSte Ballot " Oalllr- 
• Set* air i PS.(- Air ■d* aaltet," nto ), sad sod U 
at UTingter od« more o** thtags than any of lt»* landing 
' WrUoya. Hba i^duuland «9 laVn high f»*k a* agettrv identl^r. • 
Ir a person k no* pia»hfort* rntmicUfth af*«r 
* c-»tiajkh pottn is oaly a waAta of ttmo. H taay *at4, 
11 8t»ppoan \hpt* is l***** talaolt* * To tfeii+ »«» reply 
ikak. a* a (feowfal fvls, a4 talectl ilwfwlopd tmf'f of 
on* at all. ' It 
a tei5*ioal OT]|^evxfia4.th4l Witfe © nifcAtef ally ttO 
p«ref<;«t e»ar. to thi* i-i itfiitf Wfe-rtb to f<*l 
Urate tk« etar. Sh*-» tlk* i* ***4 ifeare i* »» 
R*t«j’wl toere fi-.-r <****£.. «« th® *o4 
m' sftdevtiii a»>4 will j*^*y 
To vtKM» a! tt*t p»W0B» «Ao do.iiv to UwAif 
iuteresS io masio dariof vaealiija w« w»j«i4 gamwA wre 
.xoopUooJtr flo. lino ol wa.iv.l ««*!*• 8« » 
low of U>» ti«M with prio*.:-- 
A« tl WO* WriHon- I<a«ka.. 
Appassionato. KeoUnf. 
Dnugbior of Music- Colmon. .. 
Only a Ftildlor. An4©rtoo. 
Olio's Inspiration- Ford. 
SimUbonna Ftddlcr. Janson. . 
Minor Ohord. Cbapplo. 
MisaTraumerei. ’ Bsgby. 
. *0 W 
.W 
. .60 
. 1 00 
. 1 00 
. 1.00 
60 
. 1.60 
Vacatioh offers an excellent opportunity for arrang- 
ing the coarse of .tody for the new season. We hove 
» catalogue of mnnical literature that would be of val¬ 
uable assistance for this work, which we will gladly fur¬ 
nish for asking. 
* * » 
Wx will consider it a great favor if our patrone would 
send os a programme of their “ Commencement Music, 
as they will be valuable to ua for fntnre reference, and 
will help ne to abetter knowledge of the style of moeio 
most favored for this occasion. 
Good games are always a source of amusement, and 
"are especially welcome when compelled by bad weather 
to remain indoors. Provide yourself before starting on 
your vacation with Allegrando, Musical Authors, or 
Musical Dominoes ; all are excellent, and with any or 
all of them in your trunk yon have the means of making 
enjoyable and instructive many boors that otherwise, 
perhaps, might be very tiresome and anprofitable. 
. , . , a 
We note an improvement in the new lot ol Metros 
nomes which we have just imported from France, namely, 
the “ Attached Key.” It ie~&ade as part of (^Met¬ 
ronome and is always in place when wanted. The advan¬ 
tage of this ie as readily appreciated as that of the 
modern stem-winding watch over the old fashioned key- 
winder. The, aamy low pricea-ere quoted on these as 
the'old style sold for. 
It is very important that the pnpil’s ijjrast in4mnsic 
does not die out during the summer mirths. We will 
propose one plan to keep it alive. Have those of yi»r 
class, who are not already readers of the jonrnal, take 
TnKETCEKfor the three summer months : we will make 
an nnnsnally low price for this purpose. " Send ms only 
twenty-five cents for eachthreemonths' subscription. The 
months can be June, July, and August, or July, August, 
and September, as the teacher may choose. These 
three months’ subscriptions will not be entered on our 
books, but will be kept on separate slips. The plan has 
worked in the past, and there is no reason why it should 
not be continued. The pupil will surely return to you 
in the fall with increased interest. 
„ • iSmm of aUOo &al, wbrnb you do 
wm i*M*d w MS, end * «dtle»«v of the 
.Wvforv, do «■» pk« yournosuc on oU pack- 
to »iT that l.b* whole matter can be .ettled 
quickly and MtisfactorUy to birth of ua 
• * • 
V * V 
I* tho Jurrafnt aUtomcot we will send yon a gummed 
label ux be uxed lu returning your On Sale muaic, bnvreg 
an addrues prictcd thereon, aud a space left for yon to 
place your name and address in order that yon may re¬ 
ceive proper credit for the returns. Jast as soon as the 
package is received we will take a list of it and Bend a 
' copy of this list to you, and also a statement deducting . 
the amount returned from the whole amount originally 
sent you; this wilj. Show the balance due us for what 
yon have kept dr used. 
***** 
Dimmer the slimmer months is a good time, when, 
with moat of our patrons, other work is slack, to do a 
little soliciting. eWe would remind you of the valuable 
premiums which are offered to those securing subacrip^ 
tions for The Etude, boih cash and merchandise. Send 
to us for a copy. r We will assist you in every way possi¬ 
ble—either we will send you a number of sample copies, 
or, if you will send us the names we will mail sample 
copies direct to them ; you can then see them or wnte 
yourself to obtain the subscription. Remember that for 
four subscriptions we will renew your own for one year 
free. 
* a * . * 
This is to those whose subscriptions expire this 
month: In the envelope containing the notice of your | 
discontinuance you will find a circular containing a 
special offer for the obtaining of one other eubscriptiim,—" 
to aend^with yonr own renewal. The premiums offered 
in that circular are more valuable than we have ever V 
- given before. It will be scarcely any trouble to obtainN- ^ 
one subscriber from among your pupils and friends, and 
thns secure eome work which you have been, perhaps, 
wanting or needing. We are makiDg thia exceptional 
inducement to obtain the renewal without delay, and to 
enlarge onr subscription liatand thns better the journal. » 
We hope yon will appreciate our efforts and try tor this T 
one subscription. • a ** 
Tee special offgr on the volume of “ Gems from Bee¬ 
thoven” will positively expire June 20th, when all who 
have subscribed in advance of publication will receive 
their copies. The front oover is printed and the con¬ 
tents of the volume will cover some seventy pages, with> 
biography and portrait added. 8eod in 80 cents ior a 
copy of this volume, or |1.00 for four, before it U too 
late. 
Ms. PauasE*, the head of tho firm, sails for Europe 
on J une 8lb, to bo gone for the summer. Ho will visit tho 
great capitals of Europe, and will, no doubt, return with 
a stock of new idea* and much improved in health. 
V a * . ’ 
Nrtirirttti*ra*tHS4 onr «a*ay effort* lo iatjre** onr 
ptiroa* Ure of pi**'** aiu»e* o© ?*?*-«««• 
ol reiwr»®4 *re re*****© ik+m Aaitf *«3b 
*b*i*v«# Urea* (6 u4! !*•*» wfcdW*. «w •**«*•» 
i&jpjr <«**** lire »» baMf. «* * 
j’igfistv *tnty U *4 'Hit ‘Aai? 
We would call attention to the Diploma published by - 
this house lor the use ot schools or private teachers: it 
is so worded as to be applicable to both. It can also be 
uee’d for any branch of education. Lithographed on ■ 
pafbhment paper. Send ten cents for a sample. S 
• . * . * 
Teachess who will continue their work through the 
summer can obtain small selections from us lo assist 
them in their work, to be returned in September. We 
can promise them even better attention than otherwise, 
as during the summer months our force is just as large, 
"excepting vacations, as it is in the busiefvioter seasons. 
*.*»• 
Wheh in need of any music or musical goods of anv 
description, no matter bow small the order, send to nth 
it will receive onr ususl prompt and efficient attention. 
Ws are always willing to open new accounts with respon¬ 
sible patties; da not, hoyever, neglect to dhnd refer 
ence ; any 're.ponsible person in yonr town, of, better 
^atill, the dealer wii^ wtiom you have dealt. 
To taachart wanting pofUiooa, collage* or cotv*crra 
lotfct wanliog teacher*, or lo ODe hariDg an annouoct* 
meat of tnuucal oto make, we would make men 
lion of our Special Norioe column- Tbi* roach©* the 
•cream ol the mu weal profiMwoa, and, although il ha* 
tx^n a*ed toqnvta an woowwfallj* we fe*\ *«tre 
a. a*.it atifhi be. K©eP ihre m mini when any 
at tb* abvsre baf*p»n >■<* or when yon 
h+r* anjttfcri* to fit ic hny oul ol the uw»al h»e. 
T%o.$4'<» i* OMrt* wor4 pmr Do «»\ 
**n>t bal \f oo1 tx! 
a-Mfeto. **> yow yxiid: - 
the etude 139 
Oi/» p>*tr*>a« iu Canada artU kiu»Uy Uke atrt© of tl»« 
t'ottowiug : fo *Cl>dlUJ KUlitUuwi to U» do QOl *elul 
Canada fxu'.age Matupa—anything cl*o, bills, paaf-oflSco 
UiOUer orders, book draft*, etc,, but w* poaiuvely cun 
uot accept portage stamp*, u we hate no use whatever 
for them ami hsv* more now (hau wo can dispose of. 
• • • 
V • * 
'V* expect returns of all On Sale musio during June 
ami July. Jn Bonding music out from boro wo got tho 
benefit of special express rales accorded to publisher* ;' 
in returning packages from a distance, if you ennnotget 
thoao prepaid printed^ matter publishers' rales, it is 
often cheaper to return by mail in four pound paokages. 
***** 
Our advertisement column gives notice of a “New 
.Edition," complete in One Volume, of Theo. Kullak's 
celebrated Ops. 62 and 81, knowa ae “ Youthful Days" 
(ICmdorleben), or“ Scenes.from Childhood." These are 
coucedcd to be by far the best of this well-known writer's 
easier compositions, all ranging from Grade 2 to 8 in 
progressive order, and each orthe 24 pieceB in the volume 
is a characteristic tone picture of the most artistic order. 
This work heretofore has been published only in sheet 
music form and in two books at $1.26 each. This-new 
edition is published abroad, printed from new and large 
plates, on finest paper, and bound in convenient form, 
same size as Ed. Peters. We have laid.in a large Bupply 
of them, as we are confident that at the price, $L00, being 
less than half the forger price; we shall receive many 
orders for it. Bear in mind it is complete in one volume, 
the price only $1,00 and this, subject to our usual dis* 
coant to teachers. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I received Vol. IX of Mathews’ “ Graded Course for 
the Pianoforte," and find it as useful and interesting to 
teacher and pupil as all the preceding numbers. The 
course is very fins. Mrs. J. H. Ryan. 
The five grades of studies by W. S. B. Mathews came 
to hand two dajB ago. Iam delighted with this course 
and shall adopt it permanently, after having tried many 
instruction books and studies. 
Miss Leonora Aray. 
I have just received.from the published a copy of your 
“Anecdotes of Great Musicians," and am certainly 
very much pleased with it. This book should be in the 
hands of every music student, and it will go far, I think, 
toward awakening an interest in the minds of all 
“ musicianly" music pupils, to study more into the 
lives of these truly great people. I take great pleasure 
in reading it myself, and also recommending it to my 
PUP1*8, H. Bbrt Kino. 
I have examined the “Eight Measure Studies" of 
Wilson G. Smith, and find them interesting and of great 
benefit to advanoed players ay'Well as those of the inter¬ 
mediate grade. Mrs..D, Hays, 
Received the “Celebrated Pianists" safely, and by 
glancing through I am already convinced of its superior 
worth, many times more than what I paid for it. 
Chas. H. Elwell, 
I received the musio last sterner in two parcels, and 
was very pleased with it. I will send, for more later on, 
and will recommend yoor musio to all my friends for' 
tu excellence in every way. 
M. Stevenson. 
i Among your numerous excellent publications, I 
T" P^al«. °f Pian'oforus," hj Hrn 
Schmitt The ample sight of «nch a work alone ought 
at least it teems to me, make an irapruwrion for the 
bcu*r on those Indium mi nolo u*«rs of the so-called 
loud nodal. How delightful to have so much useful . 
information. With rule*, r***on«, and examples put ia 
»och convenient form* for reference and study, a*this 
mattaal. Jd**. g Jioirou. 
W* thank you for the extra trouble which 
»*> you took la fill the order correctly sod 
promptly. Hmtiw. 
I e*»wo**t**X too Ifefctv’ftf fte* &r»fr* Do o<H M0 
tsow hAf uaahay eon s#m4 U> do 
A *A wftftA Hvsror,*. 
1 r«^4 *■+**?&*% tw ia pwWubwi kp Tn* 
S&wkfc *•*% in b*>St*r i 
a«» tWkh *• if er?4 «m it 
- •* <W.m- 
Am <MS*fcuwI »iih Clukv’t 
J, 0. WdtTMW!*. 
Tn. Ertu» i. . (read mti.lt jtjora*!. I could act 
.loti, witboui It .ml wi,J, orvrj tint iDtor*Mfd la 
»>u.w would flubnorihu for 11. 
, - RlUJt SMWMKtt. 
I have given a faithful trial to tho Mathews’ “ Stand¬ 
ard Plano Course" from Grade I to Grade IX with 
bettor results than any other system I have ever tried. 
Mont of my pupils are in Grades IV to IX. All of these 
take great pleasure in the studies, and, without urging, 
bring them to the same speed and finish required forlbeir 
boat pieces. In these useful and enjoyable studies the 
hardship of learning is reduced to the lowest possible 
deSree- M. K. Branham. - 
Everything from Presser is all right. The Etude in 
particular is a great help to F. D. Courra. 
I want to give my candid opinion concerning “ How¬ 
ard s Harmony." It makes a practical application of 
harmony study to mnsic by insisting upon original exer¬ 
cises under each new topic. It iB the only manual of 
harmony I have ever seen which makes of its .readers 
real music thfokera. J. Dudley Hall. 
Am mach pleased with the bust of Liszt, which ar¬ 
rived yesterday. Blanche Merrill. 
a hary Gregory 
X% Um*t, wbooe adrerti*ecae.Dt has appwhfceAUn 
T«» u t«st«m and imsiructor in the Mason 
wid Technic, and who will be remembered u 
one of tfce faculty of the Phil add. phi* Summer Music 
School of the *c«ob of '94, desires to announce that 
after June 16th sheawill he located at Erie, Pennsyl¬ 
vania, where she will receive'* limited number of pupils 
ia that method. Mrs. Murray select* this city by the 
lake on account of its well-deserved reputation as a 
delightfully rool iwmrnw residence. Address until 
Jane 12th at 1708 & 1710 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Pen^a., and alter that at 160 East 8.x'h Street, Erie, 
Penna. 
Richard goerdeler, the popular com- 
poser, writes brilliant and melodious pianoforte 
pieces that present no difficulties ito the average player. 
For tennvoddresa 414 West 67th Street, New York. 
FOR SALE.—A WELL-ESTABLISHED MUSIC 
S« bool in a Western city of 11,0-0 population. 
Eightyfoyr pupils registered this year, giving foil em¬ 
ployment to thre* teachers. Reason <or selling, poor/ 
health. Address F. C. B., Care Etude. 
’ANTED.—A POSITION AS TEACHER OF 
Piano. Voice, and H rmony, by a lady of ex- 
“ * JJ-« « t*-fig? 
rp 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
foLtW8 °°,un“ Inserted at 8 oente s word for one Insertion, 
^.!a.ncf- Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
‘’TO-ANTED.—AT ONGE, A FINE PIANIST, 
. ' a Violinist, for a Music College in a large 
city. Address, J. M. D. care of Etude Office, 
TV/TANY PIANOFORTE TEACHERS AND AD- 
±JX vanced players would gladly welcome the ability 
to make sound application of the principles of phrasing 
to the effective expression of musical ideas. For fea¬ 
sible plan to this end, kindly communicate with Carl 
Hoffman, Director of Music, Oxford, Ohio. * ' 
IHE TORONTO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
- - the largest in Canada, has arranged for a Mid- 
summer School, commencing July 2, closing August 3, 
ltsyo. Ibis session is designed specially for music 
teachers, advanced music students, and others interested 
m music:-s|udy. Sixt^Lectures aDd Class Lessons are 
embraced in the course. The Piano department under 
direction of Mr. Edward Fisher; the Fp cal department, 
ggnor Francesco d’Auria; Mi&ai Theory, Mr. J. 
Humfrey Anger, Mas* Bsc. OxonJfcj* C. O ; “ Music 
Teachingm Public Schools,’’ fidSTs. H. Preston. Lec- 
tnres will also be given by MnTL S. Vogt^Mr. J. W. 
b. Harrison, and Signor Gmseppe Dinelli. The Piano 
course, under Mr. Edward Fisher, will combine lectures 
with practical normal class work. Mason’s system 'of 
loach and Technic will receive special attention. ~A 
special session of the Conservatory School of Elocution 
will also be held, under Mr. H. N. Sbaw, B A. The 
equipment and facilities of the Conservatory of Music are 
very comnlete; students are carefully instructed by safe 
and sound methods of a comprehensive character. Toron¬ 
to is admirably situated and well adapted for a healthful 
and ehjoyabfe summer resort; being on the lake, its 
climate is delightfully tempered and pleasant. July is 
usually a cool portion of the summer Beason, hence 
study and recreation may be combined with pleasure 
and profit. 
A P'ospccttis of the Summer School, with foil infor¬ 
mation, will be sent free to applicants.. See Conserva¬ 
tory advertisement in another column. 
TT, E; LAYTON. MUSIC ART LECTURE, IL- 
.u ,u®trat€d frith elaborate piano programme from 
tho Classic and Romantic schools. 
W . ..
perience. Address M. M.f Etude Office. 
WANTED AT ONC^.—PROFESSOR OF VOICE, 
Violin, Harmony, and Counterpoint. Drawer 
1, Keyavillei Va. Also Lady Teacher of Piano and 
Violin. 
A FLAT. 
She could siDg and play divinely, 
And could even compose finely, 
Putting in *11 the- crescendos, with the fortes and the 
“p’s;” ^ 
She knew all the great oomposera, / 
And their works were never posers, v 
For however intricate they were she rendered'thenurith 
$ ease. 
But when, with all her learning, 
For a new piano yearning, 
She went anto a dealer who had instruments 
Though a graduate from a college, a 
She displayed her lack of knowledge ; 
In selecting a piano, ignorance or wisdom shows. 
And although inlnll perfection, 
Both of finish and construction, 
Meriting the reputation which nothing can bring down^ 
There the best stood righ^before.her, % 
All their beauties she looked o’er, 
Quite ignored their many virtues au*d didn’t buy a 
“Crown." 
• ^ in rowS, 
inM£S£%! tw*n r«ioo » J»nw*U!ej»latfona 
-in prwwtJed in wunb'iudUorinm by-DraOon- 
w«n, GuobbuIua, Bmtol, WtlHu, Dlxou, aod Rob«t Buwfotta.) 
“Pro/. Uytoa'414 U)* c.IttMO* of A»t«irv INuk » ervrt honor to, 
poB-vnuarWAhem bU^ihw«hirul crUkd )«dut« on tho Mart* 
SIXTY DOLLARS PRIZES FOR FOUR BEST 
Festival Hymn Tunes. Write for conditions to 
Sunday • School Union, Piccadilly, Manchester, Eng¬ 
land. 
VALUABLE OPPORTUNITY FOR MUSI- 
CIANS. The Index Publishing Co., of Wash¬ 
ington, D. C., publishers of the Music Trade Index, will 
each month issue a number of separate indexes ot value 
to musicians in general. These compilations Will be 
taken from the Music Trade Index, which contains a 
complete monthly list of cun:ent musical publications, 
arranged alphabetically under appropriate subjects. 
These publications will be known by the following titles: 
Vocalists' Index. Pianists' Index. Church and. Organ¬ 
ists' Index. Band and Orchestra Index. Violin, Mando- 
lin, and Zither Index, Guitar and Banjo Index, thus 
; .covering the whole field of Musical publications each 
month, and these numbers will form a part of the annual 
catalogue to be issued at the end of the year. 
The subscription price for any one of the above will 
V. #i ___. j__ ._l_• .• m. — w iv* nu Vito VL iuo uu»cbe $1 00-per annum m advance* or two subscriptions 
“No lecture mor* rihuhie has h^n pat on » Jsn vllle platform when mailed to the same person and address. 
nr£*DGul*Q0t™ Pnf' ^ R I,xyU3D’a Send in your subscription at once for the first number, 
l VI. 1 mmtmm L.. k..._ .. .. . . . z6' ,Uiat yon maj hare a fcomplete file from the beginning. 
Addreoa all comrnanications to the IlfPlx Publishing 
v^Jo., Bex 617, Washington, D C. 
** Witt |note bMib popaior os* i w 
* l+f***'* i4i 
<-*««**.>** V«fc 
vniV-iW; UtUmo- 
| la. 
*■> Ara. >V**. 
Writufp?jpadai vrepemlif* and plan ****** yonr 
risk, • drivektfwi 
mmm. A4bm b 
y vfrcr * g?WMjw4>" ftrt*** «M4 
A SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL WILL BE HELD 
in AcotiH) Texas, under the direction of H Gue«i 
Collitu. The uddrewof the Secretary, Mrs. Rose, is 
cor. Seventh and Rraseoi Atreeto, Au’stin. The term 
will be four weeks, cowmencirg Jane IStb. 
SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL-We mentioned lost 
mnalh that Mr. W. S. B, Mathew*, 1402 Auditor- 
i««» Tower, Chicago, »u anranrittg to bold a lonmer 
olaa» fbr teacW*, bcgrtvtting July lid and olorin^ July 
«WTM embrapo* lectarea Pnnciple* of 
FUrvr.f. praotioal leaMona ia Moaoa’a Tech tic, 
««•••#. R«Tita}#i, a*d a cosrve for vpoal re- 
4««ca. *F»il rotn-ioaLav %*4 by addr«t*aing Mr. 
*a above. 
r 
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THE TSTE3"W SOCIETY 'XgKrS’X'3aTJMC3rSf^C. 
THE POLLMAHH-AMERICAM 
mandoline-banj o. 
PosilirelT NotMog Lite It. 
TRADE MARK. 
Banjo Play era can per¬ 
form on tho Mnndollno- 
Banjo. as Guitar Players 
can perform on tho Man¬ 
doline-Guitar, without any 
practice whatever. 
SVMX&'B. SESSION OE THE 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 
UK. r. MOT, Toaod.r. 
FieOEXIt W. BOOT, DlrM»«r. 
Dr. Robert Ooldbeck in chw^e of piano department 
and a foil corps of leaefaerj. _ 
Voice Cnltare, Pt»no, Violin, Harmonjr *nd Cora- 
poalUon, Notation, Metioda, Lectures, Recitals, 
ioneerls, and a Urend Musical FesUral, with Madame 
Lilian BUuveh and other diatineniahed «o]ot^e. 
Silver Lake Assembly, Wyoming Co., N. Y. (a beau¬ 
tiful resort), Jalv 24th to August 16th. 
Send for circular. 
FREDERIC W. ROOT, 
243^abash Ave., Chicago. 
For Prlcw, . eta. call «■ *r •**•«• 
AUGUST POLLMANN, 70 and 72 Franklin 8t„ New York City. 
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood 
Can be Engaged for a Limited 
Number of 
Concerts and Recitals 
Eastern trip in April. 
Address 
MR. H. C. PLIMPTON, 
^274 Wabash Avenue, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
ENTIRE SCALE OH ONE TUNING FORK. 
Everr Musician md Muilc 0..I.T. .tamp tor prices, etc. 
€). W. ClaOrOKI, Bole Maaufo«turer, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Hallet&Davis’ Pianos, 
BOSTOInT, 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
BLOW YOUR OWN HORN 4 
a CONCISE 
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY 
or TH* 
Chief Musical Events front 1380 to 1884. 
BY C. E. LOWE. 
gari0umbeF$ ^heEtude 
Bound VjoluiDeB for 1887, $2.60, Postpaid. 
1888, - 2.60, 
1889, - 2.60, 
1890, - 2.60, 
1891, . - 2.60, 
1892, 2.50, 
1803, - 2.50, 
1894, 2.60, 
Wo hovo a fow of tho later volumes not bound. Price 11.60, poet- 
pali 
Thaw volumea contain from 18 to 20 dollar* worth ot miuio In 
sach year. The variou* article* give • great amount of Information 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Etude that 1U 
utldmare of iu batontlal and laatlcg worth. 
Tho Introduction fumlehco a coucbo outline of mnaJcal history a* a 
background for tho chronological record of eventa given In the suc¬ 
ceeding pages of this pamphlet. TbU booklet of 32 page* gives a brief 
but clear mention of the date of birth and death, with the apAcial work 
and place la the development of musical art. of every noted musician, 
and of the first production of famous works of music, oratorio*, operas, 
etc , and of the organiaatidtTof famous musical eocietiee, erhooU, etc. 
This pamphlet will be valuable to the student and teacher In that it 
gives the salient facts with which every musical person should be fami¬ 
liar. To the teacher It’ will be found helpful in printing at a glance the 
aunivereaxiee of all Important data in muuiaU biography and history in a 
form which will enable him to mention them in his s daily lesson giving. 
Eight Measure Piano Studies. 
WILSON G. SMITH. Op. 60.\_> 
4 in Two Books. Price $1.00 each (Sheet Music). 
THfc LATZOT AND BEST WOBS TROH THIS OBIQINAL CO! 
when you know that you con offer a first-class instrument, and are fully 
able to meet vour competitors at a very low Price. 
Dari Fischer’s tiUIIAsRR, MA.KDOLIN8, and 
BANJOS are of the finest workmanship, possess a fine tone, and a 
C°IfByou dulre a Violin, Viola, ’Cello, or Double Bass, a 
Flnte, Clarionet, Oboe, or Bassoon, b Cornet, Trom¬ 
bone. French Horn', or Tuba, Drums, or Cymbals,—in 
fact, anything in tho instrument line,—you will find my stock most re¬ 
plete, and I can boost of having tho most extensive assortment In the 
United States. , „ , ^ , . 
I represent the most noted European instrument manufacturers, suon 
os F. Rsnsoii dfc Co., Loudon; Buffet dc Co. (Xvette * 
Schaefer), Paris; Collin Mexin, Paris; Theo. H. Heber- 
lelu, Germany; E. Kittershausjeii, Berlin, and others. 
My own make “ Reliable** Band Jnstrnments are favor¬ 
ably known in this country for fine quality and cheap price. 
Readers are invited to send for cptfiloguee and discount, as It will pay 
them to make & comparison of price and qua!Ity-OT goods offered. 
Orcbentra Kind Band Manic, abfo music for every Instru¬ 
ment known. Catalogues free on application. 
CARL FISCHER, 
6 and 8 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY. 
Method Tor the Plano. 
,v JL 
L^jtDC OHAS: W. SON. 
PRICE $1.60. 
Tbifl work Is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It con tains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in 
short time. 
These studies are intended for dsilj practice and for 
the special development and equalizmgof the third, 
fourth, and fifth fingers of each hand. They will mate¬ 
rially modify the monotony of practice, and add musical 
interest to an otherwise perfunctory task. Supplemen¬ 
tary to the author's Scale Studies, Op. 66, about tn% 
fourth grade of difficulty. ^ » 
THEODORE PRESSER, PublUher, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
24 MELODIC STUDIES 
CLARKE’S MUSIC TABLET. 
Price 25 Cts., Net, Postpaid. 
A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x 10J inches 
in sire, ruled with the staff for writing music. 
A practical and useful article for both teacher and 
student, and especially valuable in the class-room fpr 
writing illustrations,‘giving some little additional exer 
crises, etc. • etc. . 
The Synopsis of Harmony, which is included with this 
p*£; by Dr- Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Penn- 
svlvama, will be found of great service as a reference 
obi 
unions ii m stoibs'- 
vox - -■*'> - . 
PLANO AND REED ORGAN. 
BY OHAJB. W. LANDON. 
PRICE *1.00. 
Perhaps ths most popular set of Easy Studies ever issusd. 
Observations of a Musician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price CO Cents, bountl in Cloth. 
A aoat and voluabU book of hwcUI valu* to mualcal rtndonts. but 
anybody coa peruoe It with ontorUlotnent and profit. Thocgh a 
Ar*t<laM artin, Lout* Lombard U that rarity amotxg artUu. a prac- 
-- i UoiU man, aid hi* advkw aod •wry^ay phUo*opby or* full of *ug- 
Tho paper is of good quality, and U> havo eno of these C*»Uob and merit. LU Hm Lnm. oa axtowir* uawricT, and taw 
r~t. *m 061 OBJ» *'*.'! *1 toAtbsr of economy in we SaviBg of olgh-ptioea mano- s,»<»pUy sppb^ la bu «Rirt* to-tulUvoi*ha art 
SELECTED PROM THE WORKS OP 
J. CONCONE. 
REVISED AND ANNOTATED AND WITH BIOGRAPHICAL 
SKETCH BY 
C. B. CADY. 
PBICE • S1.M. 
This volume contains the best of this composer’s 
melodic piano studies. They are on the stvle of 8tepben 
Heller studies, and Bomewhat less difficult technically. 
They are beautifully printed on good paper ana boOnd 
with flexible cover. 
THEODORE PRESSER. PUBLISHER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
acript papur. PuoU*hfed by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1706 ChMtaBt Street. •' PhlledelpW*. I>*. 
Huiuli.Mi.m,u.r“ -Mi*(A>.) j£teL ' 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
AMUSING AND nTSTBUOnVU. 
MUSICAL AUTHOES. 
A GAME FOR EVERY MTTSIO 8TUDUT. 
PRIOR 3fi OTf., POSTPAID. 
The game, which oonxiaU of 48 card*,'can be played by 
oxiy namber of player*. The object of the game i» to 
itaprcM on the mind of the player* the important event* 
is the tiro* of 48 compote** and moaiciana 
Addrean PubH*hor, 
THXOWiS nXSSEl, 1708 Cbirtawt Bt., FhlladA., fa 
141 tub; hjtttdin* 
SELECT LIST OF P08LICATI0M8 
P«OM THI OATALQQUt OF 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS, 
MILWAtTBLEOa. 
- PIANO AUllof 
HAWO SOLO. 
■«•«•*> ▼- X*** BMaasas Op. WJ. P**»±<mx%ALlrlm+At-- 
»* L _«... 
1. BWS—it>-..„......_..._ 
1 OaUwIea... 
BlW' UMnoUn 
A Love WhUpara...__ 
A INUaroal emrtMM... 
A SOfU«CBU|! 
T, Bridal Bong 7. Song............,, , , 40 
l Wedding MATOh ___ 40 
XA. Tb# School FeeriraL Six MIJ and Instructive 
A WiUta... 
A Polk*......., 
A Manuka.. 
A Guvotte.... 
A UnmA. 
—.IT." !777! “-IL.7. '.Jo 
----.40 
®STV^>.1" N"fi«A Oumw, Op. n. Eurplma:- 
Na I. Spinning . *0,40 
S-—...- •« 
A Garotte Antique... 
5. Little Bolero- 
A Neapolitan D$uioe.... 
Smith, Wilson O. Polka Koeooo, Op, 4L.... 
Chaee of the Butterftlea, Op. 46 ..... 
Cradle Song. Qp. 47.No. 1m.... 
Danae Melodtoaiw, Op. 47, No. .... 8rlran Dance, Op. 47, No. 8....,„„„ 
Valae Caprloe (8trauM-Tauaig), Op. SI.. 
Caprice fipagnole, Op. 52... 
Third Valae ae Oopeert, Op. 68..... 
*^r*lLflfiAn Soon F***01^ Valae de Salon, Op. 48.. 
L On ^^Legoor?.!... 
1 Tarantella.......‘.* 
A Lullaby.... 
. .40 
. ,40 
. .40 
. .40 
. .60 
. .75 
. A0 
. .60 
. .00 
. LOO 
A Punch and Jndw__.r*7**’ 
LoTe8ong, Op. 60, No. I,..-...«..] 
Historlette Musicale, Op. 60, No. 2.....M...... 
Btaocatella, Caprice, Op. 60, No. 8........ 
Arabian Night* Nocturne, Op. 54 ...  
Patte-Chatte, Morceaa de Sawn, Op. 69.. 
Streleahi, A. Mosaic, Album Musicale, Op. 60 
No. L Minuet.. 
A Chanson Triate... 
A Petite Masorka....^ 
A Little Seoreta. 
A Historlette.. w. 
A Doll’* Walt*.... 
10. Little Ballade... 
11. Melody.. 
12. Ennol Valae.... 
18. 8pring Song. 
1A MarcheTriomphale.. 
16. Fairy Tale. 
16. Valr- 
17. Bock Me to Sleep.'. 
18. TaranteUe.. 
19. Little Theme. 
. .76 
. .76 
. .65 
. .70 
, .60 
. .60 
.60 
.60 
.60. 
.60 
.60 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
.40 
PR9M 
Factory 
TO 
90. Valae Gridcase.., 
Rolling, 
oat 
„ „ FOUR HANDS. 
C. Boeebud*, Op. 818. Twelrc lnstruotlTe piece* with- 
No, L aumbor 8ong... 
..-.-.10.26 
8. JEollan Harp.... 
4. Children’s tfanoo...*' 
5. Out in the Green.. 
6. Barorard Shepherd Boy .. 
7. Vlllage8oene. 
——— ... .20 
.-. .46 
». Boguery...I  
10. In tbe Meadow...j..‘ , 
11. Ooas®ck Dane®.__ __ 
12. Ball-room Memoriea.... 
.-.40 
*.-...40 
...40 
.— 60 
............ .60 
PIANO STUDIES, ETC. 
“•.55SS’ ttr' ,?•. 0°nlP“*UTe Pf»no School, theoretical and 
,v «lde H*-0 BtudT »■;»>“«•* Important educational 
2;tSS3:KrK,!iL“i4;r lhe iddit:m °f ■*>«*<* 
Book 1. Elementary School.... sc F ^ . ,, * . . 
1 B‘udl,M tor to suit all pocket-books. 
Independent and fluency In the fingeis. for producW r 
L ^ f°r wnJ.? 
•fodle Ornament*. Dlrootlona fbr oxoouUng the oratJ 
menu of mriodr correctly and In proper «tyl |LM 
bythmteal Problem®, Triplet*, I^bleu, Quartettes, 
•flAO 
A Rhyth 
Qaii 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
H.Dpu,rt Tb. yrt»Cull«r,. ditriiiun 
“*» E5|£j 
* „ OMBAN. _ . 
&V*3£ui"i»h* 'Sarek u< ud 
Tiw*daakNa.a*;h.,..„_.. « 
rfiLiT “»«!*• iiSCi'iSS « uSS 
tk._iw.o4 ;»ilw m 11 ft*, u mate. 
PiMUten-fl 80HLFOIQISOKS—lapartsn. 
Fireside. 
=j— , > 
\ 
^^/"OULD you get a Piand if you 
x- knew yotf'could get a FIRST- 
CLASS INSTRUMENT for $175? 
Oi*r plan is to sell direct to you. NO 
BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no com¬ 
mission for the friend who introduces 
you or the solicitor who calls on you. 
We have no agents, and do not em¬ 
ploy any solicitors, and consequently 
save you all this expense, which does 
not improve jhe value of the Piano, 
but certainly does increase the cost. 
You have nothing to show for this 
useless dealer’s expenses and agents’ 
commissions, b u t buying from 
them you must naturally pay all this 
additional expense, for which you, get 
no value whatever. Our Pianos are 
known throughout the * civilized 
world. We manufacture 
Pianos, and send them to you 
thirty days’ TEST TRIAL if you 
desire it. We make fhe terms of sale 
Write to 
us for catalogue and prices, and any 
further information you may wish.. 
our own 
on 
STANDARD 6BADEEU 
PIANOFORTE. 
Complete in Ten Grades. 
COMPILED BY 
MR. 
1 
W. S.'B. MATHEWS. 
Price Each Grade $1.00. 
These Btudies consist of standard etudes and 
studies arranged in progressive order, selected from 
the best composers, fer the cultivation of 
TECHNIC, TASTE, and SIGHT BEAMING, 
carefully edited, fingered, phrased, and annotated, 
and supplemented with complete directions for the 
application of Mason’s “System of Touch andTech- 
nio,” for the production of a modem style of playing. 
Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi¬ 
cians and teachers, and they have taken «he whole 
field of piano studies and selected therefrpm apeh as 
are most useful for meeting every necessity in a 
teacher’s experience. Teachers will be delighted 
with the sterling musical and useful tecMncal 
qualities of these dtndes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, 
each containing about thirty pages. Every difficulty 
js prepared by being first ^introduced in its moat 
simple form. / ^ 
TESTIMONIALS-. 
I must express my great pleasure in Mr. Mathews’ 
new piano book in ten grades. It is the best book 
that ever came into the piano teacher’s hands. 
Mathews’ has brought light out of the chaos of 
piano instructors ana pieces. Every grade Smtains 
the lessons appertaining to it, besides a list of class¬ 
ical and popular pieces of the same grade. Every 
•nano teacher must have it, to succeed. Mr. 
fathews, as well as Mr. Pressor, the publisher, 
have given us a boon for which we cannot be too 
.thankful. Geo. Doklkuk. 
The “Mathews’ Standard Course of Piano 
Studies,” with its valuable suggestions its to suit¬ 
able pieces, will be a relief and joy to tired teachers, 
who heretofore have been obliged to spend much of 
their rest time reading over new music for their 
classes. Mks. M. K. Branham. 
I have received Mathews’ “Graded Studies,” and 
after carefully examining it, find the work to be an 
admirable addition to the preceding parts. Mr. 
Mathews certainly deserves credit and praise for 
presenting^ such a splendid graded work to the 
public, and every conscientious teacher ought to 
examine and make use of it, as it advances the 
scholar very rapidly, also produces good players, 
E. Spohb, 
Factory, Wareroom, and Offices, 
HAZLETON, PA. 
' • far the best collection of melodious studies, 
t« best selections for equallring the work of the fr _ _ r, ^ two hands that I have ever seen. They seem to 
Kellmer Piano CoJp ^ 
vew tuuch pie 
of Studies ” by Mathews. It is just what is needed, 
and I, for one, Will adopt it in my future yrork. 
Addis F. Les. 
Tata delighted with the “ Graded Course; ” it is 
by , and 
TKRS K T U B jBF 
Memory 
Mi* CRT U8RA»V 243 BAOA04AV *tWY9*C 
Philadelphia Censenalory of Music 
HAS RCMOVEO to the Brown-Stono Mention, 
814-816 Nart.ii Bruad Strtmt. 
TI»b Ot»w*®rvi»5ory ttoutloy* cijfHfj l tractor*, a ml 
«* roj*u*JkUi»o for fttri\l*hinx » oontplvl* uuialoAl 
eM.looAt.lOU nC uunlornto r»t«*. $15 for twoilty !<**• 
mui, tuoliullu* ooIUternI iuIvdiUdeob without oxtr» 
oiutrgo. 
FTiYAto losson*. If diwirtKl. For CntnloRuo, ploaao 
apply ter 
R. C. BCHIRMKR, Dirootor. 
Sex Ms Paints* Artyoe /fittresttA 
m 
'Hil 
CH0HU5 \ ^ 
/ CHOIRS. V 
w AijIcfbfflKTlJ MtyAtiudi 
THE 
mom U 5 2 
mmm 
o 
gv 
HikhyoorWijon toaStot 
iSss 
/w? \UGfff.50METIMu/ ^\FPEiHALWA^/7 
Ssnyrf&s trpt to OmUST# QlMlMEJt. 
POOIVv 
m£vz4a>* 
1)ayton,0. 
METRONOMES. 
The "best French Maelzel Metronome, “J. T. L.’ 
trade-mark. This is the genuine French article—im 
ported bv us direct. 
We sell these at the lowest price possible. 
83.00 Net without Bell. . 
84.00 Net with Bell. 
Express or mail charges not included. Send 40 cts. 
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity. 
Send all orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chostnut Strool, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
LANDON’S WRITING BOOK 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
tSasAfaiSMii*-* Sa A idt*. 
Bws****’4*-* «*«■ *** 
Z3y,wa 
#S*rMI 444*»S'i 
6iMN4< i*«**Wf< 4M»«wi#4w*«<f. WitAi £•*!*.* jwifNi 
fceiH w*.*« . ia 
iMfbtr, A».i lt%4* will 
(tlMsiiltd of kKA.c'vUS,. 
•«soH ih«» V* 
<-46Tti.»r“ 14 ! 
First Studies in Reading, 
Rhythm, and Expression 
rot Tiu 
^PIANOFORTF^ 
BY MARIE LOVELL BROWN. 
PRICE $1.00. 
An instruction book for young children and beginners 
in learning the pianoforte. This important work gives 
special attention to thoroughness in foundation work. 
’ J' - — c-1— equal facility in 
clefs, to 
and to 
a right forming of the hand and touch. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Phflada. 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING, 
With Particular Reference to the Development ol 
the Third, Fourth, anti Fifth Flnfers 
_ of ewclr Baud. 
TIT TWO BOOKS, EACH 81.00. 
OOMPO&KD FOB PLANOFOHTK BT 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm, Mason and other 
eminent teachers. 
Blank Mii-Cojiii Bools, 
Our Own Make. In Three Spiles Only. 
6 Staves, 24 Pages, ... IS cts. 
“ 24 " . . . 20 “ 
•• 36 ^ . . 26 “ 
6-Stave Books are 9% x 6 Inches. 
S-Stave Books are 9}£ x 8 Inches. 
Liberal Discount toItb* PaortwuoH. 
These are unqueatlonably the beat Mnslc- Copy log Books that are on 
the market at the present time. Tbe paper hoe been made eepociallj 
for these books, and Is the beat quality ledger paper, standing erasures 
thre® or four times. Tbe books are tastefully bound. 
Blank Mimic Paper of the same quality u in above books cau be bad 
In 12 and 14 staves, size 22 X 14. Price 60 cents per qolre. 
Be aure you get those made by 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
JTJQT ISSUED. 
School of Four-Hand Playing, 
VOLUME III. 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. / 
PRICE 11.00. 
If 
CowTaarra.—Retn«*cke, Christmas Eve; Lachner, Marche 
'Celebre; 1/oeHchiiorn, Dxnoe Hongrolae; Schubert, Op. 7ij 
Menuot; Banmfelder, Minstrel 80n^ Chopin, Funeral 
March; Sehnbert, Marche Hero!qua. 
PRICE 60 CENTS. 
This new book is a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. .The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pupil oan easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorough, clear in explanation 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil 
who faithfully worka out ita exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
' PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
TO PRESERVE 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
Tfffi ETODE BIPEF;. 
It is simple but complete, cheap bwdurable, 
and beautiful in appearance.* jw ** « 
It has a solid'wooden baok, which aflrays keeps it 
in shape, and it doeB not mutilate the contents. * 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holaa twelve copies, or a full year’s sub¬ 
scription, of the Etude. 
Price, Postpaid, $1.00, 
THEO- PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St, Phiiada. 
Stories of the Operas 
BY 
- J. R. CHE8NEY. 
Prlwi 33 c«nta Act, Postpaid. 
J- 
Thfe uln# of twenty three of tbo most popular opera* 
are gfi»rn m a blrar. fotercatlng mAuhcr. Only a limited 
•apply ha* Lean reo*u»r.4 from Kftglaftd. Addrp** 
' THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Ch«»tmit StTYset, - Phiitdslphi., P*. 
THIRTY 
EJUIES FOB MUSIC STUDENTS, 
Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. 
BX' HBSMANN BA O H H i 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
THEODORE P^RESSER/ 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
7-:- 
8ELECTED 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
* From tho Von Biilow Bdltlon. 
PRICE SI.eo. FIRMLY BOUND. 
UitlAL DCOOQTtON TO THI ,I0FU««0IL 
Tko Yolnmo oonuio. th« ohoioMt of lie Von BlUow 
(wltliooJL — h'ci wo pobliohod ia iboel form, in four 
book*. Thi* nbridgoa edition cu bo need in met cuei 
for the oomjdMO work. Onlj U» matt difficult end an 
Itnnotlnnt ono. La*, boon nUninUod. 
AddroM Pabiiobor, 
THEO. PKI3WKH, 
non numn «r, nunnu, bn. 
mil g FACTORY. 
-WiR1 mmAm* 
Otffwrd FtUOknMi 
ktBa»tnrtie3 CUttfegv fro 
1\9 Aar Arbor Orp*» Co*. kM Arlke:, UVckt. 
8 
SONGS WORTH SINGING. 
Barnard. Plalna of Peace. . F (A-D\ A-flat, B flat-.. 
A broad and telling oolo for church or concert. 
Bennett. Little Jim. B fl»t (&O................... 
A brilliant, bright, and ple&aing song of tbe aea. 
Bcrfny. Lullaby (Schlummerlied). Violin Obligato. 
A beautiful corapoeitione 
..|0 76 
.. .60 
- 76 
.. 40 
£ 
\ 
Cbadwlck.' 0, Lovely Home. F (B-A) D.ta.. 
A flue aong. Also published with Violin Obligato. 
Crteeftwrlght. My Lady'i Garden.....80 
With imitation Harp Accompaniment. Wurdu and n>Ualc 
both beautiful. a 
liontxnk. The Life of Love Irout a Day. A-flat(CF), C. 50 
Tbe gem of the Dp®ra ofyRdelweiea.” 3Iay be had with 
Or^heetra Accompanimeofor Violin Obligato. 
InloyUf*. Christum Boee’. B-flat (D-F), D-flat (F-A-flat)......— 60 
Not a Chriatmasaong. An effective KcglUh aoug. 
MaecnguL Thy 8tar. F (C-D), A flat, G....;..'...77.. 60 
English version by Geo. JTenache! ahd Clifton Bingham. 
Heyer-Uelmund. The-Boeee. .. 40 
One of his beat songs. 
Rles, Franz. Six new songs. Op. 41...In rreea. 
Slavenhagen. Serenade (Staendchen) E-flat (1)-G). 60 
- The Wlae Nightingale. D-flat (C-F), E—  60 
McKenzie. A Morrow Must Come Ou..... 40 
— Sun Worship.-.*....*. so 
—- Broken Tryst..-....W.. SO 
A group of Interesting songs. 
reB3,rED B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., 
110 BOlTLSTOrsr ST., BOSTON, 
Bend for Complete Catalogue. 
TEACHEB8’ 
POCKET METRONOME. 
nun nmnftviut. m uimisin. 
Frio*, STiokBl-plttod, 50 Oout*. Net, Poalpaid. 
Olviag th* ooiTBCt MBtroaomlo Marks aftar ths 
Maelaol Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Danoea. 
Thee® inrtrumeau Hat® b®en especially manufactured 
fos Tax Btudk, and will be ae.nt u a premium to any on® 
•eadiag two aubacribera. Addreaa 
THEODORE PRESSER. x 
1T0S CHX8THT3T ST., , PHXLADKLPKIA, PA. 
v 
V 
THE BTT7BE, 
Net Shot to sttii-sigjg classy 
By m. w menuisr /* r*m Rwu 
rw. ».*, umawi »«ra. „ lk, ,4^*,, 
* —*“** *l WWVHM thw. l)M *!»»,► beguggnmi 
IKS* to, „ II It, MtmvUW 
r™ in *“ w' “•• c 
, ^ ‘ ^ **» *** “ » ***** V.J., ««| U« Whci. 
*»\>kltuj a**jr BkUl* raw. 
l»J * rn*J hljfh Cyp* ti/ MOlktaiMhlja. 
J?* " tu “**" W tk <Wlect]o.n t»f Eiuoin Theo 1 
Uu(nM<iw u t*ft . 
... 4IlV .. * *W Mr, «nd th. MtndM 
**■ *.tUrTA.H4i ry *** arar*.*, 
TS. ire «, «r.n,wl it,! th.y «» b. uwrf bj ,|Ul, 
“**''*' f**Mkl*, or mlxrxi-rulrw -'irtfr. 
th, « V-ftf***, 
., Md mini eoon bocomo a n«w**lty In .Terr 
twral? w1”” '* towkt, u well « t« 
**■’<«'. Book [.. 
««»“ ««>-..r:::zjM:sS , 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708_^1HESTNUT ST'’ PHILADELPHIA 
—- 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Mueio In 
tho Engflleh Language. J 
pr!o« >ndy 
Addr<" Theodore presser, 
_ !708 CHESTNUT ST„ PHILA. 
PRICE SI.tK). 
»ew rmuumpK, 
.... 
- GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
»«U*. A 
IV 
.«=d tlulilal t 
^Utoa •****$** a AwwLm*' «taxTi&m 
*« lift UiHM, *IU ’’ UM* 
f:w W 
-25 
KOI. Snow. Somiml P. Faith. 0„4o IJI 
«^7.!5EaKS- 
1678. Byor. Frank L. Op. 8. No. 1. Ohriat- 
SkTto^o^?,” °hr,8tm“ 
U1« •xpooUiioM of lh« coming morning, 
1079' E^kl, Jrank L' °P- 0. NO. 2. The 
oh!l f°n £? * sleeP- Prom Ohrla tmaa Sketches. Grade I J„ 
' ..i:!"™1"*111"’ pie™. The Lullaby la to "the 
•^eii as la the eccomnanimnnt a mwi 
to 
to 
ploco & » util, plajer wr^ITSJKi.SX’ 
EASY METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
Ae ROMMEL. 
TJU Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thnr 
migWy prachoai work. Every exercise rs S 
!^“r 111 actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire 
noSg'dulh^8 antiquated^othing difficult! 
80METHINQ ENTIRELY NEW. 
Landon’s Reed Organ Method 
Prto. II.SO. a, CHIU W. UWDON, F«l,„ n.^rtn,. 
.This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially wrungcd for the Uoed Organ. They ere 
•elected from tho betl compose™. Each piece is coci- 
“d *nrj ^h'0 kelp given 
i j“p “ to the be« way of practiqing and learainh it. 
thoce* are careful!, graded. Every difflonlly it 6rst 
la an eesy and attractive form. The IWd 
dT‘;r “[’l"“wi <» inthtrto nsgloetipj 
ItwLr, 0* U '"ikti The why amd 
‘C o'rlXS™'*gi:? ““yspecial 
t*r m #*mpio Oopft 
THEO. PRESSER. Pubiliher, 
170® ChMtnut 8L, Phttkrlalphia, P*. 
148 
'** **srt 
m isles —t* 
*« <*•« iiy^AralA,. twW 
<«*»a*ajr «m®Sr • r ^ 
20 
1080 Eycr, Prank L. Op. 8, No. 4. Ohrlst- 
&tr^de^0“0hri8tDaa8 30 
™ difficult for Grade III The whole «pL 
pw;pu,, ^,sr,‘",r M Chri,t““ *i * 
1681. Hyer, Frank L. Op! 8, No. 3. The 
Corning of Santa Claus. Prom 
phrlstmas Sketches. Grade U. do 
* and excitement. Contains deMrlntlvft 
Si' iv,S? ®“mSf «• ?*«• 0-73 hrmS-S S' »hl»lJS. . Chrktmu 
■ C^SWiSdhidtoS^!^' ^ «“■ UI1 
16.82. Cecker. Op. 17, No. 1. Cradle 
Grade IV. go 
SKiftE 10 th8 «>■»> t™o Poem itjle^f ^ . 
,U83 D& g?^yy:...No-2’ 20 
<•» idwHii yaMha. 
»ockh«taten,H. Motodiouo Stud Ion 
fhr P»«j Hand*, Grade I.r.TZT m 
JSStSKZfJZ yfftp 
• hiitecr ata^emiKiE.. , wwodtm */« of 
«84. Oreulioh, O. W. Drawing Hoorn 
Study. Grade IV. nrj 
*!“<'/fw «»'on u.Bd jone." Thi, 
1696._ Hous^ley, Henry, aigne Modems. ' 
1696. Bsot J. a Gavotte from Second 
Violin Sonata. .Grade yj 
jSSSaSSS 
1697. Kavlnl, Henri, Petit Bolero. Grade V 
Thlaja a new edition of a valuable niece u il 60 
1698. 
’• d 
■piotna, Rudolf. -Oeardas (Hungar- 
f ian Dance). Grade IV ... 
This In genuine tnttacriptloa of e reer Hu nun.T * 
peasent dance. It. content till bep'euln, tJSfflK 
enjoy the unusuaj In melody nn/rhvihm l, t.! , 
.omevhatof the sardonic, nlflllte In iilel&ct. ' h 
1684. Reinhold. Op. 39, No. 4 Mar 
' Sheflte's Waife. Grade II j6 
SpSSHpS 
1686. Liohner, H. Op. 4, No. W Pleasant 
, Morning Ride. Grade*'.! . .“ ]6 
h.'wT1,,'”.?1^ e*8il)’ trrkngtJ. Fully annotated 
MralioMfo^S'y?m tS£SS$.S*«.168 88'. ’’ 1»- 
168fl- D°Eye.- Git0!1!8- ®° Blue 3^ 
pi5U.7?hluujuG;mLh8 aum”8' ^ 
1687. Hunt, G. W. Op. 5, No. I. In the 
Canoe. Grade III.;... SQ 
tolid'SLjSifSS? “Jitiy A^n'gth7bo'tto 
oU gUd meufuS'^Scato"4 *"d 8dlI8d' - 
1888 QGrade1fv’ Rlo:llari?' Trinlty Bells. 
1089. F^lorton,May. June Rose Reverie. 
.SuV0'1 r'& 
169°. JknWitSe. G. Serenata (Zingar- 
®aoa). Gredo V... ^ s(j 
Sg!5piRaraBa5®® 
.c “4sj*iuuSwiS&wsr *uu™ ^ • 
"’'-.•SSSiitSPViK-'— 
°v fc,8sV,«MSekiivSSe^**4’*“ **• j f— I 
1899:l703i Groenwold, O. J. Op. 9. Grades 
111 to IV. Five pieces, each. 
*1* ?£,flT« P,ocoa: T.iiumorel (Dreaming) • Sch«i' 
Mndo (Playfulness); Eirensplel (The FlSa\. 'Si 
who is actual otned to (he better grades 5fml!iaW 
1704, Schumann, Op. 21, No. 1. Nove¬ 
lette in F. Grade VII. 
One of this composer’s best known Dieres \ 
1706. Conoone Op. 44, No. 12. Expecta- ' - tlon. Grade V. ^ ■ 
nci“r8iMiii?.,°u8dl8“! «•“*»"> ‘tie lyrical com' poser, edited and annotated by Calvin R nartv ttTT. 
k 0 delightful piece, appeelloVto whSe^^r Si? 
taste there may be In a pupil. er & 8°°^ a "t 
1706. Goerdeler, Richard. Spinning Lay. 
A song llke melody to e whirling accomraniiimt' 
«T™Sf fh.P0ld't le^Uing^0“ArS,d„8d“Vp: 
•cgulring . facile left' band!* ,8' A *ood s'nd7 f»» 
Something New and Remarkable! 
60 
60 
MUSICAL^ DOMINOES. 
Invented by C. W. GRIMM. 
4 PRICE 76 CENTS. 
f- 
kngjftvevery bonra-D«lr.hleby yvoagend cld._K«o«lent 
S?!88.*04 •»“» 11 «>e fratnre of Ibti r»m«, 
tt kjKS^5h5te8n^3^:h*1 “>* ““““f ™««hi 
Tbe eajbtein sjeoikerataeef rx*m and 
5LSS ES-iSS^** “ ^ «“*• ZS&ft 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
144 THE 
CHOICE PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST. 
For Sale by TELEO. PRESSER, 1708 CHESTNUT ST., 1>HTT.AT>Trr.t>TrrA 
A NEW BOOK FOR PIPE^ORfiAN. 
^ 1 
The Junior Church Organist 
(FOR TWO MANUAL&). 
BY O. H. MOUSE, 
Organlat and CMriaaatar, Ptpnoutli Church, Brooklyn. 
Each piece la arrwnjHl ft>r Inetniniente of two tnanuale, with only 
the ordinary complement of rtvletow. thus making thorn practical,or,.n 
with small oi-gana. Thb U>ok t* a Ittllng coiu|vasion to 
\ THE CHURCH OUfiASlST, 
by tho same author. 
Price, Limp Cloth Covers, $1^0. 
WTEte-Smitli Music Publishing Co., 
BOSTON. SEW YORK. 
For Sale by 9JI Music Dealer*. 
CHICAGO. 
MARCH ALBUM 
-h FOR 
. OK.£3-^.Isr. 
By CHAS. H. MORSE. 
Marches for Weddings, Concert Performances, and Funerals, all well 
•nanged, with registration marked throughout. 
CYCLOPEDIA 
Music and Musician?, 
Edited by JOSH D. CHAMPUH. 
THREE VOLUMES. 
With more than one thousand ill 
lowing important feature*:— 
A Fall Bioi 
PRICE $15.00. 
ons, and containing the fol- 
siawsaasr of the mnsicians of all 
A Onlde to “—J -* - 
language*. 
A Cyclopedi 
predaction ti 
A Bnperb C 
Lllevatnre, embracing works in all 
4*“ °r 4« Great Hnalral Works, with re- 
in fac simile of famoaa icoree. 
the^uhjftct^0"e<'1'°11 °f ,,,n9tr“u®"» of all phases of 
NEW AMATENB OPEEETXA. 
THE 
CHAS. H. GABRIEL. 
AK EXCEEDINGLT ISTERESTISfl PEAT FOB 
YOENG FOLKS. 
THE MUSIC IS VERY PRETTY *ND HOT DIFFICULT. 
PRICE 76 CENTS. 
B^BTTTO'V'EInPS 
PIANOFORTE SONATAS E1PLAII0. 
KHNNV von KI.THItr.HIN. “ 
NEW EDITION. 
YOUTHFULDAYS 
Qvinderleben), 
TWENTY-FOUR ORIGINAL PIECES, 
Op: 62 and 81. 
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME. 
BY 
THEO. KULLAK. ' 
PRICE Sl.OO. 
Pabliehed abroad.from new plates on finest paper, 
size of Edition Peters. Former prioe $2.60. 
DISCOUNT TO PROFESSION. 
HOW TO ACCOMPANY. 
-A^isrjsrxE a-iuETsr. 
V rmcn *2.00. 
A guide to the artistic accompaniment of any muaical 
composition, from the simplest ballod to the 
most difficult of modern works. 
NEW EDITION. 
jink’s v Practical •> Organ •:• School, 
BY 
* 
ar these voimiEs. 
EDITED, REVI8EO, AND AtaSSrjurED  
»B. 8. K. PENFIELD. 
PRICE - $1.00 ^ER VOLWA * 
Being .election, from Ibe original. In which am retained onlr tb. 
most Instructive voluntaries and exercise*. 
HENSELT ALBUM. 
A collection of favorite pianoforte pieces, “ If I 
W^re a Bird,” “La Gondola,” etc., all of a diffi¬ 
cult grade and brilliant style. 
BY ADOL'PH HENSELT. 
price bo cents. 
WASHEB-LISZT ALBUM. 
A Selection of Well-known Airs front Wagner’* 
^Operna, trnn*crlbed for tbe Plano. 
BY FfiANZ LIS2T. . * 
PRIOE 
-V *1.00. 
PRICE tl.SO. 
Tk. »w. a a. ga.i WU iwo^ ..u ,n,,vun^ 
e—tu **» u „ la.^^St. 
Mai I.M. ta all Wfca aaa'r. », faO, .v^riUkaa (he .a, U thk 
*rw»* mmmm.. 
. BRAHMS’SONG ALBUM. 
!A CboiM *»l40ti«li of Song*, With EngUih and Our man 
Tott. for Sigh and Low Voice. 
»TT JOHANNS0 BRA.HM8. 
rules re cxkts. postphb.. 
THE ELITE COMPEAM 
OF 
SONGS AND SALLADS. 
The selections for above book have been 
made with great dare, and some of the most 
admired of the compositions of such famous 
authors as Tosti, Chaminade, Trotere, Denza, 
etc., are found in its pages. Any one desiring 
a book of the very latest and best Songs'and 
Ballads Jor medium voice should secure a copy 
of this at once. r 
PRICE $1.00. 
TWO ALBUMS4F LISZT. 
PRICE $1.50 EACH. 
Volume I containa Vie folUnelng 
Grand Galop ChromaUque, 
Le Roulgnol, 
La Regatta Veneiiana, 
La Campanelta, 
Rlgoletto, 
Tannhio$e#> March. 
Volume JI eonMat* of 
TraiBcriptiotis of Schubert’s Favorite Sosgs. 
FAMOUS PIECES. 
Edited &nd Fingered by 
BEK IN. BOEHELMAN. 
This i* a collection of ton of the mint celebrated competition* by great 
modern-mo* tors. The compiler, 05a of our most eminent editors and 
teachers, hasedlted and Angered ihe collection In bU usual careful and 
skillful manner. Tho following la a partial Hat of cont^nta : Jeoacn, A., 
Op. 12,'Bercoiise; .Chopin, F., Op. 37, No. 2. Nocturne; Schumann,’ R.’ 
Op. 124, No. 18, Schlummerlied; Tachalkowaky, P., Op. 2, No. 3, Chant 
•ana paroles, • v 
PRICE'75 CENTS, POSTPAID. 
HP& 
ECHOES OF LIBERTY. 
The largest and beat Patriotic Collection publfsbcd. 
Suitable for Soldier*’ Reunions, Memorial Daj, Independ- 
enco p*J» etc. 8olos, Duets, Trioa, and Chonisea arranged 
for Male, Female, and Mixed Voices, with 8pccial 8oDga for 
Boys and Girl a 
PRICE 5Q CENTS. m 
COMMENCEMENT SONGS. 
Tho Ably CdUktiaa pnbbAhtd oompilgd .xpmudy for 
Sanimt 1b Sibool., Collrrw,. .to. An 
of °'**ti»S ““4 VMtorall 8on«- Cl»« 
-od Cw»«rf 8«.g.. linrarwu f« Mixed M.l. „A Fnn.l. 
Trio. And ilorU far P.mnl. Vote, Cbildran'. 
8«Wig*. rta. 
PRICE 60 CENT*. 
/ 
A COMPLETE 
MUSICAL 
EDUCATION 
**4Y UK AOQUtflEO AT TH« 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET, 
T13 NORTH BROAD STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, 
JTZ"£ RV"*J street O.mwnSr'fr of 
MtnwIfkiHWD uio (tmltuiluu 
ln< *•> ••udoni* tin* greatest 
dhiwible The Faculty ii 
cvjmp>«rd of iMfhor* trhiws Ability 
and •••odinir «* musician* »nd artist# , 
*«• Unquestioned l<~Krvwth Ins not l 
tw‘n •I’^m-Hlip. nrjibrr has Its sue/ 
t*oon at aiurd by olbrr method* 
than *«.-h an would mubll h ils ex- 
cwnttowl worth and superior ly Its 
ptifdU are conceded to pram's* tbo greatest nrartlcftl and artistic lyiowl- 
«1 fir. and many of them ars now aucoWully tilling promluuut po#l- 
•<n« id #ch»ola. cburmee, In loading orchestras, and upon the concert 
aod operatic stags. 
The Only .Consemtory to Africa 'which successftilly 
maintains a Complete Pujiis’ Symphony Orchestra. 
AT THE 
LOWEST 4/ 
POSSIBLE 
COST. 
Ono of the oldest and most inflaontial Schools of Haste 
in North America. 
PLAN. 
U&Jfh<far, private lesson, daily, on Instrument or voice. 
D&liy lesson in theory, solfeggio, and ensemble. 
Four hours of dally practice In onr building, 
FRfeEf' CATALOGUES ) JUNIUS DANA, Secretary. 
SEASON OF 1895-96 OPENS SEPT. 2d. 
miOH A. CLARKE. MUS. DOC., IS AT THE HEAD OF THE THEO. 
V RE1ICAI DEPARTMENT. WHILE EQUALLY EFFICIENT 
TEACHERS ARE IN CHARGE OF 
OTHER BRANCHES. 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
Write for illustrated catalogue giving full information, terms, ete. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, * 
1831 SOTtR-BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA PA. 
Fall Term Commences Monday, Sept. 9th. 
Plano, 
Voice Culture, 
Organ, 
Normal Training, 
Sight Singing, 
Music In Schools, 
Composition, Etc. 
MANY 
of oar Graduates 
now hold remunerative positions cu 
Muglc Teachers in (Ulegss, Semi 
varies, Normal Schools, Academies, 
NOTE I 
The demand for Teachers is viore 
than tea cun supply. 
CATALOGUE SENT OH REQUEST. 
Which will you do? 
U United1'er a Prlvat6 Teaoher whose soope 
Or at _ 
The Boston Training SclWof Music, where 
the Fnouity is the Beet that Money and Er- 
perionee oan brtDg toge her a d toe Meth- 
thoroughtms\rQcUQn?0t »*»"»>«•*« and 
»od T.m. Ch.orn.llr Olr.n on Appl|..Uon. 
BOSTON TRAINING SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Mn.lo H.ll Bonding, > . Bo»ton, Hu,. 
INDIANAPOLIS COLLEGE OF MUSIC. 
OCVOTED TO THE STUOY OF MuSIO TN ALL 
Its 8RANCMES, WITH ELOCUTION AND ART. 
m-ir..n»LDi:»Ti:uiN event iiecartbent. 
A Largo and Oompotonl F.o - - 
Tho Blroolor of K»oh Bnnart- 1 
tnaal ah artui. - ! 
uh?»h«?ml0 0ou™* 10 b» 
Toaohat*. Cmtr.o a 
Fall T* rin hagtn. fi.pt Olh. 
S*od far OafeletittM to 
j. m. Duncan, Manaeer. 
«ausasalPlass, . . tn«taa«»*Ma, **#.( 
WEBER MUSIC HALL, 
COR. WABASH AVENUE AND JACKSON STREET, CHICAGO, IbfcT 'Jr<Ulci“f> Y?nd for oa‘floFhe to 
- v- . P. B, HIGH, Director, 
Normal Session from July 1st to July 27th. -_ 
SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
FOB 
Equal Development of Both Hand*. 
WITH 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER.. 
P^IOE 75 CENTS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and aelected from 
■iplndler^ Han ten, Bertlni, Kullak, etc. They are of .great ednea- 
MANUFACTUEEBS AND TENDERS 
who deal re to obtain reliable Information about their customers 
v in any branch of the mua.c trade should subscribe for our book of 
“CREDIT RATINCS" FOR 1896. 
Special attention given to collection of past due claims In mnf 
part of toe Unitrd Stub-a and Canada. 
■' Address ail oununuuicatluD* to 
THOMPSON REPORTING GO., 
_ 10 Tremont Street, BOSTON. 
TPLVCHKKS WAIN Ti ll) 
for every department of instruction by the Southern Educational 
Burekn, Momphis, Tenn. Largo number of racancim reported from 
.‘bo beet schools of the South and Southwest. Operates in all States. 
All branches of Music, Thebry, Composition, Elocution, Dslsnrfo, 
and Modern Languages. Lectures, Bccltala, etc. 
Forty-five Instructors. Terms moderate. 
JOHN J. HATT8TAEDT, 
Catalogue mailed free on application. IHrector. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Sjf* Doc. 
52553 South 38th Street, ■>* 
phlladblphia. 
LESSONS BY I^^7clZ:^rai 
MADAME A. PUPIM, Concert Pianists 
i (JANKO KEYBOARD), 
will accept engagements Tor recitals in drawing-room* and school*. 
Private JANKO KEYBOARD BechaU. V 
Those wlahlng to seo, hear, and teat the merits of the new keyboard 
may arrange, for parties of ten, fur an hour at Madame Popin'* reel 
dence. when a programme or nine pioces will be given, and opportunity 
fur full explanation cr the advautagssnf the now Invention. 
Fes, $S UU for the hour, for ten person* or less lhan ion. 
Appointments should be made by letter several day* In advance. 
Residence, No. 22 Eatt 20th Street, NEW YORK CITY. 
KINDERGARTEN MAGAZINE. 
*2 00 PER YEAR. 
A monthly for nprenu and teachers. Edited by An- 
drea Hotcr and Amalia lio^r, Chicago. 
Devoted to k'ndergarton theory and prartlro Keep* 
Us reader* in touch with tbo brat d. mon»imUi.n* In 
the amirs kindergarten Gold. New kindergarten 
WStmr. Naiuro studies and lnventig«tlon. 'typical 
work with gifts and material*. L>lscu#*ian» by live 
a. educe ton on host nMJThwd* Psychology made practi¬ 
cal by tbs study of the ebUd. Tvpkai «tone* by active 
klodorgartoera, llow to JM^dy Ftoebol'e Mother-play 
1>»*\»T**** re» Pa*wtt* —CornxpoDdeuce «ub 
mmheta, dUcmmtng a)t pracUrat ewi veiiug qu<wU»M. 
Tyi4»»l vh*u wlte Ota. oblhlrvo on naiurJ hWwy, 
douewiia life, aiorias, aatkge, and pi*fs Hint* of how 
to ko*p actl** a -ewia Uaftd work wed 
btwy MM for ebiMrwa la to* tuw*., wUpt«d to it>* 
of bwiy wuttwra. Haw to) «Vy i« 
chlMFvaVqNMMJww. LwlUbya. hefc* ^ n«r. 
•**J fhyjaaa. A t>«»wSwa5* tWhiMki^. wi.b a bljrb 
•toaAerd at AamUy «fo w TU 
*■“ +* muw. 
"» atoiw r'aritoUly -Aytc tn 
fatfow*! th*s4 t**&.j* 
W 4^ emu M- t**** few 
UArn jv+3 aeAgUue’ . 
MMIUlIt* UttMtUfS C&* C WCAiO. 
' M CROWNw PIANO {s-now roady trith tbo 
*‘Crown” Orchestral Attachment 
and Practice Clavier. 
PAT-. OCT. IS, H OTHER RATE NTS RCHOIKQ. 
A perfect which hv f^or mOala and 
Harp., RtlhAt. Mandolin. Guluar, 
ClATtehord, Hanwdobord. Banio and 
Ba* Ptea ojlo hw imitated, and sHth which a foil 
olwoo'lray-Scard tret fin see praoUa*, witbout 
bwe*. or witJi aUrhl tone, feel, vHti» raruJar 
j>U»o fttwoh 1» bad. / 
« KO ^ MCNT.Oot* WfY., 
C*t. t*MAMS*laR lka«to«ars a ad a*M««amsht StrasA, 
OHtOAOO, ILL. 
\ * 
i4e T H K JE T*TJ I> W ■ 
w 
NEW nrflUCATIOHS OF 
6. UKIRIER, NEW YORK. 
{lfc*t***fc* tresn Iks *' Mo*»kijr 
Tb* “MwitAly MaUsUa** S^tU 
L*j;ly to ths aAdarwtw of any Utot- 
mW) 
NEW AND REVISED MOITIOM. 
Studios in Pedal Phrasing for the Organ. 
Iky DUDIXV BUCK. 
0P.2S- PRICE 11.60. NET. 
/ 
An emioweitlj practical work, at»d oaa wbkh ha* Hwn *tr*dlly In 
prvfoask'aal MMtmalton during the quartar century of lla szisteoM. It 
(o»tii.lwtfi.Vght»eo studto* co the proper oar of ihe foet In all manner of 
flgutT* amd technical cwmMtmitoo#-arpe*gio*,runa,diversified motive# 
aod phtuaea, both short aod tong, logsto and staccato, etc —always ac- 
cvaipaafod on tba manual*, ao that the student Immediately derives 
fuUmTTwnefli from bU pedal practice throtigh being enabled to com¬ 
bine it with manual work thoughtfully arranged for Ihl* precise pur- 
jvwo. The heel-a mi-toe sift*, change* of feet, slides, aod the grouping 
and phrasing of lbs ports for pedal and manual ate marked with Fcra- 
pulous preculon; for the iwglstration, sufficient general directions aro 
given. J 
rnMIibnrfn convenient oblong fhape, printed from entirely new en¬ 
graved plelra, and well op to date In every papldular. In passing, we 
blldW in twt o parts at $AOO may add that the former edition wa* pu ll*1 
each, whereas tbo whole work Is now offered for ft 60. 
C. WHITNEY COOMBS. 
THE VISION OF ST. JOHN. 
A. CANTATA 
For Nixed Vole®*, Fall Orchestra, and Orgrnn. 
TKXT SELECTED FROM THE BOCK OF THE REVELATION 
VOCAL SCORE. PRICE 76 CENTS, NET. 
A composition, somewhat brief for Us class, excellently suited for 
performance at any season or on any occasion of rejoicing. Fur small 
choirs the orchestra may be dispensed wth, as a skillful organist can 
readily fcdspt the piano accompaniment lo bis Instrument. A solo 
quartet, a good mixed chorus, anti an able aolo tenor are requisite for 
Its adequate production. The contralto solo, No. 2 (“And. God Shall 
Wipe Away All Tears'*), may be taken by the singer of tbat part in 
the quartet. TKe solo tenor takes a h ading pait In Nos. 1,3, \. and 6 
having recitatives of consldetable length. The Finals, No. €, Is for full 
chorus. 
The Cantata la Interesting, spirited, and melodious; St breathes 
throughout the Inspiration of Jte lofty theme. However, It presents no 
■pedal technical difficulties beyond the aforesaid adaptation of the 
piano accompaniment. 
SIX 'VOCAL DUETS. 
By LUIGI DEHZA, / . 
Words by G.HUBI NEWCOMBE. 
PRICE 76 CENTS, NET. * 
iet ftun csnirntn! t mt 
tnjuM m >**a »r s» 
BICMARU M. (JAVA. 
(J A ML FASLTe.Y, 
th® Leading Conservatory of Amerloo. 
OOMPLKTE IM ALL ITS DEPART*SKIS. 
SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR. 
FRANK W. HALE, General Manager, 
Franklin Square, Boston, Mas*. 
v AN£CDOT£S > 
OF 
GREAT MUSICIANS. 
BY 
W. FRANCIS GATES. 
JOHN F. ELLIS & 00., 
w wirau iit, vmm, d. c. 
Mw*lc f«Wl4iJwr*e S4Md Or^tRf, 
irntt of til Kindt, 
Strin^f, Eto. 
w4wit the Mtoviag of w jsWK*fl»w,1» which wa rail your 
rp-K-f el aUeniton. A»k your nwle dealer to aend you lh» moric tor 
aetaettoa. Kvery BrrV-ctos* music atora haa our fJWbUrattoo# l» «u-ek ; 
hut if, tor any raswon, yonr mptic ttoaJrr coaoot or will not furolah 
ten*, writ* direct to «■ aad wa will send prompUj. v^ privUaga 
of raturalog what you ran Dot on or do Dot cat* for. 
Agnus Del. Quartette. A flat... 
Ah I Hosy Ups Molt Tell. Bopraoo or Teiior. 
A unique, valuable,- and interesting oolleotion ot thrC 
hundred well authenticated aoecdoteB of grail Composerf. 
Players, and Singers, related in an entertaining stjle, and 
embodying much taluablo musical information. 
300 ANECDOTES;'^ 
ABOUT 
325 PERSONS, 
85o“ REFERENCES, 
oh aboVt 
- 305 PAGES. •- ■ 
Beethowen is'^eferred to 48 times; Handel, 80 
24; Bach, 16; Mozart, 82; Mendelssohn, 28; B! 
Liszt, 23; Malibran, 7; Meyerbeer,* 10; Pagai 
Patti, 6 ; 8chubert, 14 ; Schumann, 9; Rossini, 1 
7; Wagner, 19; Jenny Lind, 9; Chopin, 6. 
To-tbe average reader this woTk is one of the most inter¬ 
esting musical books published, as it is free from abstruse' 
technicalities and dry history. It is lively and entertain- 
ing. and ink the thing to interest young people in musical 
• BANHSOMSIV BOUITO. 
FULL CLOTH. CLEAR TYPE. FINE PAPER. 
PRICE ei.BO. 
VpJCAL. . 
.. Kimball $0 10 
A flat (D-A-flat) 
Koeruer 40 
Ab I Rosy Lips Unit Tell. Alto or Baritone F ( B-F)_{Co*-rner 
Aline, My Darling I 8upraoo «r Tsnor. B fl*t (L*-0)~..— U»Ut 
A Hue, My Darllugl Alto or Blrltoue. O (B-k.)... Hol.t 
Am l Ja It7 Oornlo. C(D-E).-.H. T. BsqUh 
April May. and Junsr B (B-sharp-Al ..-......Bryant 
April, May, aud Jans. B fl»t (B- ^-Uat)-...Bryant 
AxtThuu My Father T (Ysnl Creator). Sacred. Trio. Soprano, 
Alto, and TeooK 0 .-.._ ^ 
Ask Not Why (Frago nlcht). Englieb aod German. &flat (E- 
flat-K).... .RtalnmUHar 
Aa Panting In the Bultry Beam. Baorrd. K-flat (C-E-flut) 
Caroline filchings Barnard 
As Sips the LI'lla Baa. 8oprano or Tenor. FfD-F+Gb.. Hamlet 
As Hip# the Little Bee. Contralto nr Baritone. DlB-lHE) Hamlet 
At Ilutne Comlo. B-flat (F-Eflat)... McGleonon 
At the Dance. Waltz Soug 0 (IM3).. Maguire 
At the Garden Gate. Humorous tWng. B-flat (D-E flat)_Fparaon 
Ave Marla (.Look Down. O Lord). LAipiano. D flat (t'-A flat) 
Mattingly 
Ave Maria (0 Lamb of God) 8oprano or Tenor. F (F-G>~.liruwn 
Baby la Calling for Dads. E fiat iD-fc-flut).McGlennon 
Baby Is Sleeping. Q (l*-E).-.—.-..McGleonon 
Baby 's Lullaby. F (C-E).-.—.. Cohen 
Because l Loro You. Hop^pno G (f-sharp-F-eharp).Hamlet 
U«-cau*e I Love You. M*-zxo-8oprauo. KiE-K)^.Hamlet 
Because 1 Love You. .Coniralio. E (D sharp-D-eharp)...Hamlet 
Bo-Kgar Boy'aOh'nstmaa C |D-F).—. HuM 
Bold Corsair, The. G (R-E).....H. T Bmuta 
Bow D»wn 1 bins Ear, U Lord. 8acred. (Feaca.) 8- pram, and 
40 
76 
The asms of l.ulfi Dense is fomlUar as that of • well-accredited 
wrttor at popular song*. T^s sfvtaeeU Of his popularity are strikingly 
la avhfoa<« in thewe *3a vocal duel*i- 
1 nBARCAROLLK 
1 FARKWCtfo 
a aw^ CRtKtA 
4. mOOHR SPUING. 
6. *«B fiLKm. 
« tx> rite BAMcfit 
PUBLISHED BY 
THEO. PRESSER,, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
Portraits of Sreat Musicians. 
ih* hnu> a »el«k-alal a'osbA* U*4 aod whet ia 
mm* trwty v«a.l $ * .«Eht4oU*>. zed writ** orawnflhgTy. fit* 
9WV free fri-4** ** •dttoristvvw*"' 
4vSti«I« IwkerveD*, (he L-Aoe* part h cm) to pfoy. y*t %f w* toewM 
** i»tow*t aqt ***tof.f i eed Gw vote* {*.»*##« tu «to *wigi*** k*g 
tua »\.«a **« aMf)«ci!r *«s»keb«t t» deewt »aJ4 twa- r.i ear*® 
Tto. IIWODW law 4».t i.i*\ tow.ms for tJua atyeMto frr*. (L# I tot 
al«v #►-- —>*• 
TO* UU6 ST XU. SVS» mtixtlk 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 23 INCHES. 
Prioe tl.OO. PotUge ind Tube, 10 ctL Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Fnirte, Antique Otk. 
fuW U 9* *} £xj*mk»t parakUN't oterya. 
Tbo following tare now roady:— 
BEETHOVEH, MEFDELSSOEH, MOZABT, 
WAGSEB, HAHDEL, GH0PIH, LISZT, 
BOEUBEET, AND HAYDN. 
or Baa* to roixov. 
TLo porttxU* to^ojrivoa Us. gmuai asitto® 
Uw .torn ioLro4ao«t. IV. (on.* t»t« fat too 
®»* 04.60 «<*, TlLotii OaiuU. bn Uu bo. 
q)^|KDt {tAjjdio. Myvtft Ot fNwioc. 
THEO. PHEMCR, PHaAOELPHU. 
Tenor I>oet. A flat.-Klmtwll 
Break, Break, Break. K-flat (B-flal-F^flal)....Marun 
By Bands-meer’e titd^am. E flat (K flat-01...Thomas 
Bye O *i«t*y Hunting. Bong and Chorus B-flat (F-E-flat ..Brown 
By Normandy s Blue Hllli. Mezzo-Soprano. A-flat (E-flat-Ff 
A flat)...f.-.-...Trutere 
By Normandy's Blue Hills. Alto F (C-DtF).—Trotere 
Caoet Thou ForgH? 'E (D-*harp-G-sharp).8lrelezki 
Century UW, A. F (Ff^VUtF).-.—H. longer 
Children. The. E-flat (B-flai-G-flut)........... Foncl.illl 
Cleveland l<« tbe Man. Campaign hong aod Chora's. B-flat (E- 
lUi-E-fl-t).... .^. Haya 
Close Yi»ur Kyes, Baby. Lullaby. Song and Chorus. B-flat (L>- 
F sharp)........ Burr 
Constancy. Soprano or Tenor. F (C-A).... Powvll 
Constancy Alto or Baritone. D(\-KsLarp).-...Powell 
Country Band, The. Comic. G (D-E).H. T. Smith 
. PIANO SOLt&. 
Alexander M&zurka F.„..— -«....MacEUee 
Assembly, Marxh. F.-.......Cohen 
AolMna, Grand Vslee Caprice. A-flst...Strslrakl 
Ananas V»«ille Chonoun G minor.— Susleakl 
Bagatelle, Polka Ca| rice. A-flat.. .....^.-.Browuold 
Beauty's i reaso Waltz. E flat....Buyck 
Bella of Wiuh ngto-o Ma-cn P.„-..  -.-.^Lallan 
Bernadette, owvutie A I'AulIque. Q.-.. — 8tr*l. zki 
Buona V^ta WalUes. Y.-..Browould 
By tbe Bro> k, Boveno. A-flat.—  M»quot 
Corllnetta Nchotilxbe. O.......Arthur 
Carroll Institute March. G...Judw>n _ 
( asuse In the Air ech* ttisebe. Q.... Stay the 
Cathedral Bells l> flat.-...-. Maqnet 
Cavalleria Buaiirtna. (Mateagol.L- F.Mraulog 
Cecilia, Yoike. 0-...-.-..Zimmennano 
Chlnilng Bells GavoUe. F._.. ..Ai tbur 
Cbrletl* e'fo'ko. a-...-.—...—.- -Artunr 
Cleveland'«JR£rrh to the White House. .Tliprntiuig 
Columbia (U March C.-.-...-..Fsracluill 
Coronet Bazmka. F......-.—.Arthnr 
Corporal of the Guard March. 0.  — W hlte 
IWbutant Waitara. A...—.— -Brown.dd 
DiavoletUGrand Galop A-flat...—..Maquet 
T)rnaming and Awaking, Famarie' Briltante. F.- Holat 
Eastern High School LsdeU* March. —.Diver 
Klberon Maroh. .-....Cohen 
Kidorod o Galop. - 'M.. -.Bay tbo 
Elsie Leelie Walttas. T..-.Qim.ted 
■Engiucsr'sManh 0  ...-.e»len - 
‘KutorpeGal pBridante. D flat.....llaquel 
Evening Shadows, Reverie, K flat.....— Brv-wn f 
Even lids; Nocturne. F-»he*j> —..— Browtx-ld 
Exsioaet (Lee) Maaaikadsbelon. D-flat----Boeroer 
Fair Colombia Woltoee. T w...Sm>th# 
Fairy Echoes. Waif tee For On* or Two Haodv' A flat Bro« t»«4d 
FaHmg.'Wsavt*, UatOtlSw. B-flat--—.—.... Arthur 
Falling Leave*, BarerU. B-tUl.™.™,--..hUquM 
BO 
40 
FanUk«.S4t4 node Rnaee. feflat.--- 
Farsne-tw A'Haora March. E-tUt....v.«~—... 
Fleuriuta, SaltareDo (Dawn NapuMUna.) P • 
Folk* MatcrVo. F_ 
Ft^rrwrioe. Rosnano* on Not G, 
F->ot Ball Lan-ceca. iHffvraot K«rs ..-.Mai 
IWw Thine (Sempra per t#S GareUe de Oonrart <4. 
BtroJ. ok! 
. Rr-'wrvdd 
..^t retook I 
. Arthur 
fVralatkl 
. MaiUngly 
n»mer«ta»a fo 
Tot My Sake (Few FamearA* wwlj. Peika. 0.LmrenBae* he 
X Aa# *f th# fowl Are#vtoa*-«naA# Ra»0o\ Oattaro. Man 
A»liaa. t*e , aJvPay# a* hanfo a* Uw##l ,4vrfn#a*t.n»l prtosa. 
JOHN F. ELLIS &. CO., 
Ui numil £TL 1.1. IflliKTll. L L 
4 
% 
T HE -BTTJi 
BOOSEY $t CO ,TEACHERS OF IMtlSfO 
Mtiatai P* WT-alker* ««d 
9 E. SEVENTEENTH STREET, 
NEW YORK. LONDON. 
jxtmt mucnoio. 
"The Swan and the Skylark,’ 
CjINTATA. 
Word, by HEMANS, KEATS, and SHELLEY. 
THE MUSIC OOMPO8EO BV 
A. GORING THOMAS. 
(POSTHUMOUS WORK.) 
To bo performed for (ho first time at tba 
BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL (1894), ENGLAND 
Sample Copy, post-free, 76 Cent*. 
~7~ 
NEW EDUCATIONAL WORE. 
Now being used by the Leading Masters lr 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal 
College, etc., London, England. 
+ 50 SOLFEGGI. * 
By F. P. TOSTI. 
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE (LOO, NET, EACH BOOK. 
These Solfeggi have been written by stynor Tost! for the middle reg¬ 
ister of the voice, end ire therefore equally suitable tor all voices. 
They will be found moat useful studies, and so melodious In charac¬ 
ter as to be practically spngs without words. 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. 
(enqush and German WoRoa) 
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL. 
These Songs are conildered to bo the flnest work over produced by 
this Eminent Composer. 
Paper Cover, $1.60. Cloth, $2.00. 
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS. 
OJLKZA.U. ron 0Biz.Dxax, 
“THE SWEETEST SOUQ," 
By J. Li ROECKEL. 
LATEST addition to royal edition. 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. 
A mBkaiaa •( Wn hr .8 iUcm tnm tttAlUr. Au In «ri, 
HIM - MU, 
Writ for our Cataloem. free on Application. 
•out Asnrrrroi 
ENOCH h SOUS, London,• 
PATTERSON 4 SONS, Edinburgh, 
JAMES BATH, London. 
FKMAUB INSTITUTIONS 
■it »i»a t»* 
Vocal Collections, E^tc. 
■e«««Uf Itiwd ♦t+m the #r*M ti 
l FISCHER & BRO., 
7 Bible Ifoji^e, New York, 
Very aervlceable for the coming ^y 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES. 
ANGELIC CHOEDS. VoL II. 
A collection of Duets. Trios, and Quartets 
for Female Voices. Compiled by J. Fischer, JO 75 
We can safely recommend this volnme of female choruses 
os being «nc of the best collections of its kind ever pub- 
' llahed In this country. 
ACADEMICAL FAVOEITES. 
A colled ion of two-, three-, and four part 
Songs for Female Voices. ' New and Revised 
Edition. Compiled by J. Fischer, . . , . 1 OD 
Thl* admirable collection has beeD more succrsslul since 
its revision thau it wa- before. It now contolna a number 
of p**rt Bongs of a higher order of merit then aro usually 
found in works of this kind. 
CONCERT ALBUM for Young People. 
Consisting of thirty three-part Songs, with 
German and English Text, Composed by 
Fr. Abt,.■.. 50 
FOUR CHORUSES 
1. Welcome Song. 2. At the Opening of a 
School Examination. 3. At the Close of a 
School Examination,. 4. Farewell Song at 
tile End of a School Year. For tliraaEemale 
f1 
Voices, with Pinno acsy>mpanitm 
posed by J. Wiegaad. 
Com- 
3 o 
THE SPINNING BEfi. . 
An Operetta for Girb, intended chiefly for 
performance at fesliva^s-ia school or in tlie 
family circle. Words aifdknusic by H. Kip¬ 
per Translated and adapted by Mrs. G. 
Federlejn, .6G 
NEW ORGAN AND CHOIR BOOKS. 
ORGAN GEMS. 
A collection consisting of one hundred and 
eightv-four Preludes and Poatlu'des, for Pipe 
or Reed Organ. Composed by C. A. Kern, . 2 00 
ORGANISTS FRIEND AND COMPANION. 
A collection of original and selected compo¬ 
sitions for Reed or Pipe Organ. Two Vol¬ 
umes. Compiled by J. Fischer,.2 00 
TEN MARCHES, for Piano or Organ. 
Consisting of seven Marches for festival oc¬ 
casions and thrao lor funeral services, . . 1 9». 
FISCHER'S ALBUM OF SACRED SOLOS. 
Embracing compositions by renowned 
wrliers, -ueh s» Gounod, Sainl-Satfns, Wiim, 
•Curto, Wisgaml, Humuia, etc. 
Volume l. For Soprano or Tenor, . . .125 
Volume II. Fur Alto, Baritone, or Bass, . 1 25 
With Latin and English Text. ^ 
HOSANNA. „ ' a 
A new n.llretinu of (Sacred Quartets and 
Cbu, uaca, with Organ accuuip^i,ttn.ni. oua- 
“*tegaad. 
B. B. STEYBHS COMPANY^— 
+ PU0USBER8, 
aia BOYLSTON STREET, 
BOSTON. 
We recommend the following list 
to teachers :— 
AABAKEsi, Carlo, 
A Song for the Piano. A-flat. Grade 3-4...-...$0 65 
A broad, fastened melody, with effective clltmzea, very 
tuneful and salon-tike In character. 
DICK, EDITH. 
Trois Air de Ballet. Grade 3-4, each.. 60 
Nos. 1 and 2 are brilliant compositions with vigorous 
chnr§ effects contrasted by some particularly charming 
staccato work No. 8 Is a charming little piano study of 
light wrist work. These are all fulKbf melody, No. 8 being r”/ 
especially so. Not hard. 
ILLET, ERNEST. 
Hoarida Valse.. 76 
A concert wait* of about fourth grade. Op«Ls wllh a. 
broad, flowing, taking melody In JE-flat, and will prove 
pleasing to study, and will reward the concert player by its 
popularity. It is by the same author u the celebrated 
Loin da BaL 
GODARD, BENJ. / 
Op. 116, No. 1. Norwegienne. A. Grade 4  Ni0—-x 
1 Iifmazurka tempo. A romantic picture of the " Norse ” 
peasantry, and tinged with all the characteristic tralta of 
-»that nationality. 
Op. 116, No. 2. Russe. G. Grficie 4....... ^60 
Another Illustrative national sketch. Has some nice work 
in thirds, but not difficult, as they are only for staccato 
1 
Op. 116, No 8. Suissesse. D. Grade 4 
60 
60 
taiwug <too.|i«9UiubS by Wi^tb , Jdoinl, 
Free*. 1461, ... . . . .1 CO 
In the form of an and&utlno in cantablle style, ai 
us into, the classic region of the snow-eapped peak and 
Alpine cb&Iet. 
All three are of medium difficulty and equally adftirabje 
in every detail 
GUBLTfT, CORNELIUS. 
*Op. 189^No, l.„ Barcarolle. F. Grade 2-8^— 
Splendid study In melody playing. 
Op. 189, No. 2. Over Hill and Dale. Grade 8 
Full of spirit and fun. Has a few effective and easy 
octaves. 
Op.-189, Nos. 8 and 4. Mignon and Farewell. 
Grade 2-8. 
Mignon—a good melody study in the too often neglected 
key of B major. Farewell—a splendid thumb study and 
help to the atudj of legato octaves. 
Op.^89,.No. 6. Meeting. GradeS .. 60 
Phrasing study and of great assistance to small hands In 
stretching octaves, and in use of thumb and forefinger, 
right hand, in conjunction. 
Op. 189,6. On ths River. Grade 8^4 ..._ 60 
A Wudy In mwwImN . 
All (hots pfocit hr Curlitt tro esoeciaity mtlodlout. 
,»r * _ 
Any of ths-above will bo sent on selection if 
desired, or can be ordered through 
regular dealers. 
A leacripUvs sad grided caulogue ef our publictUans 
vffl he mailed five ea ijpUoaiea. 
-a-xisieecsa. 
H. B. STEVENS COMPANY. 
1 -at* »oylato» «t„ bdstom. 
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THE ETUDE. 
Arthur f, Schmidt, 
US WUSTOl ST., IOJTOA **S1. 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
WJ knaart at rta ratmeo rearms rot 
Nwvp LitoWf, Bnmewtok, Oaraany; Edition Ofcanol 
(ViaUn Music), and the Vienna Pone am lory 
Edition of ths 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
uratLitMU) was, 
Ow r*«»r a the Bo». ci ih. (.m^hun orawa. 
J. s. turn. 
Arlie, ** My llrnrt ever knUlhful.” (I A.) Edited by 
F. syer....So 40 
IGN.K'K GltMONE. 
Xsctnrue In l>-(!nl. (SC). 
Uslody with syucopMted aocoiupanunoot In samo baud. 
Svrlnic Souk- (S B)  
Affords practice in chesmoolh exeoutlou of logato Sits and Oths. 
Second I’olomtlse. (3 C)_... 
Vigorous and vlrflo. Strong tnenuw. 
FRITZ KIRCIlfifER. 
Valso n in Ntyrienne. (4 B-C).;. 
Of a remairkably bright, pleasing character. 
FRANK I.YNES, 
Air from “ Smdimou null l>clllnb,M by C. Salnt- 
Saens .a...  
An exceedingly useful and effootlre arrangement of this beauti¬ 
ful aria 
Album Leaf. Op. 24, No. 1. (3 B-C)... 
Mntiirka I'avorl, Op. 24, No 2. (8 A).... 
Two charming llttie morceaux; full of piquancy and daintiness. 
_ P. A. NCHNECHER. 
Paitlme Mimic. Fur 4 hands.. 
Drees Parade March. (2 B)..... 
Oradlo Song. (2 B) ....  
Iutenuezso. (2 8) ....fC.,.. ' . 
Barcsxollo. (3 A)„..... 
Beantifbl theme*. Muslcianly In treatment. 
CHARLES X. ALLEN. 
Petit Bollro. Op. 17.•. 
An4anl««t Allegro Caract^rlntlqaew Op. 18...... 
SarKbsitdc «»t B»nrr4e. Dp 19... 
Three muslcianly and pedagogic pieces by the'well-known 
violinist aud teacher. 
_ J«KW HY4TT BREWER. 
“ The Swallow’s 8ong. 2 keys, each ... 
Ttie Rirrtt of love. (Cantata)... 
Male Chorus, Obligato, Piano and Organ Aocomp&niinent.”’ 
CHARLES DEWEE. 
An 014 Scotch Song:. 2 keys, each„..... 
Awake, My Love. (Serenade.) 2 keys, each.J!!” 
„ ARTHUR FOOTE. 
Six Hongs For Medinni Voice. 
Op. 26, No. 1. 81oep, Bahy,Sleep. (I>-F)... 
• No. 2. Love Me If I Llva. (D-flat-F) . 
No. 3. The Night has a Thousand Eyos. (E-flat-FV!"'! 
No. 4. The Kden-Rose. (C-F)..... 
No. 6. 8ummer Longinga. (D-F). 
No. fl. To Blossoms. • (D-flat-Q-flat). 
. . CLARENCE E. HAY. 
Ln«ll o’ CArly Id*. Bass (C-sharp to E).^ 
A rolbcktng Scotoh eong tn the olden style. 
Slumber Hong. (0 to F).......  
* ANTHEMS, PART SONCS, ETC. 
Msn'b Yoiom. 
n . 0 ARTHUR FOOTE. 
Bugle Sons'.—. '. 
HAMI v .SYDNEY PERCEVAL. 
Softly Now the Light.. 
■» Mixed Voices. (Saorkd ) 
WILLIAM K. BASSFOKD. 
Beyond the Smiling.... 
. „ M erWwEHABWICH. 
Awake, Up, Fly (Jlorj t. 
Lord of All Potrer.. ..******. 
Peace and Liybt...^ 
A _ BENJAMIN CUTTER. 
The One Hnndredih (Salni 
i . 
God That Mnticat..._IIUTIHI‘V.~“ 
4 GEORGE F. HAMER. 
The Lord la In Ills Holy Temple.,. 
Te benm In E fiat....  
C-. (into w. ^v-aswe._ 
*> . A « G. W. HA RATON. 
I Lay My fllaa on Je««a....M  
A MS. With M^.Zl”****' ’ 
Urt*.. 
Jahiiaie i>r« to 0.... . t ^ 
^ _ w CONRAD WIRT* 
T® Dona*. So 0. tn A».... 
--.... 10 
OS 
It originated with ua. and wre brought It to perfection 
Don't oonfuae it with the oheap ImitatlonB 
that flood the market. Bend for 
Frloe and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO., 
320 South Tenth - Easton, Pa. 
DO NOT WEAK YOUR MUSIO OUT BY 
CARRYING IT IN A MUSIO ROLL. 
This SATCHEL is the very latest and 
most convenient manner of "carrying 
music, and does not necessitate the roll- 
~ Ing of It. It is superseding all others on 
• the market. 
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un- 
llned, price $1.50. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERPRETATION 
1°' 
Beethoven’s Pianoforte -/Works. 
It is safe to say that no anthoriiy on the Pianoforte 
Works of Beethoven is more widely or rifbre favorably 
re< oguided than the above work by Marx. It is a forceful, 
intelligent digest of the laws of mu-iic interpretation ana 
^specially of these, the most important works for piaDO 
that have ever been written. The piano student ran 
find no better presentaiion of the tree bans for the study 
of piano music than the above work affords. It is a 
most valuable volume, and thould be in the possession 
if all serioas students of pianoforte music. 
PRICE $1.50, BOUND IN FULL CLOTH. 
Until farther notice, we will furnish the book to read¬ 
ers of Th* Etudi for $1.16, postpaid. 
¥ - 
The National Laws of Musical Expression. 
ANOTHER NEW STYLE_ 
For carrying sheet 
music withou't"any 
folding or rolling,' 
' thus keeping it al¬ 
ways smooth and 
fresh, or for bound 
volumes. Solid 
leather through^ 
out, handler and 
straps - riveted, 
made for hardest 
service. Both of 
theabove can_ be 
had in either black or %owd. Mee $3.00. 
DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION. 
_ THEO. PRESSBR, ptttt.a pa. 
THE 
Davis Spring Back Chair. 
FOR PIANO PLAYERS. 
Qni.i *«v.llT U*t ul oth.l C.ut.fB., MB, ajW, 
AppUcactnu 
MaU Ordars aoUottwd and twxamptry fitter 
to hit Dart* of q<m*ntrr. 
the 
Th® Perfection in aprine back chairs. It preserves 
health, prevents ron nd shoo Id ora, and cores weak 
»lorig and accomplish 
t om__ 
orj-bsckl. One can practice twice — .w.,« • 
ihreo times «s much wiih perfect comfort. 
t« a.!*jlSr;lV' P'ie« fro® M-85 lo $18.40. 
otitiio peU! <i<aanPu« «*mlopio, *ud tcai .11 
TEIEO. PH.ESSER, 
«708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia Pa. 
U6*tir|MM.4 for entufoti for droM . 
*ot* tor Uaxtl, of (io^. 
By HANS SCHMITT, 
Profetwor at the Yienna Conservatory of Music. 
TBAK8LATED HT 
FRANCES A. VAN SANTFORD. 
Bound ftu Flexible Cloth, Prlee 50 Cent*. 
Mr. Schmitt treats the subject in two chapters,— 
LAWS OF FORCE, LAWS OF VELOCITY. 
&ny one acquainted with his writings will know that 
the .subject is clearly handled. Various well known 
compositions serve to illustrate his ideas, bot while the 
special numbers thus treated aretompar®tively few, con¬ 
sidering the iarge number that night be choseo, these 
are treated in a manner highly instructive in their appli 
cation to any work that one might wish to study ; further 
more, his treatment is creative of ihe desire to apply it 
at all limes—such, at least, is the impression made upon 
the publisher. 
We will furni8h it to the readers of The Etude for 
40 cents, postage paid. 
Payment in one- or t'wo-cent postage stamps will be 
accepted. 
WHAT SHALL I PLAY? 
This is a book containing privately prepared lists of 
piano and organ (principally piano) music by Dinety- 
aeven teachers of prominence from all sections of Amer¬ 
ica, Canada, and several from Europe. The idea is a 
»H t* their 
being lent in wilh nihch care in grading the diffirulty 
of all compositions. Coming from so. many different 
8ources,/tfifferent.tastes and requirements will bo sure 
• 0 be satisfied. The book also contains many beautiful 
sayings on the subject of'music. 
Neatly Bound, in Full Cloth, P(rlce 75 Cents. 
We bare contracted for a limited^ number, which we 
w»U supply to the readers of Tat Eiudk fox 60 oenu 
each, potVsge paid. _ 
Kaaie t» Mat os arlecftew If tieatred. The sisal 
dUraoHf ollawHl *s all order*. THE BULLETIN 
or HUMIC, pnbltAkHl lay lb* Ct*yt»n r. Sammy 
Cm., it M«Ui*4 fr** (« alt a^yll«»aU. 
220 Wabash Avo., Chicago. 
